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1.0 PURPOSE
The EnvironmentalControl andLife SupportSystem(ECLSS)AdvancedAutomation
Projecthasthreeprimarytasksto: 1)determinewhichsoftwareprocessesin theECLSSareprime
candidatesfor expertsystemtechnology,2) determinethestrategiesnecessaryfor developingand
integratingthesesystemsinto theECLSSproject,and3) developexpert systemsfor theECLSS
domain,anddemonstratetheir valueandintegrability.3TheUniversityof Alabamain Huntsville
(UAH) is theprimecontractorfor theinitial requirementsgenerationphase(PhaseI) of theECLSS
AdvancedAutomationProject.Theobjectivesof thiscontractareto:
1) Use"divergentthinking" in reviewingthebaselinedECLSSandreviewingsuccessful
related expert systemapproachesto generatea descriptive list of expert system
candidates,
2) Evaluatetheexpertsystemcandidatesusingspecificcriteria,
3) Using therequirementsof theexpertsystemcandidatesandknowledgeof thebaseline
ECLSSsoftwareandhardwarearchitecture,developa softwarehooksandhardware
scarslist for futureimplementationof theexpertsystemcandidates,and
4) In parallel, develop a potable water recovery FDIR managerin order to drive
requirementsandto showaproofof conceptdemonstration.
In fulfilling this purpose,we havepreparedthis report, UAH ResearchReportNo. 823
which is thefinal reportof the"ECLSSAdvancedAutomationPreliminaryRequirements",anda
secondUAH ResearchReport No 824 titled "A Diagnostic Prototypeof the PotableWater
Subsystemof theSpaceStationFreedomECLSS.''115
In this document,a descriptionof thetotal ECLSSsystemhasbeenpulled togetherfrom
theavailablepublicationsonECLSSandAdvancedAutomation.Thedescriptionof thehardwareis
presentedin a top down format, the lowest level of which is a functional descriptionof each
candidateinplementation.Foreachcandidateimplementationbothits advantagesanddisadvantages
arepresented.From thisknowledgeit hasbeensuggestedwhereexpertsystemscouldbeusedin
the diagnosisand control of specific portionsof the ECLSS.A processto determineif expert
systemsareapplicablehasbeenpresented,andwhereapplicable,how to selecttheexpertsystem.
A sectionon "Concerns"hasbeenincludedwhichdescribestheconsiderationof possibleproblems
or inconsistencesin theknowledgeor workingsof thesubsystems.An annotatedbibliographyof
thesepublicationsis presentedin Appendix A. Finally this report presentsin Appendix C the
Hooksand ScarsDocumentandin AppendixD adictionaryof the acronymsandtermsusedin
ECLSS. An indexis includedfor easeof reference.
2.0 CONCERNS
In this sectionwepresentsomeconcernsandobservationsthat haveresultedfrom ourexamining
theECLSSsystemfrom anoverallsystemviewpoint.
2.1 ConcernsRegardingSystemHardware
It isverydifficult to provideexpertfaultdiagnosisfor a thatis still in design.Only a limited
amountof testdataexistsandexpertiseis spreadovermanyvendorsandsubsystemdesigners.For
example,no test teamhashad a chanceto evaluatethe prototypepotable loop hardwarein an
integratedconfigurationfor anextendedperiod.The phaseIII CoreModule IntegrationFacility
(CMIF) testing is just beginning.Other componentsof SpaceStation ECLSS are in similar
conditionof development.Withoutsuchdataandexpertiseabout aspecificconfigurationandset
of technologies,expertsystemsdevelopmentmustproceedwith computermodelsfor generating
simulated"test" data.ECLSSSystemsarecomplex,andwhile still underdevelopment,theyare
incompletelydefined.This proof of conceptstudy illustratesthe parallel developmentof KBS
softwareandsystemhardware,thatis necessaryfor theefficient andsuccessfulimplementationto
proceed.
Therewill alwaysbecompromisesin any designproject. Certain trade-offs in launch
weightversassystemcomplexityandversatilitywill beinevitable.Onesuchdesigntrade-offis of
specialconcernfor knowledgebasedsystemapplication.The ability of a KBS to detectand
diagnosefaults is directly relatedto thenumberandcomplexityof the sensorswhich supplythe
KBS with data.It maybeunreasonableto proposethatinstrumentationsufficientto automatically
diagnose all possible faults be included in designs.The weight, power and addedsystem
complexity may bea poor tradefor therelatively small amountof crew time savedby sucha
system.Conversely, minimal instrumentation would limit KBS diagnostic solutions to more
simple cases. If KBS applications for the Space Station Freedom are to be successful, some
attention must be given to the type, number, and location of sensors throughout the design
process. This will allow the KBS to diagnose a significant number of faults with the associated
savings in crew time, without severe weight, power, and system complexity problems associated
with "over instrumentation".
Development work should be directed toward producing more stable sensors with self
check and auto-calibration capability. A quite ingenious sensor for 02 partial pressure has been
developed for use in the Atmospheric Control and Supply (ACS) subsystem 76. Similar sensors
for pH and conductivity should also be developed or KBS diagnostics may produce messages such
as "check pH sensor #12 calibration". Monitoring possible system contamination by
microorganisms should be a thrust area in sensor development. Current conventional microbial
assays are too slow (hours to days) to control such a small scale reclamation system. By the time
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sometheseconventionalanalysesarecomplete,thesystemmaybeprofoundlycontaminatedand
requireasubstantialamountof crew time to disinfectandrestart.In theabsenceof someform of
nearreal timemonitoring,aKBS canonly alertthecrewto processconditionswhich"might" lead
to microbialcontamination,suchaslow temperaturesin aheatexchanger/sterilizeror inadequate
iodineresidual.Theseconditionsmayor maynotresultin increasedmicrobialpopulations.Also,a
systemoperatingwithin specificationswith regardto chemicaland physical parametersmay
experienceamicrobialpopulationincrease.Without anyform of automatedmicrobialmonitoring
KBS diagnosis is severely limited to issuing warnings when microbial control systemsare
operatingoutsideoptimallevels.
Organiccontaminantmonitoring is anotherareawhereadditionaldevelopmentmay be
beneficial. Astro has produced a UV absorbancemonitor which provides a continuous
measurementof sometypesof organics.This instrumenthasseveraladvantagesoverconventional
oxidation/IR absorbanceinstrumentswhich only operatein batchmodeandrequireaggressive
reagents.However,manyorganiccompoundsincludingmanywhich aretoxic donotabsorbin the
UV region. In addition, thesemonitors areonly useful for low level (ppb) measurements.A
multiplewavelengthinstrumentusingaphotodiodearraydetectormightbecapableof detemaining
moreaccuratelytheparticularclassesof contaminantspresent.Likewise, new developmentsin
surfaceacousticwavedetectorsmightalsoproveto beeffectivemonitorsfor difficult classesof
organiccontaminants.
2.2 Documentation
During the project we haveexamineda greatdeal of the availabledocumentationfor
ECLSS.Unfortunately,thisprocesshasprovedto beinefficient.Whatis neededis acentralindex
to all of thedocumentsaboutthesystem,the latestupdatesto thedocuments,documentsthatare
no longerusable,etc. In short a full text databasethat is availableandon-line is needed.Most
publicationsarecomposedonacomputer.Theword processingor documentprocessingsoftware
can generateboth plain ASCII files and indexes.A largecomputer network with appropriate
softwareshouldbeableto usethis andassembleadatabase.Thedatabaseshouldinclude both
publishedreportsandinternalNASA reports.A separatesectionshouldbesetasidefor newsand
presentations.At ahigherlevelof functionality,thedatabasecould incorporatehypertextbrowsing
links.Suchlinks wouldallow theuserto moveamongthedocumentsin termsof thecontextof the
documentbeingbrowsed,thuscoordinatingthedistributedinformation.
Without a documentationdatabasea greatdeal of time and moneyis put into locating
documents,finding relateddocuments,actuallysecuringthedocument,reproducingthedocument,
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readingaroundthedocumento find theinformation,etc.In theendmucheffort is wastedsinceit
either duplicates information in other documents,or is simply out of date. Improving the
efficiency with sucha documentationdatabasewouldbeof greatvalue in knowledgeacquisition,
knowledgemanagement,anddesignknowledgecapture.
2.3 KnowledgeManagement
In building any sort of system,whether it is a traditional systemor an expert system,the
knowledge that is incorporatedinto the systemmust be managed.The managementof the
knowledgeis a difficult task,butonethattechnicalwritersanddocumentationspecialistshavehad
to dealwith for manyyears.Theresourcesof theseindividualsshouldbesolicitedin building a
knowledgemanagementsystem.
A knowledgemanagementsystemis a systemthat allows accessto representationsof
knowledgeand provides for the updatingof that information. The developmentof standard
templatesfor items_hatcanbeconceptuallyrepresentedasframe,scripts,rules, flow charts,etc
wouldserveto ensuretheability to gainaccessto knowledgethatis neededin thedevelopmentof
any system,but especiallya knowledgebasedsystem.The knowledgerepresentationsthat are
managedby sucha systemwould form abasictemplatefor othersworkingon similaror connected
knowledgestructures.
Without sucha system,knowledgeacquisitionmayremainan idiosyncraticandsolitary
process.This would still be trueevenif automatedtoolswereusedfor knowledgeacquisition.If
theknowledgecannotbeput intoa commonrepresentationalscheme,thenit will beidiosyncratic.
If the knowledgecannot be shared,then it will remain with the individual. The benefits of
developmentof a knowledgemanagementsystemarethatanyindividual canuseanytools thathe
or shelikesjust solongasit producesrepresentationsthatcanbeaddedto theknowledgebase,the
useof a knowledge managementsystemwill encouragecooperationamong all knowledge
acquisitionteams,and,finally, thedevelopmentof aknowledgemanagementsystemwill provide
for aneffective way of checkingtheconsistencyor compatibility of variousknowledgedriven
projects.Ideally, sucha systemwouldbe tied to thedocumentsbase,andthis would providethe
mechanismfor linking theknowledgeproducersto theknowledgerepresenters.
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2.4 KnowledgeTools
Thedevelopmentandreadyavailabilityof sophisticatedknowledgetools isclearlyneeded.
Objectorientedprogramming,multi-agentsystems,blackboards,opportunisticinferencing,and
manyotherconceptualdevicesareneededif goodknowledgebasedsoftwareis to beproduced.
Without thesetoolsnotonly is what canbedonelimited, but thatwhatwill bedoneis to forcea
systemdesigninto a particularstyleof manipulationthatmaymakeit difficult to understandand
maintainthesystemin thefuture.
The drive for Ada wasmotivated by theseconcerns.But even if Ada is the common
languagefor all software,it will notaffecttheintelligibility andmaintainabilityof theknowledgein
the system.Even if CLIPS is rewritten into Ada and if this increasesthe maintainability and
intelligibility of theCLIPSsystem,it will not increasethemaintainabilityandintelligibility of the
knowledgethatCLIPSis designedto manipulate.
Muchof thework in Artificial Intelligence(AI) is beingdoneonLISP machines.It seems
reasonableto think thata specialLISP systemmaybeableto addressomeof theknowledgetasks
betterthanothersortsof systems.It mayalsobethatthetasksmightbedonemorecosteffectively
on a LISP machinesincethecost of convertingfrom aLISP basedsystemto amore traditional
systemwouldbeavoided.
2.5 TheDistributedDatabaseOnSpaceStation
The idea of a distributed databasesystem for the Space Station is a great idea.
Unfortunately,onemight reasonablypredictthatthesystemwill becomeoverloadedaseveryone
developingsoftwareseeksto takeadvantageof it. In ECLSSthereis a greatdealof information
thatcouldconceivablybe loadedinto thedatabase.This approachwould beideal for facilitating
exchangebetweenECLSSsupportsoftwareandotherECLSSunits. However,thisapproachmay
alsooverloadthedatabasesystem,especiallyif all sensordatais sentto thedatabase,a historical
recordiskept,andthenumberof sensorsis increased.Thus,somepolicy governingtheuseof the
databasesystemisneeded.Alternatively,theprocessorsandnetworkscanbeenhanced.
2.6 SpecificConcerns
It is not completelyclear how the subcomponentsof the ECLSSwill communicate.In
particularit seemsthatthe TemperatureandHumidity Control (THC) and WaterRecoveryand
Management(WRM) subsystemswouldneedto communicatewitheachotheraboutwhatto expect
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and what is needed. For example, the Potable Water system may need to know that THC does not
anticipate generating the nominal volume of condensate. Another example may be the way in which
the products of a fare could affect the operation of the potable system.
It appears that more attention has to be given to the way in which simulations may provide
an important "look ahead" in reasoning about the state of the system. One of the things that a
simulation might allow is for the anticipation of problems or difficulties.
Attention also needs to be given to the scheduling of human activities. Various human
activities can increase the amount of condensate being produced, and the health of the crew can
lead to increased demands on the system. Some of these activities if known could be used in an
automated planning system. Another issue is the number of crew members. If the number varies
over time the system may need human attention at various points. For example, if the number of
crew members is over a specified number, it well be necessary to change the unibeds more
frequently.
Information concerning the operation and effeciency of the individual unibeds, other than
the first unibed was not found. If each bed is assumed to generate the same proportionate effect as
the first, unrealistic values are generated. Therefore a more detailed examination of the operational
efficiency of multiple unibeds in the multifiltration unit needs to be performed.
It has been difficult to gain an accurate understanding of the ECLSS software since the
general philosophy of the ECLSS software context diagrams has not been clearly presented.
It is not clear that the operations on potable and hygiene water are significantly different. If
they are not, then it might be good to unify the software for these subsystems in the same way that
the water quality software has been unified.
We could not locate any published accounts of what managers and users might want the
software for ECLSS to do. An investigation of what the users might want in the way of advanced
automation is needed. While it is clear that the users appear to want the routine tasks to be
automated, there does not appear to be a clear line between the routine and the unusual.
Also there needs to be a clearer specification of which parts of the ECLSS software will be
ground based and which will be station based. This is important since there seems to be no
requirement that ground-based software must be in Ada. Thus, ground based software could take
advantage of already existing tools. Also this would raise the issues of ground to station
communication links, speed, and protocols.These need to be more clearly defined.
Some attention should be given to the various user models to be incorporated in the
software. Suppose the crew member who was an ECLSS specialist was injured or ill. Some other
crew member would need to fill in. It might be reasonably assumed that this crew member is not as
well versed in specific ECLSS operation as the unavailable crew member. If this is so, the
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replacementuserof the ECLSSsoftwaremay needa different level of help than thespecialist,
especiallyin termsof displaythatthesystemgenerates.
Oneof theadvantagesof usingstandardinferenceengines,andotherstandardAI software
on theSpaceStation,is thatvariousupdatesandrefinementsto theknowledgecomponentscanbe
sentto theStationandinstalledonthesystem.Thiscouldbeassimpleaserasinga file andloading
a new one.This, however,would seemto becomeviable only if thereis a specificationof the
standardsoftwareon theStationandthestandardknowledgerepresentationschemesusedby the
software.It is not clearto uswhatthis standardis. To thedegreethat thereis sucha standard,it
appearsthatit is givenin thestructureof CLIPS.Thisshouldbeclarified.
Thecriteriafor assessingpotentialadvancedautomationeffortsneedto bemademoreclear.
Sincethecriteriaact asatemplatefor generatingcandidates,thesecriteriaareimportantandmust
beclearlydefined.
3.0 INTRODUCTION
3.1 ECLSSScienceandTechnology
The SpaceStationFreedom'sdesignincludesa numberof modules,airlocks, andnodes
whicharedockedtogetherto form apressurizedhabitatfor mannedoperations.Thefunctionof the
Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) is to provide a "shirt sleeve"
environmentfor the crew, aswell asproviding the waterand atmospherenecessaryto sustain
them.101In designingtheECLSSfor themannedAssemblyComplete(AC) Stationthedesign
must include closedloop air and water systemsto accommodatethe extendeddurationof the
missionsandto avoidhavingto constantlyresupply.This is particularlyimportantin light of the
factthatSpaceStationFreedomoperationswill nothavereadilyavailableescapecapability.88
TheECLSScomprisessix majorsubsystemgroups,aspicturedin Figure 1,which include
TemperatureandHumidity Control (THC),AtmosphereControlandSupply(ACS),Atmospheric
Revitalization (AR), Fire DetectionandSuppression(FDS),Water Recoveryand Management
(WRM), andWasteManagement(WM). Thesesubsystemsaredescribedin Section II, andtheir
functionalinterrelationshipsaresummarizedin Figure2.88
The hardware/softwarecontrol architecture is built using componentsof the Data
ManagementSystem(DMS). Racklevelcontrollerswill control andmonitor all thesubsystems
containedwithin eachECLSSrack.Theelementmanagercontrolsfunctionsin theelements.The
systemlevel controller,partially on-board,partially on the ground,will perform inter-element
functions;performanceandtrendanalyses;andsystemfault detection,isolation,andrecovery.It
will also interface with the overall station level DMS OperationsManagementSystem.88
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Figure 1. Space Station Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) Overview.
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3.2 ECLSSInformationSystem29,32
The software for the ECLSS incorporatesseveraldifferent levels of functionality and
processing.This sectionof thereportwill focuson theway in whichthe softwareleadsfrom the
ECLSS Software Support module (now called ECLSSMGR) to the potable water software
(POTH20). No attemptis madein this sectionto give anexhaustiveaccountof thesoftwarefor
eachECLSSsubsystem.However, thediscussionof theECLSSSupportSoftwarewill apply to
all of thesubsystems.
ECLSSSupportSoftware(ECLSSMGR)
Sensor Commands
Sensor
THC Input_ AR
Temperature and Air Revitalization
Humidity Control
Commands
Sensor
Input
ECLSS
Support
Software
ACS
Atmosphere
Control
and Supply
Commands
WM
Waste
Management
WRM
Water Recovery
and Management
Sensor Sensor
Input Commands Input
FDS
Fire
Detection and
Suppression
Commands
Sensor
Input
Figure 3. Context Diagram for an Overview of ECLSS Software
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TheECLSSSupportSoftwareis intendedto aid in theadministrationof thesubsystemsof
the ECLSS.It is throughthe ECLSSSupportSoftwarethat the SpaceStation's HABOMAand
STADIS softwareareinformedof theconditionsandneedsof the ECLSSsystem.It shouldbe
notedthattheorganizationof thesoftwareisa logicalorganizationandnotaphysicalorganization.
It is not a questionof wherethe softwareis located,but of what the softwaredoes.Thus, the
softwarefor the subsystemsandthe ECLSSsupportsoftwaremay residein physically distinct
computers,or thesamecomputer.
The context diagram (See
Figure 3) indicatesthe ways
in which theECLSSSupport
Software (now called
ECLSSMGR)coordinatesthe
activities of its subsystems
(THC, AR, ACS, FDS,
WRM, WM) and passes
information to the habitat
module level software
(HABOMA) and the station
level software (STADIS).
(Larger context diagrams
appear at the end of this
report.) Each subsystemof
ECLSS is representedin the
diagram.At thiscontextlevel,
each subsystem can be
thoughtof astakingin sensor
dataand,on the basisof its
codeandcommunicationwith
the ECLSS Support
Software,issuingcommands
to thehardware.Takenin this
way, the software packages
for each of the physical
Level
Station
Habitat Module
ECLSS
Short Name
STADIS
HABOMA
ECLSS Software
Support
THC
AR
ACS
FDS
WRM
WM
Station Distributed
System
Habitat Operations
Management
Application
Temperature and
Humidity Control
Air Revitalization
Atmosphere
Control and
Supply
Fire Detection and
Suppression
Water Recovery
and Management
Waste
M anasement
New N_mle
ECLSSMGR --
ECLSS Manaser
ECLSS subsystems represents the actions that ought to take place given certain sensor readings
and communication with the ECLSS Support Software. In terms of the context diagram at this
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level,thereis nodirectcommunicationof thesoftwarefor theECLSSsubsystemsto thehabitator
station level software.Ratherit is theECLSSSupportSoftwarethat communicateswith those
softwarepackages.Fordetailedcontextdiagrams,pleaserefer toAppendixB.
TheECLSS;SupportSoftwarereceivescommandsfrom bothHABOMA andSTADISand
sendsrequestsandstatusinformationto HABOMA whileoperationaldatais sentto STADIS.Each
subsystemsendsrequestsand statusinformation to the ECLSS Support Software,while the
ECLSSSupportSoftwaresendscommandsto the subsystems.In this way, informationtraverses
upanddownthroughthelayersof thecontrolsoftware.
Insideof theECLSSSupportSoftwarearesix subcomponentsthat handlethe incoming
informationfrom theECLSSsubsystems,HABOMA, andSTADIS.
As indicated in the context diagramfor the Short Name Lon_ Name
ECLSS Support Software, ACTIVATE is the
central subcomponent, since it issues
commands to ECLSS subsystems and requests
to HABOMA. The commands, however, are
checked before an activation. INHIBIT,
INHDATA ECLSS, and CMD are the modules
that check for processes that are inhibited.
ACTIVATE sends a process name to INHIBIT
which in turn sends a message to the inhibited
function list in INHDATA ECLSS. The
resulting process status is sent to CMD. CMD
receives requests from all ECLSS
subcomponents, as well as commands from
HABOMA and STADIS. CMD indicates
invalid commands to HABOMA and valid
commands to ACTIVATE.
ACTIVATE
INHIBIT
INHDATA
ECLSS
CMD
ECLSSERR
ECLSSPER
DISPLAY
Activate Valid ECLSS
Process
Process ECLSS Inhibit
Commands
Inhibited Function List
Verify and Validate ECLSS
Commands
ECLSS Fault Detection and
Isolation
ECLSS Performance and
Trend Analysis
ECLSS Display
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Failure Data
Critical Errors
HABOMA
ECLSSERR
Fault
Detection
and Isolation
Operational Data] A CTIVA TE
Activate Valid
Process
DISPLAY
Display Data
Commands --
Invalid
Command
Requests
CMD
Verify and
Validate
Commands
INHIBIT
Inhibit
Commands
NHDATA ECLSS
i
Inhibited Function List "_1--
ACTIVATE
THC
AR
ACS
FDS
WRM
WM
Figure 4. Context Diagram for ECLSS Support Software -- ECLSSMGR
ACTIVATE also sends commands to ECLSSERR, ECLSSPER, and DISPLAY.
ECLSSERR receives failure data from all ECLSS subsystems and sends critical errors to
HABOMA and operational data to STADIS. ECLSSPER receives status data from all ECLSS
subsystems and sends history, performance, and status data to HABOMA and DISPLAY.
DISPLAY receives display data from all ECLSS subsystems as well as ECLSSPER, and sends
display data to HABOMA.
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WaterRecoveryandManagementSubsystem(WRM)
Commands _Commands
Requests _. _ Requests
Display Data _ / Display Data
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y Requests
Display Data
Commands
Command Status
Sensor DataFailure Data
Figure 5. Context Diagram for ECLSS WRM Software
As the context diagram for the WRM indicates there are six modules that include both the
potable and hygiene water systems. These modules analyze and control the water recover),
functions in terms of the limits set for the subsystem. In general, each unit receives information
from sensors and various software units, and on the basis this information processing generates
new data and issues commands and requests.
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On the basis of commandsfrom ACTIVATE,
WRMLMT constructs new limit data for
WRMLIMITS and reports its status to
ECLSSPER.WRMLIMITS establishestheranges
for the main subcomponents POTH20,
H2OQUAL, HYGH20, and URINE. Each of
thesesubcomponentsreceivescommandsfrom
ACTIVATE andsensorinputsfrom hardware.The
caseof H2OQUAL is somewhatspecial sinceit
receives special sensor inputs for iodine,
Short Name Lont_ Name
WRMLMT Set WRM Limits
WRMLIMITS WRM Limit Data
POTH20 Process Potable Water
H2OQUAL Process Water Quality Sensor
Dam
HYGH20
URINE
Pr(ycess Hysicnc Water
Process Urine
conductivity, pH, and TOC (Total Organic Carbon). Additionally, each subcomponent sends
commands to hardware, requests to CMD, display data to DISPLAY, status data to ECLSSPER,
and failure data to ECLSSERR. Additionally, H2OQUAL sends quality status to POTH20 and
HYGH20.
Within WRM, POTH20 will be taken as an example since the potable water system is the
focus of the demonstration software produced for the overall effort of this research. The details of
the demonstration system are presented in UAH Research Report No. 824.115 It should be
noticed, however, that the demonstration software overlaps the functionality of POTH20 and
H2OQUAL. In part this is because the physical potable water system overlaps both software
components, and in part because the potable water design effort is geared to producing water of a
specified quality. This raises the important fact that the breakdown of software components need
not match precisely the breakdown of the function of the physical system. In the case at hand there
seems to be an obvious reason why the software and physical breakdowns do not correspond.
Although the potable and hygiene water systems are distinct physically, the process of monitoring
water quality is sufficiently similar that one module (H2OQUAL) can satisfy the demands of both
the potable water system (POTH20) and the hygiene water system (HYGH20). For reasons of
economy, the monitoring process is placed in one module rather than in two and shared by both
subsystems.
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Figure 6. Context Diagram for ECLSS WRM POTH20 Software
As indicated in the context diagram, POTH20 consists of five modules. The central module
is CHKSTA. CHKSTA receives status information from each of the other modules and issues
controls to each. Further, CHKSTA provides status information to ECLSSPER.
Each of the modules that report to CHKSTA act
on the basis of commands from ACTIVATE,
limit ranges from WRMLIMITS, and controls
from CHKSTA, and each module sends its status
to CHKSTA and ECLSSPER, requests to CMD,
failure data to ECLSSERR, and display data to
DISPLAY. The modules differ in the statuses that
are input and the hardware commands that are
output. RECH20 receives sensor statuses from
the liquid, speed, pressure, pressure transducer,
Short Name
CHKSTA
RECH20
PURIFY
STORAGE
QUALITY
Long Name
Monitor Subsystem Statuses
Monitor and Control Receiving
Tank and Pump
Monitor and Control the
Purification Process
Monitor and Control Potable
Water Storage
Monitor the Water Quality
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and flow meter, as well as statuses from pump and valve, and sends commands to pump and valve
as well as passing the pump status to QUALITY. PURIFY receives sensor statuses from pressure,
pressure transducer, and temperature, as well as the status from heater, and sends commands to
heater. STORAGE receives sensor data from liquid sensor, as well as status from valve, and sends
commands to valve. QUALITY receives sensor status fi'om temperature, as well as statuses from
pump, valve, and H2OQUAL, and sends commands to valve.
Summary
The ECLSS software is a layered collection of software modules that may be thought of as
a logical hierarchy that can be located in physically distinct computers. Although only the path from
the ECLSS support software to POTH20 has been traced, analogous tracings could be produced
for the other ECLSS subsystems. In this report's discussion of the application of artificial
intelligence techniques to ECLSS software, this analogy will be assumed.
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3.3 Evaluationof Candidatesfor AdvancedAutomation
3.3.1 Introduction
The decisions to implement advanced automation projects using expert systems (ES)
techniques are similar to other such decisions, but there are some significant differences. Many of
these differences are a result of the way in which ES is perceived and received, and in the nature of
the tasks of these software systems. Various schemes have been devised to make decisions on
whether or not to implement systems using ES technology. These schemes specify the factors that
should be considered in making the decision.
Two important schemes for making the decision to implement an ES have been constructed
by Slagel and Wick 23, and the group of Knowledge Based (KB) systems experts enlisted by
NASA's Space Station Level I Strategic Plans and Programs Division (hereafter referred to as the
"KBS Group") that constructed the Space Station Advanced Automation Study Final Report
(SSAA). 9 While there is significant overlap between the two schemes there are also some
differences. Each scheme has merit. This section will indicate where specific problems may arise.
This section will also make three recommendations concerning the evaluation of the candidate
systems in evolving domains, knowledge acquisition, and the types of situations in which various
artificial intelligence technologies may be applied.
3.3.2 Comparison of the Schemes
Although both the Slagel and Wick scheme and the SSAA scheme seek to address the same
sorts of issues, they differ in the way they construct their appraisals.
The Slagel and Wick scheme provides a computational space in which each consideration
influences the final judgment. Thus, a candidate that scores low in a particular area might still be
accepted. Given the weights and the function that computes the final candidate value, a final value
is generated. There is no hierarchical ranking of considerations accept that which is implicit in the
weights and computation function. In this sense none of the characteristics are essential.
The SSAA scheme provides a hierarchy in which essential considerations must score
highly before other considerations are appraised. In this sense the general A level criteria would be
at the top of the hierarchy and the other criteria would fall lower in the hierarchy. Thus, if a
candidate did not do well for the general A level criteria there would be no need to continue the
decision process.
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There aremerits to both approaches.The Slageland Wick schemeprovides a way of
creatingaglobalevaluationof acandidate,while theSSAA schemeprovidesaway for thesponsor
of the project to establishdemands.Further, it would seemnatural for the proposerof the
candidateto rely moreon theSlagelandWick schemethattheSSAA scheme.This would beso
sinceby adjustingthe weightsand computationfunction the proposerof the candidatecould
establishthevalueof thecandidatein thetermsthatheseesto beimportant.On theotherhand,the
SSAA schemewould be favoredby the sponsor,sinceit allows the sponsorto clearly indicate
whatconditionsmustbesatisfiedif thesponsoris to supporttheproject.
3.3.3 Recommendations
BoththeSSAA schemeandtheSlageland Wick schememaybeused. It is importantthat
in thedecisionprocessit beclearly identified which schemeis beingused.If this is not done,
confusionandpoorjudgmentswill follow. In theUAH ResearchReportNumber824115,on the
demonstrationsystemfor the potablewater subsystemof ECLSS, the way in which these
schemesmight be appliedandthe way in which differencesof opinion canbe generated was
examined.It shouldbenotedthat thedifferencesin opinion arereasoneddifferences.In sucha
situation it will be important to beclear aboutwhat is beingclaimed,and attempt to identify
commongrounds.
Thefollowing arespecificrecommenationsabouttheseschemesandtheiruse:
Thefirst specificrecommendationis thatfor systemssuchastheECLSS,a specialsetof
proceduresbeestablishedfor the candidatesystems.As notedin the commentsmany of the
subsystemsof ECLSSarecurrentlybeingdeveloped.This meansthatanyvalueassignedon the
SlagelandWick modelor anyjudgmentmadeon theSSAAmodelmaychangeasthesubsystem
changes.This is extremelyimportant.If thevalueof EStechnology,(andespeciallyrule based
systems)is in generalacceptedasvaluable,andif independentjudgmentsareto bemadeaboutthe
valueof toolsandshells,thentherealfocusof theschemeswill be thedomainto which theseare
to beapplied.Unlike manyothercasesin whichthedomainandexpertsaboutthedomainalready
exist,this is not thecasewith theECLSSandmanyothercomponentsof theSpaceStation.Thus,
evenif eitherof theschemesis acceptedastheschemewith whichcandidateevaluationsareto be
done,modifications must be made and special proceduresaddedto reflect the evolutionary
characterof thedomainsandcandidates.
Thesecondspecificrecommendationis thatconsiderationsor criteriabeaddedto focuson
theproblemsof knowledgeacquisition.It is generallyrecognizedthatknowledgeacquisitionis an
extremelydifficult task.To somedegreethequestionsarticulatedby SlagelandWick addressthis
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difficulty more that the criteria proposed in the SSAA. Without addressing the knowledge
acquisition issues, the judgments made about candidates may well be flawed. Consider for
example, that at most two of the criteria proposed by SSAA address the knowledge acquisition
problems. In terms of an overall judgment, therefore, a candidate may rank very high even though
the domain is not sufficiently defined and the experts are both antagonistic and of divergent
opinions. This may lead to the failure of the candidate project.
The final recommendation is that more general issues of artificial intelligence (AI) be
considered in making evaluations. The schemes seem to focus only on rule based systems.
However, what counts as an expert system and the available artificial intelligence technologies are
changing rapidly. Thus the following taxonomy is proposed as a guide.
There are several different situations in which AI technology can be added to ECLSS. For a
description of ECLSS software, see section 3.2 of this report. As a matter of convenience and
uniformity the following classification scheme is proposed:
Type
Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Description
Coordination/Diagnosis/ Action for multiple
intermediary units
Coordination/Diagnosis/ Action for non-
intermediary units
Pattern analysis of data
Example
ECLSERR
POTH20
QUALITY
Type 1 situations can be thought of as situations in which a unit processes the data of other
units and to which messages are transmitted. Within the ECLSS, ECLSERR would seem to be
such a situation. From the point of view of the ECLSS all subsystems report errors to it. Its actions
are then directed either to other ECLSS components or to HABOMA. From the point of view of
the ECLSS subsystems, ECLSSERR is the highest level unit. All ECLSS subsystems are
intermediary. An intermediary system is one which reports to a higher system and itself receives
reports from its subsystems. For example WRM and POTH20 are intermediary.
What is special about the Type 1 situation is the domain it engages and the functions it must
perform. The domain is not the domain of the hardware in action, but the information generated by
intermediary units about the hardware in action. Thus, POTH20 might send up error data to WRM
and then to ECLSSERR. ECLSSER could either handle the problem or pass the problem outside
of the ECLSS to HABOMA. ECLSERR would ideally need to understand data and messages sent
from the intermediaries, and be able to send messages back to the intermediary and to HABOMA.
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Thus,whatECLSSERRoperateson is informationgeneratedby othersoftwareunits. It maybe
assumedthat the informationgivento it in this Type 1 situationhasbeenprocessed,interpreted,
andsymbolicallycategorized,andthattheECLSERRmustbeableto decodeit.
The tasksthat must beperformedin the Type 1 situationarecomplexand symbolic in
nature,heterogeneousin character,andrequireknowledgeabouttheoperationof manysystems
andhow thosesystemscommunicateinformation.ThesecharacteristicsmakeType 1 situations
ideal candidates for specifically constructed programs that can perform parsing, string
construction,frame analysis,rule application,andotheroperationsfor which a LISP processor
would seemideally suited.If this is so,thensuchsituationswouldcall for ahardwarescarfor the
introductionof aLISP processorandsoftwarehooksto allow for otherunits to communicatewith
it andfor it to communicatewith otherunits. Ideally, this would also includespecificationsfor
how to add words and units to the LISP basedsystem,a more or lessstandardsyntax for
messages,and sufficient administrative supportto keep the project at the level of symbolic
manipulationof information,data,plans,diagnoses,explanations,etc.
rHighest UnitType 1
Intermediary Unit
Type 2
J
Lower Level Lower Level
Units, Perhaps Units, Perhaps
intermediary intermediary
J
Type 2 situations are those situations in which intermediary units can effectively process
information in a rule form. The intermediary units may receive information directly from hardware
through a Runtime Object Data Base (RODB) in standard engineering units, from the ECLSS, or
from subcomponents. The sorts of diagnostic and supervisory tasks pertbrm by the intermediary
units would tend to be specific sorts of tasks ("Determine if the the sensor data is within in range
and note what is odd.") These are closely linked to the physical devices that are running under its
supervision. In this sense the domain is the process itself. This is an ideal place for a classical rule
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base system, although frame based systems may also prove effective.116 It should be noted that
using a CLIPS-like system for these situations would be ideal since, at least potentially, a CLIPS
knowledge base could be updated in the same way that an RODB is updated. This would allow
modification to the hardware and to the general database (on red-line and-yellow line, for example)
to be reflected in the knowledge base.
Type 2 situations call for software hooks to allow communication both up and down from
the units. This may not be that difficult since such channels already exist (see context diagrams).
However, they might need to be rethought in the light of KBS functionality. Scars do not seem to
be an issue here, unless it is in terms of on board memory (RAM) in the unit that will do the
processing, or in the size of the mass storage device (disk) that is serving the processor on which
the rule based system is running. A far more exotic software hook would be the demand to
improve the CLIPS to include genuine backward chaining, frames, metarule, demons, stores, etc.
(See UAH Research Report Number 824115).
Type 3 situations are the most exotic. These are situations in which the pattern learning and
matching capabilities of a neural net could be put to good use. Such situations may be important in
the acquisition of sensor data, the capacity to use the patterns of a neural net as a "redundant"
sensor, as a store house for the pattern of usage in components, as way of gaining hints about
incoming or outgoing telecommunications, etc. The point is that other technologies are up and
coming and may also play a significant role. Although neural nets can run on a 80386, and thus
are not candidates for scars, a scar may be in order if the neural net software can be thought of as a
redundant sensor. In this sense the result of the net would have to go to wherever it is that sensor
input goes.
The adoption of the proposed taxonomy would allow a more detailed and disciplined
evaluation of candidate projects while also allowing for a greater range of AI techniques to be
considered.
3.3.4 Summary
In this section the schemes of candidate system evaluation proposed by Slagel and Wick,
and the SSAA have been examined. Each scheme has merit and it is possible to use each scheme if
it is made clear which scheme is being used. We have also identified some difficulties in the
evaluation of candidates that are dealing with domains and expertise that are in evolution.
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In light of this examination we recommend that:
• special procedures be established for the evaluation of candidates that are evolving,
• issues of knowledge acquisition be given a greater role in the evaluation
• a taxonomy be adopted that allows for both the consideration of a wider range of AI
technologies and the nature of the different sorts of tasks to which they can be put.
3.3.5 Detailed Description of Each Scheme
3.3.5.1 The Slagel and Wick Scheme
The Slagel and Wick scheme focuses on several categories of questions that must be
answered in attempting to generate a reasoned decision to employ ES technology, as summarized
in the following table:
F_ture (_0mponent
Essential
Desirable
Users and Management
(UM)
Task
O3
Expert
(E)
Users and Management
(UM)
Task
O3
Expert
(E)
Description
Weight
Value
Description
Weight
Value
Description
Weight
Value
Description
Weight
Value
Description
Weight
Value
Description
Weight
Value
The descriptions are simply identifications of features. Ideally these descriptions include
some means of operationalizing the feature. The weights and feature values are normalized to
generate numbers between 1 and 10. This allows various formulae to be applied in the construction
of the overall evaluation of the candidate project.
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The particular questions identified by Slagel and Wick are:
Essential Chgra¢_¢ri_tic_:
UM1
UM2
UM3
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
EIO
Ell
Do the recipients of the system asree that the payoff is hi_h?
Do the recipients have realistic expectations?
Is the management committed to the pro, iect?
Is the task natural language easy?
Is the task knowled_ge intensive?
Is the task heuristic in nature?
Are test cases available?
Can the s_,stem undergo incremental _rowth?
Does the task require little common sense?
Can the task be done without optimal results?
Will the task be performed in the future?
Is the deadline for the system relatively open?
Is the task eas),, but not too easy?
Does an expert exist?
Is the expert a genuine expert?
Is the expert committed to the proiect?
Is the expert cooperative?
Is the expert articulate?
Has the expert been successful at other tasks?
Does the expert use s),mbolic reasoning?
Can the expert transfer his or her expertise to others?
Does the expert use cognitive skills?
Do multiple experts a_ree?
Is the expert not being especially creative?
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D_irable Characteristics
UM4
UM5
UM6
UM7
Tll
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
E12
El3
El4
E15
Is the management willing to commit time, money, and effort?
Will the insertion into the work place be smooth?
Will the system be able to _generateexplanations?
Will the s_,stem be able to intelligently, question the user?
Was the task previously identified as a problem area?
Are solutions explainable and interactive?
Does the task lack real-time demands?
Is the task similar to previous KB efforts?
Is the task performed at many locations?
Is the task performed in a hostile environment?
Does the task involve sub iective factors?
Is the expert unavailable when the system is needed?
Can the expert become intellectually attached to the project?
Does the expert feel comfortable with the proiect?
Is the expertise loosely organized?
These questions set out a basic structure for determining whether a knowledge based (KB)
approach is appropriate. As noted earlier various rating functions could be applied to the values
generated in response to these questions. Within the Slagel and Wick scheme it is important to
notice that none of the questions have an essential character. Any of the questions could be set to a
low or high value without directly affecting the decision to employ an KB technology. An
alternative is to set out criteria that demand to some degree that characteristics be satisfied. This
alternative would establish a set of questions to which it is essential to have high values if the
candidate is to be accepted. This is the approach taken in the Space Station Advanced Automation
(SSAA) final report. Rather than indicating questions and a ranking function, the report sets out
criteria for KB projects.
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3.3.5.2 The SSAA Scheme
The SSAA Final Report 9 established various evaluation criteria for the evaluation of
advanced automation projects. These can be separated in to General, Baseline and Evolution
criteria. The three kinds of criteria indirectly correspond to the types of Slagel and Wick. However,
the SSAA scheme does not provide for a general computation. It specifies certain essential
characteristics that a candidate project must satisfy, if the candidate is to be accepted. Further the
KBS Group indicated three levels of importance ranked A,B and C. The levels indirectly
correspond to the attribute values of Slagel and Wick. However, it should be remembered that
these levels of importance seem to be constructed so that if a candidate does not score well at the A
level, its scores at the B and C level do not matter. In this sense the SSAA criteria forms a
hierarchy.
The SSAA report was generally positive in its appraisal of the potential for ES applications
to ECLSS: "(particularly water and air regeneration) -- major advantages for a KB approach were
lack of crew experience with new Space Station technology and relative technical simplicity of the
underlying systems. Major disadvantages were the life-criticality of such a system and lacking
internal experience or champions (advocates) within NASA. ''9
General Criteria - I_¢v¢1 A
These criteria stand at the top of a pyramid of criteria. They are both the most general
criteria and the most necessary to be satisfied. In this sense they can be understood as necessary
conditions for a successful project. It should be understood that even for a potentially successful
project not all of the criteria need to be satisfied, nor must they all be satisfied to the same degree.
Thus, it is the massed action of these criteria that need to be satisfied.
• Presence of a strong user champion
Comment - A user champion is an advocate who is personally involved and is within the
sponsoring agency. The SSAA final report indicates that the astronauts would be in favor
of such a system. This is important. However, since any advanced automation for ECLSS
would include as users the space life sciences group and system design engineers, these
groups should also be interviewed. The interviews should focus on both the perceived need
for such systems and the kinds of features desired.
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• Presenceof a strongmanagement/executivefundingchampion
Comment - The executivechampion is an advocatecommitted to ensuring that the
developmentprocessis protectedandresourcesaremadeavailable,evenin difficult times.
Although thereportindicatedthat ECLSSis a goodcandidateit is not yet clearwho the
projectchampionwill be.
• Strongfeelingof participationbyall usergroupsincludingcrew
Comment- Thiscanonly beachievedif theastronautsandothersareinterviewedandkept
informed.It wouldbedesirableto havesomemechanismby whichtheenduserscan teed
their recommendationsto theteamthatdesignsandbuilds thesystem,thereforeallowing
for maximumperfomanceandsatisfaction.
• Existingexpertiseandagreementonheuristicsolution
Comment-- As the SSAA report notedmuchof theECLSS systemis currently being
developed.This meansthat it will be difficult to identify experts. In this sensethe
evaluationof candidatesystemsfor ECLSSwill eitherreceivea low rating,or will receive
specialattention.Thereasonfor this is thatin mostcandidateevaluationsboth thesystem
and theexpertiseexits. This is not the casefor theECLSS.Thus, a procedurein which
both the developmentof the ECLSSsystemor subsystemand the ES applicationsare
appraisedduringtheevolutionof thewholesystemwouldseemto beneeded.
• Functionalitycannotbeachievedcosteffectivelywithoutaknowledgebasedsystem
Comment- The SSAA report providesan illustration of the intent of this criterion. For
example,'PI-in-a-box', a threeman-yeareffort on a MaclI in Nexpert,would beabout
$250,000.The report indicatesthat this shouldbea typical case.On the otherhandthe
trendanalysisexpertrunningon5 Sun4classmachinesandanopticalLocalAreaNetwork
(LAN) undertheeffortsof a seniorcomputerengineer,seniorprogrammer,and4junior
programmerscomesout at $1,000,000for threeyearsin a 10man-yeareffort. In short
there seemsto be a large range in what would count as being cost effective. The
determinationof thesatisfactionof thiscriterionshouldrestonaneconomicanalysis.
• Ability to bothqualitativelyandquantitativelyevaluatethesuccessof theapplication
Comment- Thiswouldbespecificto eachinstanceof theKB. Theneedis for clearcriteria
of what thesystemis to do andhow it is to do it at theoutset.Anecdotalevidenceis not
sufficient accordingto thereport. In thecaseof ES systemsthat areevolving with the
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physicalsystemandexpertiseaboutit, specialproceduresfor evaluatingthesatisfactionof
thiscriterionmaybeneeded.
• Ability todemonstrateincrementalprogress
Comment- Thiscriteriaseemsto representgeneralmanagerialpractice,howeverin theuse
of KB technology therearesomedifficulties. The ability to demonstrateincremental
progresshinges on what is to count as a demonstration.An improvement in the
organizationof the systemmight makea systemrun faster while a suddenincreasein
knowledgecontentmight makeit run slower.In orderto satisfy thiscriterion someclear
accountof whatcountsasademonstrationandwhatcountsasincrementalprogressmust
beestablished.
• Potentialhorizontalgeneralityof application
Comment- This criterion containsseveraldifferent issues.On the one handthe generic
partsof a KB systemcanbeextendedhorizontally.However, it is very unlikely that the
mostdomainspecificclaimswill beableto beextended.In orderto satisfythisrequirement
somenotionof abstractionis needed,andthatwill requiresoftwaretools for support.For
example,a larger framebasedreasoningsystemmay be ableto beextendedandallow
someof theknowledgein theframescanbeusedhorizontally.Suchsystemsmayproveto
berareandmayrequirenew softwaretechniquesto bedeveloped.In short,this criterion
shouldbemademorespecificin termsof its intent.
• Availabilityof testcases
Comment- Clearlyit is importantto havetestcasesavailableandto usethemin testingthe
producedsystem.However,it shouldbenoticedthattoo greatanemphasison testcases
mayleadto undesirableresultsin termsof influencingthemethodologyof theknowledge
acquisition,andthetypeof reasoningsystemto beemployed.Casebasedreasoningmay
begoodevenif it doesnotperformaswell asanotherapproachon thetestcases.It should
benoticedthattheconditionof quantitativeandqualitativeevaluationcanproduceanswers
thatareatoddswith testcaseresults.Thispossibleconflict uponthesatisfactionof criteria
shouldbetakenintoaccountin anyappraisal.
• Ability to firewall theapplicationfrom doingharm
Comment- This seemsto bea muchmoretechnicalcriterion thattheothersin thisgroup.
To fix'ewallthesystementailssomewayin whichthesystemcanbeturnedoff. Thatseems
to bea designdecisionthatis commensuratewith, if not equivalentto, thedemandfor a
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person to be in thecontrol of the system.If this is the intent, then the demandcan be
satisfied. If on the other hand, the intent is that any such system must also be able to
diagnosis what it itself is doing, then this becomes a hard problem. It would require the
system to both reason about other systems and itself. Such systems would be difficult to
construct would require the cooperation of other software components, and use an
increased amount of computing resources.
• Bounded technical complexity
Comment - It is an accepted principle that KB systems should operate on problems that are
neither too hard nor too easy. The difficulty with the application of this criterion to the
ECLSS is that since the ECLSS is under development the appraisal of the the technical
complexity may change as the system changes. This again indicates the need for some sort
of co-evolutionary appraisal procedure.
General Criteria - Level B
Again these are general criteria to be applied to a project. Their importance is lower than the
Level A criteria. However, these criteria do raise important issues.
• High visibility
Comment -- This criterion seems to reflect the political and social dimensions of
the advancing KB technology, and would not be a criterion for a traditional software
program. The attempt to satisfy this criterion could lead to compromises in the A level
criteria. However, since the criteria are hierarchical, no level of visibility, or lack there of,
should alter the decision at the A level.
• Model based reasoning approach that allows for multiple uses
Comment - The suggestion seems to be that while rules are a good knowledge
representation for many problems, they are neither the only representation, nor the best for
specific problems. One should also look forward to new techniques, in particular model
based reasoning. In this sense, CLIPS may very well be an undesirable tool. The
development of other kinds of systems will depend upon the inclusion of tools in the
Software Support Environment (SSE).
3O
• Automatewhatpeoplelike to doleast;theroutine;theday-to-day
Comment- Bureaucraticagentscanbeof greatservice.Routinereportsandmonitoring
shouldbeautomated.This suggestsothersortsof applicationfor advancedautomation.It
shouldbenoted,however,that someof thesetasksmaybeeither socomputationalor so
routinethatAI techniquesarenotrequired.
• Capitalize on what has been started.
Comment -- As with several of the other proposed criteria, this criterion seems to be either
a directive as to the types of projects that ought to be proposed, or a general management
practice claim. If it is the former it may be unduly restrictive, and if the latter unnecessary.
• Start with advisory mode and evolve if appropriate to a close-loop system.
Comment -- This seems to be a directive about how to plan the development of a
candidate, and an injunction against starting with a closed loop system. This might better be
thought of as a specification rather than a criterion.
• For space based applications the system should be one that can be put into operation on the
ground first.
Comment -- This proposed criterion again appears to be a directive, rather than a criterion
for appraisal. It is also unclear why a well tested system should be put into operation on the
ground first. If the testing which can take place on the ground, has been done this would
seem to be sufficient to place the software into an advisory mode on board. Further, putting
diagnostic software into operation on the ground first seems to be a testing procedure, since
many of the faults may well have been detected and recovered from on board.
• Use design knowledge.
Comment - For the ECLSS there would be a very strong possibility of satisfying this
criterion if the co-evolutionary strategy is adopted. There are two significant alternatives to
the capture of such design knowledge. The first is to embed the capture of this knowledge
within the design of the software system. This may not prove to be an ideal way to
proceed, since the Knowledge Engineer (KE) would be focused on the acquisition of the
knowledge related to the projects goal. On the other hand it would allow the KE to have a
greater understanding and contact with the experts. The second alternative is to establish a
separate project for design knowledge capture and for the production of advanced
automation for design. This would have the benefit of being a focused effort that could
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producebothknowledgeandtools thatcouldbeusedhorizontally,but would increasethe
expenseof theprojectsinceanotherteamwouldbeneeded,andmayincreaseinterpersonal
conflict sincetheexpertsmayoverlapandbe thefocusof two distinctKE groups.
General Criteria - Level C
The third level of General Criteria is designed to place the proposed system in the context
of other projects.
• The system can be evolved to higher functionality after deployment.
Comment -- This seems to be a specification of the B level stipulation that systems start in
the advisory mode.
• The system can use non-ES techniques.
Comment -- It would seem that an ES system if it is to evolve at all must make use of non-
ES technologies, particularly data bases, networks, and communication systems. If this is
the intent of the criterion, it is reasonable enough. However, it might also mean that there
should be a non-ES backup system. This would pose problems. If the non-ES is a good
enough backup system, then there is no need for the ES unless a specific advantage (speed,
efficiency) can be shown. Further, the construction of the backup will add to the cost of the
project.
Baseline Criteria - Level A
The second variety of criteria specified in the SSAA concern the baseline of the system.
These seem to be intended to capture the conditions that the system must satisfy in order to be
included in the Space Station Freedom.
The Level A criteria and the Level B criteria seem to be greater specification of related
general criteria.
• Medium to high payoff
Comment -- In order to be clear about this criterion some way of computing payoff is
needed.
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• Low technicalrisk
Comment-- Given that the project hasa boundedtechnicalcomplexity, this criterion
would seemto refer to the calculationof therisk. Someformula shouldbespecifiedto
computetherisk, andsomescaleshouldbeestablished.
• Reductionof crew timespentin routineandmaintenancefunctions.
Comment- Therewasa positive attitudeof crew towardstheuseof KB systemson the
SpaceStationFreedom.They expresseda very strongdesireto spendasmuch time as
possibleon the SpaceStationcarrying out scientific experimentsand as little time as
possibleworryingaboutmaintenanceandotherhousekeepingchores.9As theSSAAreport
noted,theECLSSwouldseemto beagoodcandidatefor thisreason.
• Expectedhighuseracceptance
Comment-- Interviewswith usersaboutthecandidate,andinvolvementof theusersin the
designareimportantfactorsin satisfyingthiscriterion.
• Effectivegroundevaluationpriorto deployment
Comment- In thecaseof thesystemsthatmightbeusedfor ECLSS,thiscouldbesatisfied
by havinga tight coupling of the knowledgeengineerwith the systemsengineers.This
wouldallow thefull ECLSSsystemandtheadvancedautomationprojectsto co-evolve.If
this strategyisacceptablethesoftwaresystemwouldundergocontinualtestingalongwith
theECLSShardwareon theCoreModuleIntegrationFacility (CMIF).
Baseline CritCri_ -Level B
• Can be tested on Shuttle
Comment -- This will be very difficult in terms of the technology of ECLSS for Space
Station. On the other hand it might be of value to design a separate system for the Shuttle
that tests the ideas in the system. This would, of course, add time and money, to the
development of the candidate.
• Actively supports other software/hardware units
Comment - For the ECLSS systems examined in this report the most important software
support would come from the "Runtime Object Database" software for the Space Station.
As this software becomes available it would be necessary to tie into it, since it appears that
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all sensoreadingwill besentto thedistributeddatabasesystems.In similar waysthefull
ECLSSsystemwouldneedto tie into thedisplaysystemandthecommunicationssystem.
In the early useof the systemthesefactorswould not beas significant sincethe system
maybestationedon thegrounduntil its "trackrecord"isdemonstrated.
Evolution Criteria - Level A
The evolutionary criteria focuses on the possible path from a ground based assistant to an
embedded system in the Space Station. These criteria in large measure repeat criteria already
encountered.
• Low to medium technical difficulty
Comment -- As above, a scale is needed.
• High payoff
Comment -- As above, a formula is needed.
• High user demand
Comment -- This will depend on the reaction of users to the initial system, and suggests a
continuing role for users in the development and evolution of the system.
• Strong attention to integration of multiple systems
Comment -- Assuming that the attention to non-ES systems has already been determined,
this criterion seems to focus on the coordination of multiple intelligent systems. This is important
as the technology is used at various levels. In some sense this should be a general criterion rather
than an evolutionary criterion since for some of the ECLSS candidates it will be important for them
to cooperate in some fashion.
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3.4 RecommendationsForCandidateSitesFor AdvancedAutomation
As indicatedearlierin thisreporttherearetwo waysin whichcandidatescanbeappraised.
From theproposer'spointof view theSlagelandWick schemeseemsappropriate,while from the
sponsor'spoint of view thecriterialschemeof theSSAAReportseemsappropriate.In eithercase,
however,wewill not beableto conductacompleteappraisalof thecandidatesitesthat we will
propose.Wewill focuson thoseissuesmostcloselyrelatedto thetechnologicalandtaskaspectsof
thecandidateproposalandappraisalprocess.To this end,thesectionwill bedivided into several
subsections.Thefirst sectionwill addresstheissueof isolatingtherelevantcriteria,thesecondwill
examinepotentialcandidatesiteswithin thegeneralframeworkof thepreviouspartsof thisreport
that focusedon the path to CHKSTA in the POTH20 unit of WRM, andthe final sectionwill
presentour reasonedrecommendations.
3.4.1 Criteria
In theSlagelandWick scheme,therearethreesortsof questions.Questionsaboutusers
and managementareclearly beyondthe scopeof this report. To addressthesequestions,the
potentialmanagersandusersmustbe interviewed,andthis is not possiblegiventhe scopeof the
task.A secondgroup of questionsconcernsthe experts themselves.This would require the
identifying and interviewing the experts,and,again, this is beyond the scopeof this project.
Although werecognizetheimportanceof thesegroupsof questionsthereis reasonto claim that
thereis a primacy to thequestionsconcerningthe task.The questionsin this groupwill be the
focusof ouranalysesandrecommendations.
As notedearlier, theSSAAschemeadoptsthepoint of view of thesponsorof the system
and usesa criterial approach.Although the scheme uses a division into general, baseline, and
evolutionary criteria subdivided into A, B and C levels, it is possible to interpret the criteria in
terms of their user and management, expert, and task components. We will focus on the general
criteria that most clearly correspond to the intent of the task grouping of Slagel and Wick.
The issues, phrased as questions, can be grouped into three categories. Task specific issues
are those issues that are directed to the domain that is to be automated. These issues are subdivided
into supporting and rebutting factors. The supporting factors are those that favor the use of an
automated knowledge technology, while the rebutting factors provide reasons for not adopting
such technology. The evaluation issues are directed to the ways in which the advanced automation
product can be appraised. The implementation issues are directed to those factors that the product
must address when implemented.
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The fourteenitems,listed below,provide a list of considerationsthat is both extensive
enoughto addressavarietyof coreconcernsandcompactenoughto bereadilyapplied.Implicit in
this groupof itemsis the primacy of the task.This primacy is reasonablesincethe other two
groupingsare dependentupon it. If the task is not a reasonablecandidatein terms of these
considerations,thenevenif theconcernsof managers,users,andexpertsaresupportiveof the
candidateproject, it would not be successfulsince it is not the kind of task that could be
successfullyautomatedwitheithertoday'sresourcesor theresourcesthatmightbeexpectedin the
nearfuture.This is not to saythat theprojectsthatwould bemore reflective of theconcernsof
managers,users,andexpertsoughtnot to beattempted.Manyof themshould.However,these
projectswouldrequiremoreextendedresearch,andwouldnot bedirectlyapplicableto thecontext
of theECLSSwithin SpaceStationFreedom.
Item
1 Is the task knowledge intensive? Can design
knowledge be captured and used?
2 Is the task heuristic in nature? Can a model
based reasonin_ approach be used?
3 Does the task involve subjective factors?
4 Is the task easy, but not too easy? Does the
task exhibit bounded technical complexity?
5 Was the task previously identified as a
problem area? Would the software automate
what people like to do least; the routine; the
day-to-day?
6 Is the task natural language easy?
7 Does the task require little common sense?
8
Task specific
Supporting factors
Task specific
Rebutting factors
Evaluation issues 9
Implementation issues
10
11
12
13
14
Can the task be done without optimal results?
Are test cases available? Can the success of
the application be evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively?
Can the system undergo incremental growth?
Is the task similar to previous KB efforts?
Is the task performed at many locations? Is
there a potential horizontal generality for the
application?
Are solutions explainable and interactive?
Does the task lack real-time demands? Can
the application be firewalled to prevent
harm?
Reference
S&W T2; SSAA General
level B
S&W T3; SSAA General
level B
S&W T17
S&W TI0; SSAA General
level A
S&W T11; SSAA General
level A
S&W T1
S&W T6
S&W T7
S&W T4; SSAA General
level A
S&W T5; SSAA General
level A
S&W T14
S&W T15; SSAA General
level A
S&WT12
S&W T13; SSAA General
level A
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3.4.2 Potentialsites
In thepreviousdiscussionsof the criteria for the appraisalof candidates,threetypesof
candidateswereexamined.
TAtltg Descrintion
Type 1 ECLSERR
Type 2
Type 3
Coordination / Diagnosis / Action for multiple
intermediary units
Coordination I Diagnosis / Action for non-
intermediar_ units
Pattern analysis of data
POTH20
QUALITY
These three types will furnish a point of departure for considering candidate systems.
Type 1 candidates are distinguished by their communication and integration functions. A
Type 1 candidate absorbs information and knowledge that has to some degree already been
processed by a lower level system. The obvious sites for this type of automation are at the level of
the ECLSS support software (ECLSSMGR). However, not all of the components are equally good
sites.
ACTIVATE, although a central element of the the ECLSS support software, would not
appear to be good site. The most direct reason is that the function of ACTIVATE does not seem to
be one that is amenable to heuristic reasoning. Rather ACTIVATE would seem to function as a
bureaucratic communications agent. It activates different subcomponents, but does not itself make
decisions on what should or should not be activated. This seems apparent since both CMD and
INHIBIT perform operations that would require the decision making (verification, validation and
inhibition). Further in the crucial area of Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery (FDIR), it is the
ECLSSERR subcomponent that both receives failure data and reports critical errors to HABOMA.
In its present form, ECLSSPER would also not appear to be a good site for artificial
intelligence based advanced automation. While a good case might be made for the use of such
techniques in the analysis and interpretation of performance and trend data, the function of this unit
would seem to be the mathematical analysis of status data and the reporting of short-term trend data
to HABOMA. In this sense ECLSSPER acts as a computational engine, and not heuristic or
knowledge intensive engine. Further, the operation of ECLSSPER should be such that subjective
factors are not relevant but real-time operation is. Both of these count against this site. However,
should the responsibilities of ECLSSPER be expanded to encompass a more active role in the
managing of performances, areas for application would be created.
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The INHIBIT andCMD modulesareclosely linked. While the tasksthat thesesystems
performmightbeknowledgeintensiveandmight requireheuristicreasoning,it is not transparently
clearthat this is so.It might be thecasethefunctionsof theseunitsareessentiallydatabaseand
interpreterfunctions.INHIBIT, if sorequested,consultsthedatabaseof inhibited functionsand
sendsits resultson to CMD. CMD mightcheckto seethattherequestsandcommandscominginto
ECLSSareconsistentandsyntacticallycorrect.In thissense,CMD actsasaninterpreterandnotas
aknowledgeintensivedecisionaid.Altematively,thetwo unitsmightacton rulesor onpastcases
to make decisionsabout what functions should be inhibited and which should be allowed.
Currently,thereis not sufficientinformationto decidewhichof theseoptionsis more likely to be
the case.Thus, until there is more specific informationon thesecomponents,they would not
appearto begoodcandidates incetheirfunctionalitymightbeaccomplishedwith moretraditional
techniques.
Of the remaining sites one, ECLSSERR, is a classical application of AI advanced
automation,and the other, DISPLAY, is somewhatnovel. The Fault Detection Isolation and
Recovery(FDIR) tasksof ECLSSERRareessentiala combinationof a diagnosistask and a
configuration task. Eachof these is a task at which knowledgebasedsystemshave proven
successfulin the past.They areknowledgeintensive,heuristic,andbounded.They expressthe
subjectivityof expertsandarenotnaturallanguageintensive.Although thedevelopmentof sucha
systemmight prove to becomplexand requirea variety of strategiesto be used,anadvanced
automationsystemmight provevaluable.Further,given thefact thatsuchsystemscanbetested
againstestcasesbasedondataacquiredduringthedesignandtestingphasesof bothhardwareand
softwaredevelopment,ECLSSERRwouldseemto beanidealcandidate.DISPLAY, althoughnot
asclearlyanidealcandidate,wouldalsoseemto beagoodcandidate,if it is notedthatthedatathat
is to bedisplayedto the usercanbeenhancedby applyingknowledgeabouthumancomputer
interactionandheuristicsabouttherelationof datato bedisplayed.While theoverallinteractionof
thedisplaysystemwith theusermaycreatenaturallanguageproblems,theactualdisplayof the
dataought not. On this basistheDISPLAY componentof theECLSSsoftwaresupportsystem
wouldalsoseemto beagoodcandidate.
Thus,atthe levelof theECLSSsoftwaresupport,thetwo bestcandidatesareECLSSERR
andDISPLAY.
Droppingto a lower level in theECLSS,theWRM softwarepresentsa moreexpanded
selectionof candidates.In part,this is dueto thefact thattypesof subsystemspresentinsideof the
WRM areType2 systems.Sincethedomainsof theWRM subsystemsaremoreclearlydefined,
theyhavebeentheprimarytargetsof knowledgebasedsystems.For example,bothPOTH20 and
HYGH20 managetheoperationsof the relevantsoftwareon the basisof data,commands,and
qualitystatuses.In a wayanalogousto thatof theECLSSERR,thetaskswhicheachof theseunits
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performareacombinationof diagnosisandconfiguration.The diagnosiscomesin termsof the
subpartsof the systemwith informationaboutfailures beingsent to the ECLSERRfor further
analysis.Theconfigurationaspectis representedin termsof theconfigurationof informationrather
than hardwareand software.That is, inside of each subcomponentis a bureaucraticunit that
attemptsto build andsendmessagesto otherECLSSunits.Although this bureaucratic unit is not
as knowledge intensive or heuristic as the unit that identifies failures, it may have some knowledge
intensive aspects in initiating its requests. However, even if the configuration aspect is minimal,
the diagnostic aspects of these two units are rather strong and recommend themselves as candidate
systems.
The H2OQUAL unit is somewhat different. The function of this unit is to make a
judgement about the quality of the water for both the hygiene and potable systems on the basis of
data concerning iodine, conductivity, pH, and TOC. In a certain sense, the functions of this unit
are separated from those of POTH20 and HYGH20 in terms of the physical and chemical aspects
of the systems. This will become more apparent in the discussion of the components of POTH20
(below). However, the task that H2OQUAL performs is essentially diagnostic. It attempts to
determine the quality of the water. This operation would seem to be both knowledge intensive and
heuristic. Knowledge about the chemical processes and the limits of acceptability would be
required to decide whether the quality of the water was satisfactory. This might also require that
tradeoffs and sacrifices be made at various times, knowing the condition of the system and the
need for water. It is reasonable to think that there would be functions of URINE that would be
similar to the functions of the foregoing units. The documentation gave no evidence that this has
been carefully examined at the present time.
Thus, at the level of WRM the best candidates are POTH20, HYGH20, and H2OQUAL.
One level deeper in the ECLSS are subcomponents of POTH20. At this level CHKSTA
controls the physical operation of the various components of the potable water system. The control
at this level seems to be neither knowledge intensive nor heuristic. Rather CHKSTA can be
understood as responding to statuses in set ways by turning equipment on and off. The RECH20,
PURIFY, STORAGE, and QUALITY units are the ones that make the determination of the
successful or unsuccessful operation of the physical equipment and send failure data to
ECLSSERR. While the monitoring of such data can be understood as knowledge intensive
process, it might also be though of as a pattern recognition problem, a Type 3 application. As such
these sites might make ideal candidates for beginning to apply neural net techniques. These
techniques are not directly addressed in terms of the items for evaluating candidate systems.
However, as the technology of neural nets begins to stabilize it might be possible to include them at
these locations. Currently, a rule based system could be applied, but might prove too brittle to
contend with sensor input at this level. Further, it should be noticed that the kinds of tasks that
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thesecomponentsof POTH20 perform,arephysicalin nature.In this sensetheymayproveto be
lessknowledgeintensivethanthechemicalmonitoringby H2OQUAL, sincetheywould be less
susceptibleto thevagariesassociatedwith theabsorptionandremovalof variouschemicals.Since
the physical abilities of the units at this level can bewell established,and sincethe tasksare
essentiallyrepetitive,it might bepossibleto trainandtesta neuralnetonboardtheSpaceStation
itself. Finally, the training of the neural nets,might be usedasan opportunity for knowledge
acquisition.This is animportantissueif recentworkon theconversionof neuralnetstatesto rules
proveseffective.117
Thus,while theunitsof POTH20 mightprofit from theuseof knowledgebasedsoftware,
theymightprofit morefrom aneuralnetapproach.
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3.4.3 Recommendations
3.4.3.1Type 1Applications- ECLSSERR
Item
1
10
11
12
13
14
Resoonse
Is the task knowledge intensive? Can design
knowledge be captured and used?
Is the task heuristic in nature? Can a model
based reasoning approach be used?
Does the task involve subjective factors?
Is the task easy, but not too easy? Does the
task exhibit bounded technical complexity?
Was the task previously identified as a
problem area? Would the software automate
what people like to do least; the routine; the
day-to-day?
Is the task natural lanl_ual_e easy?
Does the task require little common sense?
Can the task be done without optimal results?
Are test cases available? Can the success of
the application be evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively?
Can the system undergo incremental growth?
Is the task similar to previous KB efforts?
Is the task performed at many locations? Is
there a potential horizontal generality for the
application?
Are solutions explainable and interactive?
Does the task lack real-time demands? Can
the application be firewalled to prevent
harm?
The ECLSSERR is a clear case for the application of diagnostic
reasoning that uses knowledge to make judgments. Since the
knowledge used would include design knowledge a project at
this site would be supportive of the desire to capture design
knowledge.
As in any diagnostic task, the use of heuristics is pronounced.
A model or cased base approach could be used, in the attempt to
find the case with the best fit. This would also encourage the
development of new tools.
Although subjective may be a misleading term. this task does
involve the use of expert judgement.
The task is bounded yet sufficiently complex to warrant
automation.
FDIR is always a problem area. The use of check sheets or
manual diagnostic aids a prone to human error. Many cases of
apparent error could be weeded out by a knowledge based
s_,stem and recovery automated for routine operation.
Natural language input is not required.
Common sense is not an issue.
The diagnosis can err on the safe side and be satisficing rather
than optimal.
Test cases can be generated as the hardware is developed. The
qualitative appraisal of the system would depend on both the
DISPLAY and user satisfaction
This may prove difficult. However. some classes of problems
might be attacked before others.
Yes, there are many dialjnostic style svstems.
This is not likely unless other space vehicles or stations are
built with similar hardware and the domain knowledge is very
similar. However, see below for additional information.
Explanations would be desirable and they can be built. The
operation of the system need not be interactive.
Some of the operations of the system are not real time. The
operations that demand real-time action should be trapped
before being passed to ECLSSERR. It would seem reasonable
that a toggle could be incorporated to turn the system off, and
also allow a human to have the final judgement.
Comment -- ECLSSERR is in many ways an ideal candidate for ES technology. Using an ES at
this level may centralize many of the diagnostic functions at lower levels and thus remove some
redundancy from the overall software. Alternatively, redundant lower functions can be kept to add
an added margin of safety. The kind of task that ECLSSERR performs is one in which ES
technology has had success. It should be noted that for this application of knowledge based
systems to be successful, it might well be necessary to build better tools that would support the ES
paradigm and the use of a blackboard structure. Some sort of generic blackboard through which
results, and perhaps tasks, could be shared should be investigated.
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3.4.3.2Type 1Applications- DISPLAY
Item
1 Is the task knowledge intensive? Can design
knowledge be captured and used?
Response
Although not knowledge intensive in the classical sense, a
good case can be made that the presentations in display ought
to reflect knowledge about cognition and computer-human
interaction.
Is the task heuristic in nature? Can a model
based reasoning approach be used?
Does the task involve subjective factors?
Since the unit must deal with a wide variety of information
heuristics about which information to display when should be
incorporated. A user model that differs from user to t,ser should
prove to be very effective.
The user model should reflective individual cognitive styles.
Is the task easy, but not too easy? Does the
task exhibit bounded technical complexity?
Was the task previously identified as a
problem area? Would the software automate
what people like to do least; the routine; the
da_,-to-dalt?
Is the task natural language easy?
Does the task require little common sense?
8 Can the task be done without optimal results?
10
11
Are test cases available? Can the success of
the application be evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively?
Can the system undergo incremental _rowth?
Is the task similar to previous KB efforts?
12 Is the task performed at many locations? Is
there a potential horizontal generality for the
application?
13 Are solutions explainable and interactive?
14 Does the task lack real-time demands? Can
the application be firewalled to prevent
harm?
The design of what is to be displayed is of bounded
complexitv.
Traditionally, displays and interfaces are problems for any
system
This would depend on the design
To the de_ree that it does this would have to be built in.
Yes, as long as the most important information is clearly and
promptly displayed.
It would be difficult to generate test cases, but the users of the
system should be able to supply clear qualitative evaluations.
This would seem to be possible.
Many knowledge based system have had to contend with this
domain, and good interfaces have been developed.
This would depend on the number of displays on the Space
Station and the incorporation of the presentation technology
in other efforts.
While there may be little need to explain the operations of the
unit, there may be a great need to make it very easily
interactive.
Speed is important to any display. There is little need to
firewall the application since it does not control any
processes.
Comment -- DISPLAY offers many opportunities for the application of AI techniques. Ahhough
these are to be considered to be some what novel as compared to the well established ES
technologies, they represent important sites for advanced automation. Ideally the display, through a
user model should adjust itself to the user. Different crew members would have different user
models that would allow the display to construct appropriate text and explanations in a wav
informative to that crew member. This is important if the crew members are reasonably anticipated
to have different levels of experience with the ECLSS. Further, the display should allow for both
hypertext links which would allow the user to follow information in his or her own way, and
prescribed links that would coerce the user to viewing all of the important information available
through display. The final element which would be valuable to add to DISPLAY would be an
intelligent word processor that would precompose any reports that the user may need to construct.
These precomposed reports could be edited and sent along the way without the user having to
expend a great deal of effort in a routine operation.
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3.4.3.3 Type2Applications
WRM: POTH20,H2OQUAL,HYGH20
Item
1
10
11
12
Is the task knowledge intensive? Can design
knowledge be captured and used?
Is the task heuristic in nature? Can a model
based reasoning approach be used?
Does the task involve subjective factors?
Is the task easy, but not too easy? Does the
task exhibit bounded technical complexity?
Was the task previously identified as a
problem area? Would the software automate
what people like to do least; the routine; the
day-to-day?
Is the task natural language easy?
Does the task require little common sense?
Can the task be done without optimal results?
Are test cases available? Can the success of
the application be evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively?
Can the system undergo incremental growth?
Is the task similar to previous KB efforts?
Is the task performed at many locations? Is
there a potential horizontal generality for the
application?
13 Are solutions explainable and interactive?
14 Does the task lack real-time demands? Can
the application be firewalled to prevent
harm?
R.e,mg.a_
Each of the tasks within WRM would seem to have a knowledge
intensive component, and design knowledge might be an
important part of the knowledge that the system needs.
The diagnostic nature of the tasks are heuristic, and case and
model based reasoning can be applied.
Only in the sense of expert judgement.
While the tasks are complex, they are technically well defined.
Problems with the new hardware are bound to arise and many of
the problems when diagnosed might have clear solutions. It
would be better to use advanced techniques than to overload the
memory and talent of the crew.
Natural lansua_e is not a factor.
Common sense does not appear to be an issue.
As in the case of ECLSSERR, satisficin_ is acceptable.
Test cases can be generated as the hardware is developed. The
success of the system might be measured in terms of the
number of problems it solves without human interaction.
Yes, new diagnostic units can be added, and old one's
improved.
Yes.
The same basic techniques can be applied in many of the
ECLSS subsystem and perhaps in other systems. Since all
knowledge based systems are domain dependent, the systems
themselves cannot be transferred. However, the case POTH20)
and HYGH20 may be atypical, and these might be unified.
Explanations can and should be _]enerated when needed.
Many of the tasks in the WRM are either not real-time or real-
time is sufficiently long that no problems are created. The
system can be firewalled in the manner of ECLSSERR.
Comment -- The units of the WRM are the sort of units on which much of the ES effort of the past
few years has been expended. In this sense they are ideal candidates. However, it should be
noticed that in each case careful coordination with ECLSSERR must be established. Whether, the
diagnostics at the lower level are to be used as filters or checks is important. It should be noted that
the redundancy provided by having diagnostic ES systems at two different levels may provide for
an increase in firewall protection, but will also add to the complexity of the systems. At this level
and using only ES technology much can be done, and it is reasonable to think that there are many
similar situations within the total ECLSS. However, it should also be noted that these applications
are highly domain specific. As such it is unlikely that they will exhibit any horizontal generality,
and to the degree that they do this may argue for a software unification as in the case of
H2OQUAL. Again the tools for implementing an ES at these sites might profit from the availability
of improved software or hardware that would readily support opportunistic inferencing and the
object oriented paradigm.
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3.4.3.4 Type3Applications
POTH20: RECH20, PURIFY,STORAGE,QUALITY
Item
1
10
11
12
13
14
Response
Is the task knowledge intensive? Can design Although the tasks could be considered to be knowledge
knowledge be captured and used? intensive. It might be better to consider them to be pattern
intensive.
Is the task heuristic in nature? Can a model
based reasonin_ approach be used?
Does the task involve subjective factors?
Is the task easy, but not too easy? Does the
task exhibit bounded technical complexity?
Was the task previously identified as a
problem area? Would the software automate
what people like to do least; the routine; the
day-to-day?
Is the task natural language easy?
Does the task require little common sense?
Can the task be done without optimal results?
Are test cases available? Can the success of
the application be evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively?
Can the system undergo incremental growth?
Is the task similar to previous KB efforts?
Is the task performed at many locations? Is
there a potential horizontal generality for the
application?
Are solutions explainable and interactive?
Does the task lack real-time demands? Can
the application be firewalled to prevent
harm?
The task is heuristic to the degree that rules of thumb can be
used to recognize patterns.
Not in essential ways.
The task can be done with knowledge based systems, but newer
technologies might prove to be better.
Sensor problems are difficult. There is always a desire to add
another sensor. It might be possible to use either a knowledge
based system, and knowledge based system with a simulation,
or a neural net to provide the needed data and checks on the
data.
Natural language is not relevant.
Common sense is not an issue.
There is a greater demand on optimality for these umts.
However, when gauges become faulty or fail to operate
advanced systems may provide a partial remedy.
Test cases could be developed, and for neural nets these could
be provided as training cases.
As new patterns are discovered they could either be explicitly
added as rules or implicitly added as training instances of a
neural net.
Expert systems have been added to sensors and programmable
controllers. However, this is still a rather new area, especially
the neural net technology.
There is great potential in the development of a system that
allows for a fall back position when sensors malfunction. If
such systems proved their worth they could exhibit horizontal
_enerality.
While interaction is not a problem the explainability of the
results of the system might be. The explanation of pattern
recognition is difficult.
Real time is needed in many of these cases. If there are not too
many rules, or if the neural net is fast enough this would not be
a problem. It would be difficult, but not impossible, to firewall
a system at this low level.
Comment -- The application of ES technology at this level may prove useful. However, this level
would also seem to be an ideal site for using neural net technologies. Recent advances in this
software technique have generated optimism that not only will neural nets prove to be good pattern
recognition tools, but also that they may prove to be good sensor analyzers or even emergency
sensor replacements. The latter is the case when some sort of voting procedure is used on sensor
groups. The failure of any given sensor may lead to it being replaced by a neural net. It should also
be noted that neural nets may prove to be good knowledge acquisition tools at this level, and,
therefore, improve upon some aspects of the performance of more traditional ES systems by
improving the knowledge that they use in inferencing.
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We would recommendthattheprocessof constructingESsystemsbeginwith theType2
casesinsideof WRM. Thesesitesarewell suitedto theuseof ES technologyandare themost
familiar to knowledgeengineersandthosewhoconstructESsystems.
The next site to be attackedshouldbeDISPLAY. The interactionof the userwith the
systemand the need for explanationswould strongly support the application of advanced
techniquesin this area.This will beof greatimportanceif theESsat theWRM level areinitially
placedin anadvisorymode.A systemthatwasonly ableto displaydataasadvicemight imposea
cognitiveburdenon the userin thosecasesin which theuserwaseither unsureof theadviceor
believedthat abettercourseof actionwaspossible.Thus,webelievethattheDISPLAY unit will
beintimatelyconnectedto theperceivedqualitysuccessof anyES.
A third stepin theimplementationof advancedautomationtechniqueswould be to apply
themto ECLSSERR.This presentsseveralchallengeseventhoughthebasic functions which the
ES would perform have been successfully demonstrated in other systems. The most obvious
challenge is that of coordinating not only the units that lead to the potable water system, but all of
the other units as well. As an manager the ECLSSERR must be able to focus its attention on those
parts of the ECLSS system that most need attention. In some cases this may be AR, in others
WRM. Further, it should be clear that some of the units of ECLSS may require careful
coordination. This would be the case in the relation of THC to WRM, for example.
The final phase in our recommendations would be the application of ES and the
development of neural net technologies at the level of the subcomponents of POTH20 and related
units. This is perhaps the most risky application, since either the technology has had difficulties
being successfully applied at this level (ES), or is novel (neural nets). Thus, the applications of
advanced AI at this stage should be understood as having to begin at an earlier research phase than
those at the other two steps.
Finally, we recommend that an effort be put into the development of tools through which
the various suggested applications could be well implemented. While CLIPS, for example, is fine
at what it does, it does not do as much as may be desirable or needed. The development of
blackboard tools, object oriented tools, and better inference engines will improve the end product.
Further the development of such tools may make the various applications integrate more effectively
with the software of the Space Station. For example, in our discussions of how the candidates
might be integrated into the the Space Stations software, we began to rely on the proposed
distributed database system to perform many functions. However, this in the end might not prove
to be practical. Such a database system would become overloaded if many different systems,
subsystems, subsubsystems, etc each needed to put and get information from the database. This
sort of argument might support the implementation of blackboards and other techniques to avoid
the problem.
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Thusour final recommendationsarethat:
• The subsystems of WRM are very good candidates for advanced automation
• The DISPLAY unit of the ECLSS support system is also a very good candidate
• ECLSSERR, although more complex, is also a good candidate
• The subsystems of POTH20 should be investigated as candidates for ES and neural nets
• The advanced automation tools for these projects should be expanded and improved
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4.0 OVERALL SYSTEMDESCRIPTION
4.1 TemperatureandHumidityControl (THC)
4.1.1 SubsystemDescription
The THC performsthreefunctions: 1) cabin air temperature,humidity, and ventilation
control, 2) cooling of rack-mountedequipment;and4) refrigerator/freezerprovisions.5,88,112
(SeeFigure7.)
4.1.1.1 CabinAir TemperatureHumidityandVentilationControl
The cabin air temperatureand humidity are controlled by circulating air through a
condensingheatexchangerassembly.88A mechanicalschematicof the cabintemperatureand
humiditycontrolmechanismis shownin Figure8. Ventilationprovidesintramoduleflow ratesfor
air thatis circulatedviaventilationfanswithin thehabitableenvironmentof theelement5 These
areasinclude the main cabin, crew quarters,exercisefacility, personalhygiene facility and
wardroom.Intermoduleair providesfor air circulationfor therespirableair thatisdistributedfrom
theHabitation(HAB) moduleor Laboratoyr(LAB) moduleto theotherpressurizedelements.5,88
Theatmospherefor theentirestationis revitalizedfrom acentralizedsource.Airborneparticulate
andmicrobial removalareprovided for in this subsystem.5,88High Efficiency ParticulateAir
(HEPA) andcoarsefilters areusedto removeparticulateand microbial contentsto acceptable
levels.88
Thehumidity control systemis composedof threeessentialelements;thecondensor,the
collector anda separator/pumpassembly.Thecondensorconsistsof a plate-fin heatexchanger
with a four pass,crosscounterflow coolant loop. The primary challenge in designing this
subsysteminvolvesgas/fluidseparationin theabsenceof a gravity field. This separationmaybe
accomplishedon the spacestationwith a "slurper" or rotary separatorsystem.This systemhas
severaladvantagesover "elbow separatorandscupper"or wick systemsflown previouslyon the
SpaceTransportationSystem(STS).112
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Figure 7. ECLSS Temperature and Humidity Control (THC) Functional Schematic
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Figure 8. Avionics Cooling Assembly Mechanical Schematic - HAB, LAB
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4.1.1.2 Avionics Air Cooling of Equipment
The air cooling equipment in the THC subsystem also provides air flow to the rack-
mounted equipment for cooling and fire detection. A fan assembly produces the air flow and the air
is cooled by a heat exchanger assembly which transfers the heat to the Internal Thermal Control
System. Avionics air flow is supplied to racks containing power consuming equipment, and to
storage racks containing combustible material. 88 A mechanical schematic is shown in Figure 8.
4.1.1.3 Thermally Conditioned Storage
Refrigerators and freezers are controlled by the THC subsystem for the purpose of food
and drink storage, material and life science storage, and return of perishable items. Options being
considered include the use of body mounted radiators, a vapor-compression refrigeration cycle, or
a thermoelectric cooling device. 88 The Internal Thermal Control System (ITCS) removes waste
heat from all internal systems including the ECLSS. The refrigerator/freezer design is a key
interface that still needs to be resolved between ECLSS and ITCS. 88 The issue of liquid verses air
cooling is also undecided.
5O
4.2 Air Revitalization(AR)
The AR subsystemis responsiblefor the revitalization of the SpaceStation Freedom
atmospheresoasto provideasafeandhabitableenvironmentfor thecrew.5,70 It consistsof four
systems:regenerativeCO2removal,CO2reduction,02 generation,andtracecontaminantcontrol
andmonitoring.5,70,88 (SeeFigure9). Thereareseveralcompetingtechnologiesfor eachAR
subsystemgroup.Computermodelsandcomparativesubsystemtestingarebeingusedto evaluate
their advantagesanddisadvantages.49Oxygenand hydrogenaregeneratedby electrolysisfrom
hygieneor potablewater. Thehydrogeniscombinedwith CO2in theCO2reductionsubsystemto
producewaterwhich isdeliveredto thepotablewaterreclamationsubsystem.
Trace contaminantsare monitored and removed via the Trace Contaminant Control
Subsystem(TCCS)by charcoalbeds,catalyticoxidizers,andsorbentbeds.5,70,88
4.2.1CO2Removal
TheCO2removalunit removesandmaintainsthecontrollimit of metabolicCO2from the
cabinatmosphere.5 TheCO2removedisconcentratedfrom theair thathasreturnedfrom thecabin
andtransferredto theCO2reductionsubsystem.49 Severaltechnologiesarebeingdevelopedand
testedfor final selectionasdescribedbelow.
4.2.1.1 4-BedMolecularSieve(4-BMS)
The4-BMSusesZeolite5A sorbento adsorbCO2from theinlet air streamby trappingthe
moleculesin voidsin thecrystal latticestructureof theZeolite5A. 49,103(SeeFigure 10).This
adsorptionis accomplisheddue to molecularsize,polarity of themolecules,and vaporpressure
factors.SinceZeolitehasa greateraffinity for water,theair mustbedried upstreamof theCO2
sorbentbed with a desiccantbedof silica gel and/orZeolite 13X.49-The sorbentsalternately
adsorbanddesorbCO2,thusrequiringtwoeachof thesorbentanddesiccantbeds.Thedesorbed
gas is stored in an accumulatorbefore sending it to the CO2 reduction subsystem.103
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Figure 9. ECLSS Atmospheric Revitalization (AR) Functional Schematic
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An independentsubsystemtestof the4-BMS was performedat Marshall SpaceFlight
Center(MSFC) in May 1987.103Carbondioxide wasremovedfrom theair teedfor 3 hoursand
samplesof productconcentratedCO2 wereanalyzedfor carbondioxide, nitrogenandoxygen.
Oxygenand nitrogenwerefound in the samplesindicating that the sieve bedsadsorbedsome
interstitialair alongwith carbondioxide dueto someleakageinto thesubsystemduring thetest.
Future testing will incorporateanoxygen sensorin the CO2 outlet line to monitor purity of
CO2.103
Advantagesof this technologyarethatit canbeoperatedindependentlyof theotherECLSS
subsystems,it doesnot impactcabinhumidity,thesorbentmaterialsarechemicallystableandodor
freeanddonot requireregularchangeout.49 Disadvantagesarethecomplexity of the hardware
andcontrollers,andtherelativelyhighweightandpowerrequirements.49
4.2.1.2 2-BedMolecularSieve(2-BMS)
A molecular sievesorbentmadeof carbonhasbeendevelopedwhich adsorbsCO2in
preferenceto water.Thereforethedesiccantbedsin the4-BMS areno longerrequiredto pre-dry
theair,andonly two bedsof CO2sorbentareneededfor continuous,cyclic operation.49
4.2.1.3 ElectrochemicalDepolarizedCell (EDC)
This subsystemproducedby Life SystemsInc. undercontractto NASA utilizes anseries
of electrochemicalceils,eachmadeupof two electrodesseparatedby a porousmatrix containing
anaqueousmetal carbonatesolution.49 CO2desorbedfrom theair streamis transformedinto
carbonateandbicarbonateionswhichmigratefrom thecathodeto theanode.At theanodetheCO2
is releasedfrom low partial pressureatmospheresinto a streamof H2 and CO2 suitable for
reductionprocessing.(SeeFigure11).TheEDCis fairly light (5 to 10lbs)andis anetproducerof
power(54 to 71 watts). SincetheEDC is thelightest,mostcompact,anda netpowerproducer,it
appearsto be themostdesirabletechnology.64
Advantagesof this subsystemare that it has the lowest weight and volume of the
subsystemsbeing considered,and as of 1987it was nearestto flight hardwaredesign.49,64
Disadvantagesare that it requirescouplingwith anH2 sourcewhich would causea shutdown
during supply failure and which during safe havenwould require a sourceof H2. Also, the
presenceof H2 raisessafetyconcerns.49 Futuredevelopmentincludesstudying avariationwhich
canremoveandconcentrateCO2withouttheuseof H2.49
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4.2.1.4 SolidAmineWaterDesorbed(SAWD)
The SAWD CO2 concentratorusesaweak baseamineion exchangeresinto chemically
absorbCO2 from amixed air stream.Theaminecombineswith waterto form a hydratedamine
which then reactswith CO2 to form bicarbonate.Steamis injected into the amineto breakthe
bicarbonatebondsand the CO2 is released.Sincethis processis cyclic, two sorbentbedsare
required.49,91(SeeFigure 12).
Advantagesof thissubsystemare thatit is nearflight hardwaredesign,it hasrelativelylow
weightandpowerrequirements,andit canoperateindependentof loopclosure.49 Disadvantages
includesignificantimpactfrom thewaterrequiredfor steamgeneration,impactoncabinhumidity
dueto steamdischarged,periodicreplacementof theaminematerial,safetyconcernsof pressurized
steam,andtherelativelycomplexhardwareandcontrollers.49
4.2.2 CO2Reduction
The CO2 reductionunit utilizing hydrogen,reducesCO2 to waterand other reaction
byproductsdependingon thetechnologyused.5,49,58,89,90,97 Severaltechnologiesarebeing
developedandtestedfor final selectionasdescribedbelow.
4.2.2.1 SabatierCO2ReductionSubsystem
The Sabatier CO2reduction subsystemreactscarbon dioxide and hydrogen over a
rutheniumonaluminacatalysttoproducemethaneandwaterin anexothermicreaction.49,103(See
Figure13).Theproductwatervaporiscondensedandseparatedfrom theotherexit gasesandsent
to thepotablewaterrecovery1oop.49,103An independentsubsystemtestwasperformedin May
1987.103Gasandproductwater sampleswerecollectedandchemically analyzed.Thereaction
efficiency basedon inlet andoutlet gaswascalculatedto be 99.4%.During metaboliccontrol
testingin November,1987,thereactorproduced100%of thewaterpossiblefrom reactantinput,
the separatorcollected and delivered 86% of this water, the cold trap another9%, and the
remaining5% waslost with theventedmethane.Overallthe Sabatiersuccessfullyperformedat
near100%efficiency.91
Advantagesof the Sabatiersubsystemare its high level of development,its greater
reliability, its not requiringcartridgechangeouts,possiblynot requiringstorageof products,and
its easy handling of increased loads.49 Disadvantages include the potential need for
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Figure 13. Sabatier CO2 Reduction System Schematics
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methanestorage,and the lossof CO2 due to an incomplete reaction.49 Unless the methane
producedis "recycled" by useaspropellantor in fuel cellsthenetlossof H2 for thestationsystem
may representa significant resupplypenalty.89 Many concernshave beenexpressedfor the
possiblenegativeeffectsof ventedmethaneonastronomyandscientificexperiments.
4.2.2.2 BoschCO2ReductionSubsystem
TheBoschprocessisa techniquefor thereductionof thecarbondioxideremovedfrom the
SpaceStationFreedomatmosphereandthesubsequentwaterformationfor oxygenrecovery.(See
Figure14).TheBoschprocessoccursfrom 426to 726°C in thepresenceof acatalyst. Onemole
of carbondioxide combineswith two molesof hydrogengasto produceonemole of carbonand
two molesof water vaporin anexothermicreaction.49,97 Approximately 10%of the CO2is
reactedin eachpassrequiringarecirculatingloop to increasetheconversionefficiencies.49,97
UnreactedCO2andH2, andgaseousbyproductsCO andCH4 arecontinuouslyrecycledto the
inlet,while productwateris condensedandseparated.49A cold sealreactordesignis usedwhich
eliminatesthetremendousheatlossat theclosureinterfaceandeliminatestheneedfor a vacuum
interface. The entire processis containedwithin a ruggedizeddisposablecarboncartridge.97
Thereis arecuperativeheatexchangerthatpreheatstherecycleloopgaseswith hot gasesexiting
the condenser,thusmaximizingthermalefficiency.Theheatexchangerhasa spiral coil design
whicheliminatesinactiveareas.97
Oneof thehazardsof theBoschdesignwasthecartridgeremoval.To avoidpotentialsafety
hazardsanautomaticN2 purgingof thecarboncartridgeisdoneunderavacuumbothbeforeand
after cartridgereplacement.97Othercomponentsof theBoschsubsystemincludea recycleloop
compressor,recyclegascompositioncontroller,vales,regulators,condensingheatexchanger,and
gas/waterseparator.Thecompressorin therecycleloop controlstheoverallBoschCO2reduction
rate by controlling the recycle flow rate. The stoichiometry is controlled by measuringthe
volumetricH2concentrationin therecycleloop.A zero-gravitycompatiblegas/waterseparatoris
usedto removetheproductwatercondensedby aheatexchangerin therecycleloop.
TheBoschsystemcanbeautomaticallycontrolledby acontrolmonitorwhich incorporated
microcomputersoftware.Computercontrolis usedtoadjusttheconfigurationof theprocesswhen
switchingbetweenoperatingmodes,to controloperatingmoderoutines,for fault detection,fault
isolation,andfaultprediction,andfor built-indiagnosticsfor subsystemverification.97
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Figure 14. Bosch CO2 Reduction Subsystem Schematic
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TheBoschII prototypeis currentlyin operationat theNASA MFSC TestChamber.The
Bosch processis reaching a level of technological maturity demonstratingits viability for
applicationaboardSpaceStationFreedom.97
This processis promisingbecausenoon-boardgaseousstorageor overboardventing is
required,andthereis apotentialfor 100%efficientCO2recovery.97Aspectsthat still needto be
addressedare optimization of power consumption, expendableweight, crew safety, and
compatibilitywith SpaceStationFreedominterfaces.
Advantagesof theBoschsubsystemarethehighlevelof development,completereduction
of CO2,compatiblein zero-gravityenvironments,andits possibleintegrationwith thepropulsion
systemby supplyingexcessH2.49 Disadvantagesincludetheneedto changeout thecartridges
andthepotential risk of contaminationfrom the low densitycarbonproduct, the longerstartup
time,andthehigherweightandpowerrequirements.49,89
4.2.2.3 AdvancedCarbonReactorSystem(ACRS)
TheACRS is acombinationof theSabatierandtheCarbonFormationReactor(CFR).As
in the Sabatier,carbondioxide and hydrogenreact to form methaneand hydrogengas. The
methaneisconvertedto carbonandhydrogengas,thehydrogenis recycled,andthecarbonformed
is deposited inside a quartz fiber-packed reactor. Two CFR's are required for continuous
operation.49 (SeeFigure 15).
Advantagesof the ACRS arethat its densecarbonin the cartridgeswould be a lower
contaminationrisk anda muchlessexpendablevolumethanwith thoseof the Boschsystem,and
the ACRS provides full reduction of CO2 and excesshydrogen for potential propulsion
integration.49 Disadvantagesof theACRS are that it is the leastmaturesubsystemrequiring
extensivedevelopment;it hasthehighestoperatingtemperature,weight,andpowerrequirement:
andit requirescartridgechangeout.
4.2.3 02 Generation
The 02 GenerationSystem generatesoxygen for metabolism, leakage,and airlock
replacement;andgenerateshydrogenfor usein theCO2reductionunit by electrolyzingwater.5
Severaltechnologiesarebeingdevelopedandtestedfor final selectionasdescribedbelow.
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Figure 15. Advanced Carbon Reactor System (ACRS) Schematic
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4.2.3.1 KOH StaticFeedElectrolyzer(SFE)
Thefunctionof theSFEis to generate02 for metabolicconsumption,leakagemakeup,and
02 andH2 consumptionby otherECLSSsystems.95Wateris electrolyzedin 12cells consisting
of a water feed cavity, and a cell matrix cavity that initially have equal concentrationsof
electrolyte.95,103(SeeFigure 16). Thewaterandgasareseparatedbymembranes,andthegases
areseparatedby PotassiumHydroxide(KOH) electrolyte.103As electricalpowerissuppliedto the
electrodes,waterin thecell matrix is electrolyzedcreatinga concentrationgradientbetweenthe
electrolytein thewaterfeedcavityandtheelectrolytein thecell matrix.The watervapordifft,ses
from the waterfeedmatrix into thecell matrix dueto this gradient.Wasteheatis removedby a
liquid coolant controlled by a Coolant Control Assembly. A PressureController maintains
pressures during start-ups and shutdowns. The N2 purge is not used during normal
operation.95Finally, there is a Fluid Control Assemblywhich controls and monitors the SFE
watertankfill, waterfeedandpurgegasflows. The subsystemis controlledby micro-processor
or computer-basedinstrumentationwhich providesfor parametercontrol, automaticmodeand
modetransitioncontrol, automaticshutdownfor self-protection,fault diagnosticfunctionsand
interfacingwith dataacquisitionsystems.95
Advantagesof theSFEarethatits simplereplaceableunit designis easilymaintained;its
efficiency approaches100%;its power,weight,andvolumerequirementsare low; andthewater
contentof theproductgasesarelower thanit wouldbewith a solidelectrolyte.49 Disadvantages
arethat the liquid electrolyteis a potentialsourceof causticleakage,andthecell matrix cannot
withstandhighdifferentialpressuresrequiringcarefulcontrolof cell cavitypressure.49
4.2.3.2 SolidPolymerElectrolyte(SPE)
TheSPEseparateswaterfrom thehydrogencompartmentbyavaporpermeablemembrane.
Whenpoweris supplied,thewateris convertedto 02 attheanode.A waterconcentrationgradient
is setup within the electrodesand the solid polymerelectrolyte.49 Solid PolymerElectrolyte
(SPE)02 generationbywaterelectrolysisbecamepracticalin the latesixtieswith the introduction
of fluorocarbonion exchangemembranes.Developedby Hamilton Standardundercontractto
NASA, theSPEvaporfeedelectrolizer is capableof supplying0.06 lbs./hr,of 02 at 3000psi.A
design usedin nuclearsubmarineswasmodified to eliminate rotating equipment, the pre-
deionizer,andassociatedmaintenance.Thedesignusestheenergyin thehigh pressurehydrogen
producedwithin theelectrolyzerto pressurizetheinputprocesswater3000psi.without theuseof
amechanicalpump.60 (SeeFigure 17).
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Figure 16. KOH Static Feed Electrolyzer (SFE) Schematic
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Figure 17. Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE) Schematic
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Advantagesof the SPEarethat the acid electrolyte is immobilized in the membrane,it
containsnohazardousliquids,andits membraneexhibitshighstrengthwhich canwithstandhigh
differentialpressures.Disadvantagesincludeits lowerefficiencythanthealkalinesubsystems,and
thehighervaporcontentof its productgases.49
4.2.4 TraceContaminantControlSubsystem(TCCS)
TheTCCSwill removetracecontaminantsandodorsfrom thecabinatmosphere.5 Several
optionscurrentlyin designincludea fixed bedwith charcoalandsorbentsfor removalof specific
contaminants,a high temperaturecatalyticoxidizer with pre- andpost-sorbentbeds,and a low
temperaturecarbonmonoxideoxidizer.49 (SeeFigure18).
4.2.4.1 HighTemperatureCatalyticOxidation
1.ExpendableAdsorbers
a)CarbonAdsorbers
b)Acid GasAdsorption
2.RegenerativeAdsorbers
a)CarbonAdsorption
b)Acid GasAdsorption
4.2.4.2SequentialCatalyticOxidation
1.ExpendableAdsorbers
a)CarbonAdsorbers
b)Acid GasAdsorption
2. RegenerativeAdsorbers
a)CarbonAdsorption
b) AcidGasAdsorption
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Figure 18. Trace Contaminant Control Subsystem (TCCS) Potential Design
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4.2.5 TraceContaminateMonitor
Contaminationmonitoringequipmentmonitorstracecontaminantsthatarepresentasvapor
or gasesandtotalparticulatelevelsin thecabinatmosphere.5,59,77,82
We have beenunableto identify a particular systembaselinedfor stationECLSSuse.
Thereareseveralrelativelymaturetechnologiesavailableanddevelopmentin thisareamaybelow
priority. The CAMS I system(CentralAtmosphericMonitoring System)wasdevelopedfor the
spaceprogram and is currently usedon US submarines.This instrument consistsof a mass
spectrometerandnondispersiveinfraredanalyzer(FTIR)whichsimultaneouslymonitorseight
gaseouscontaminants.CAMS II is in final development and will monitor 12 preselected
contaminants,including refrigerantsandhydrocarbons,usinga scanningmassspectrometerin
conjunctionwith a photoionizationdetector.A similar systemis likely to beadaptedto station
use.82
4.2.6 ParticulateControl
Cleanliness requirements for the Space Station Freedom require that the
particulate/microbialcontaminationload becontrolled.Thefollowing aredescriptionsof some
techniquebeingconsideredfor thiscontrol.
4.2.6.1High EfficiencyParticulateAir Filters(HEPA)
HEPA'sare99.97%efficientin filtering particles0.3micrometersor largerin size. Coarse
filters areusedprior to theHEPA'sto reduceclogging.Advantagesof theHEPA filters are that
theyaretheonly methodcapableof meetingtheSpaceStationFreedomcleanlinessrequirementsas
a standalonemethod,andthat theyfilter in thesub-micrometersizerange.49 Disadvantagesare
thattheyhavearelativelyhighenergyrequirementandtheir efficiencydependson appropriateair
flow beingsupplied.49
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4.2.6.2 NegativeIonizationElectrostaticPrecipitation
Negative-ionizationelectrostaticprecipitationhasbeenusedin nuclearsubmarineclosed
environmentsto removeparticulates.49This methodis highly effectivefor particlesin the0.1to
10 micrometer range, has a relatively low pressuredrop, and has the potential for reuse.
Disadvantagesaretha(it requiresrelativelyhighenergyinputs,anduseshighvoltageswhich can
possiblyproduceozoneandelectromagneticinterference.49
4.3.6.3 UltravioletRadiation
Ultraviolet radiation is effective in killing airbornemicrobesincluding yeasts,molds,
bacteria,rickettsiae,mycoplasma,andviruses.49 Disadvantagesof thismethodarethepotentialof
UV radiationexposureto thecrew,thepossibilityof ozoneproduction,andmercuryreleasein the
eventof lampbreakage.49
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4.3 AtmosphericControlandSupply(ACS)
TheACS subsystemisresponsiblefor theregulationandcontrolof totalpressure,oxygen
partial pressure, and gas composition for all pressurized elementsof the Space Station
Freedom.5,70,88 The ACS providesan internal environmentto support and maintain crew
comfort, convenience,healthandwell beingbykeepingtherespirableatmospherewithin certain
requirements.88 It'sfunctionsalsoincludeaccommodationof: atmosphericleakageof eachmodule
atamaximumof 0.23KG/daywith anoverallstationmaximumof 2.27KG/day,experimentvent,
airlock losses,andpressureventandrelief capability. This subsystemcontainstheoxygenand
nitrogenstorageandresupplytanksfor atmosphericmakeup,repressurization,hyperbaricchamber
operations,and O2/N2 distribution equipmentthroughout the pressurizedelements.5,88 See
Figure19for theACSfunctionalschematic.
4.3.1 O2/N2 PressureControl
O2/N2 pressurecontrol regulatesthe compositionof the atmospherefor the modules,
resourcenodes,airlock and hyperbaricairlock atmosphere.It alsomaintainsthe total pressure.
Theatmosphericpressurecontrolmaintainstheinternalpressureat 14.7plusor minus0.2psiafor
the stationandfor anypressurizedelementindependentof the restof the station. If anysingle
elementlosesits atmosphereunexpectedly,emergencyrepressurizationis invoked to restorethe
stationto operationalstatus.During hatchopeningandclosing,pressureequalizationis provided
by equalizationvalves.Airlocks areoperatedfrom 14.7to 0 to 14.7psiaduring exit andentry
from space.Pressurizationfor thehyperbaricchamberis usedto treatbendsor air embolismand
requiresrapid increasein thehyperbaricchamberpressure.5,56
4.3.2 VentandRelief
Vent and relief hardwareprovides for the capability to avoid over or underpressure
conditions,depressurizehabitablevolumes,equalizepressuresbetweenmodules,andpermit the
transportationof pressurizedvolumesfromthegroundto orbit.5 A schematicof theventandrelief
assemblyandpressure qualizationis shownin Figure20.
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Figure 19. ECLSS Atmosphere Control and Supply (ACS) Functional Schematic
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4.3.3 O2/N2 Storage
O2/N2 storage tanks provide oxygen and nitrogen for the repressurization of a single
pressurized element, plus one operating cycle of the hyperbaric chamber. N2 storage tanks
provide nitrogen atmosphere makeup. 5
4.3.4 O2/N2 Distribution
O2/N2 distribution plumbing consists of internal/external lines, valves and quick
disconnects to facilitate the integration of subsystem components. 5 A schematic of the nitrogen
distribution system is shown in Figure 21.
4.3.5 Atmosphere Composition Monitoring
In addition to trace contaminant monitoring functions mentioned in earlier sections on the
ARS, a 02 partial pressure sensor will provide 02 partial pressure information for makeup gas
balancing. The Zirconia sensor block has two electrode systems, one across a ambient gas filled
chamber and one with PdO paste. Galvanometric and Voltametric measurements across these
junctions provide for self correction/calibration of the sensor. 76
An improved pressure decay sensor and pressure balanced latching valve are under
development to provide improved automatic control of atmosphere composition. 112
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Figure 21. ECLSS Nitrogen Distribution Schematic
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4.4 Fire Detection and Suppression (FDS)
The FDS subsystem comprises hardware that detects and suppresses fires within the pressurized
elements of the Space Station Freedom.5, 88 Sensors are being tested that can detect fires in the
four stages of combustion: incipient, smoldering, flame and heat. (See Figure 22.) Ionization
detectors, infrared/ultraviolet sensors, and thermal sensors are being considered. Fire suppression
consists of the tanks and distribution system that supply the fire suppressant to equipment racks
and standoffs, and portable extinguishers for manual fire suppression. 5 Fires are first located, their
magnitude determined, and then they are isolated. Isolation is first performed at the rack level by
cutting off airflow through the rack, releasing suppressant into the rack, and removing power from
the rack. Second, if needed, the intermodule airflow is shut off, hatches are closed, and the
module atmosphere is vented to space. 5 Either CO2 or Halon 1301 will be used as the primary tire
suppressant. The Halon 1301 is better for flammable liquid and electrical fires. CO2 however
provides better cleanup in a closed environment situation. 88
A Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) sensor was originally proposed for STS use 113 but
stability and calibration problems forced development of an alternative. An active ionization
detector using Am 241 was produced to detect submicron pyrolitic matter. This fire sensor
technology has proven stable and reliable for STS use and it is anticipated that a similar design will
be used for the station.
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Figure 22. ECLSS Fire Detection and Suppression (FDS) Functional Schematic
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4.5 Waste Management (WM)
The WM subsystem processes and stores fecal matter and other associated wastes. 88 There
are three main subsystems; urine collection, fecal collection and processing, and return waste
storage. 107
The STS waste management has required some redesign work 11 and recent improvements
have generally been successful in handling this waste while meeting crew hygiene and asthetics
requirements. Since compacted fecal waste will be returned from the station, STS technology may
be directly applicable for this subsystem. No information was available on new development work
in progress.
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4.6 WaterRecoveryandManagement(WRM)
The mainfunction of WRM is to providea safereliable supplyof water to meetSpace
StationFreedomneeds,while minimizing water-relatedresourcerequirements.44 The WRM
subsystemincludesprocessorsthatreclaimwaterfrom variouswastewatersources(bothwithin
the ECLSS as well as other SpaceStation Freedomsystemssuch as Man Systems,health
maintenance,propulsion,andtransportationsystems),anddistributesthereclaimedwater to the
U.S. modules,nodes,airlock, hyperbaricchamber,and logistics module. It alsomonitors the
waterdistribution systemfor microbialandchemicalcontamination,thermallyconditionswater,
andstoreswater.Two gradesof waterareproduced:hygienewaterandpotablewater.88,44(See
Figure23.)
4.6.1 PotableWaterSystem
ThePotableWatersystemis functionallycentralized,with two units locatedin eachof the
U.S.modules.Fourunitsareneededto satisfythesafehavensafety-criticalfunction. This means
thatif thereweretwo non-repairablefailuresand/ora lossof eitherof theU.S.modules,thenthey
wouldhaveto meetafail-operational/fail-safe/restorablecriteria.5,44,88Potablewateris thegrade
of water that is usedfor crew ingestion,oral hygiene,food preparation,Health Maintenance
Facility uses,andportableemergencyprovision.5 It is producedby thereclamationof humidity
condensatecollectedfrom thecabin atmosphereandproductwater from CO2reduction.44,88
Potableproductwateris checkedfor safewaterquality parametersand storedprior to use.This
systemis describedindetail in SectionV.
4.6.2 HygieneWaterSystem
Hygiene water is usedfor non-ingestivecrewactivities suchashandwashing,showers,
dishwashing,laundry, urinal flushing, and02 generation.5 The Hygiene water systemis also
functionally centralized,but only requirestwo units sinceit is not considereda safetycritical
system.Oneunit is locatedin eachU.S.module.44 Hygiene water is producedby reclaiming
water from the Ma_ Systemssuchas urine, shower,handwashing,dishwashing,andclothes
washing.88 The systemhardwareincludespre/posttreatment,processing,and product quality
monitoringwhich is describedin latersections.5
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Figure 23. ECLSS Water Recovery and Management (WRM) Functional Schematic
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Productwaterfrom the hygienereclamationsystemin checkedfor waterquality parametersand
stored.Producthygienewateris usedin theMan Systemsaswell asin oxygengenerationin the
ARS subsystem,andfor urinal flushwaterin theWM subsystem.
4.6.3 UrineWaterRecovery
The urine reclamationis accomplishedin a separateprocessfrom theother reclamation
processes.44 It providesfor the extraction of water from urine/flush waterand includesthe
hardwarefor pretreatment,processing,productquality monitoring,and storageof concentrated
brine.5 Specific competingtechnologiesaredescribedin later section4.6.5. It is necessaryto
pretreaturineprior to distillationto fix freeammonia,inhibit microbial growth,controlodor, and
reducefoaming.Severaloxidizingandnon-oxidizingpretreatmentsarebeingconsidered.;,including
oxone,CuSO4,hydrogenperoxide,andseveralproprietarysurfactants.52
4.6.4 WaterQualityMonitor
Boeingproduceda schematicfor a WaterQualityMonitor "ADP EC-3" in May 1988.35
(SeeFigure 24). It includesstreamsfrom theprocessline going throughstrainers,pH andTOC
meters,andfinally spectrophotometricanalysis.
Thecurrenttechnologyunderevaluationfor TotalOrganicCarbon(TOC) analysisisbased
uponultra-violetabsorption.It canhandleextremelylow levels(0.02ppm)on acontinuousbasis,
andthesampleis totallyunchangedafterexiting theunit.94Previoustechnologiesfor measuring
TOC involved the useof a batchprocessusingexpendableandpotentially dangerouschemical
reagents,relied to somedegreeon gravity separation,hadlongerperiodsof response,and were
not assensitiveto someof the majororganiccompoundscommonto spacestation reclamation
water.94
Astro wasableto showthatUV absorbancereadingscorrelatereasonablywell (+/- 30%)
with conventionaloxidation/infrareddetectionmeasurementswhenappliedto "a varietyof actual
treated(recycled)watersamples."However,manyorganiccompounds,sometoxic, donotabsorb
in theUV region.Althoughonly 2 ppmof KHP (potassiumhydrogenphthalate)is necessaryto
get a full scalereading, it requiresover 60,000 ppm of ethanol to produce the same100%
absorbancereading.Thelimitationsof thisdeviceareobvious.94
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Figure 24. ADP EC-3 Water Quality Monitor Schematic
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4.6.5 Reclamation Technologies
There are four phase change technologies and two non-phase change processes being
considered for use in the WRM. The phase change technologies are distillation-type operations
which separate water from waste water using evaporation, and require significantly higher energy
for operation. The non-phase change technologies utilize physical and chemical processes such as
particulate filtration, adsorption, ion exchange, and/or membrane technologies to separate water. 44
The phase change technologies include: Air Evaporation Subsystem (AES), the
Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane Evaporation Subsystem (TIMES), the Vapor Compression
Distillation Subsystem (VCDS), and Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia Removal (VPCAR). The
two non-phase change technologies are Multifiltration (MF) and Reverse Osmosis (RO).
4.6.5.1 Air Evaporation Subsystem (AES)
A wick feed air evaporator is presented as an alternative to the TIMES & Vapor
Compression Distillation (VCD) subsystem. A preprototype unit was produced by Airesearch
Manufacturing Corp. in conjunction with Umpqua Research under MSFC contract. (See Figure
25). The system is capable of 100% water recovery from urine, wash water, RO brine, etc. It
utilizes a circulating air stream, air heater, wick evaporator, and condensing heat exchanger for
reclaiming process water from heavily contaminated feed streams. The AES uses a felt wick
saturated with waste water as the vapor/liquid interface. Wicks load up with solids until capillary
action is severely affected. The wick pads are then replaced, at an approximate rate of one wick
package unit per 15 days, and spent pads with the solid contaminants are dried and placed in waste
management for return to earth. 69 Water in the humidified air leaving the wick is condensed, and
passed through sorbents and resins to remove volatile contaminants. 44 The system is light,
rugged, and requires little power. Unfortunately wick pads must be delivered and returned from
orbit indefinitely. 69
4.6.5.2 TIMES
The TIMES separates water from wastewater or urine by means of a vacuum distillation
process with hollow fiber fluorocarbon based cation exchange membranes. 44,,91,103 (See
Figure 26). Pretreated urine enters the recycle loop where it is heated to 135OF on the hot side of a
thermoelectric heat pump. Part of the flow evaporates on the low pressure side of the hollow-fiber
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Figure 25. Air Evaporation System Schematic
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membranes and flows to the cooler, condensing side of the thermoelectrics. Water vapor that
collects on the exterior fiber surface is condensed and delivered to the post-treatment section or to
the hygiene processing loop. 91 Latent heat is recirculated to the waste water. Unevaporated
concentrated waste water is sent to brine storage for return to earth. 44
In the 1987 independent subsystem tests of the TIMES at MSFC it was found from the
chemical and microbial analyses that the halogenated hydrocarbons chloroform and trichloroethane
were two compounds which were found to exceed the lower limits of detection. 103 Also the raw
distillate analyses for pH, ammonia, phenols, and TOC did not meet the hygiene specifications. 103
For the post treated distillate, pH, ammonia, and phenols exceeded the hygiene specifications.
Since no microbial controls were incorporated in these tests, the results were not useful except in
the case of the post treated distillate which showed an increase in bacteria contamination which
shows that carbon contained in the post treatment bed is providing nutrients for promoting bacterial
growth. 103
In the 1987 system integration Extended Metabolic Control System Tests, the raw and post
treated distillate did not meet the hygiene specifications for pH, cadmium, iron, lead, magnesium,
manganese, nickel fluoride, and TOC. 103 A more complete test plan is recommended to determine
raw distillate quality, and additional organic analyses will be needed to further identify organic
compounds present. Additional analysis methods need to be developed to determine dissolved gas
and sulfides in water. 103
4.6.5.3 Vapor Compressor Distillation Subsystem (VCDS)
The VCDS separates water by using a rotating drum whose inside is maintained at a
reduced pressure. (See Figure 27). Vapor is compressed to raise its saturation temperature and
pressure, and directed to the outer wall where it condenses on a surface which is in contact with the
evaporator. Latent heat is transferred via conduction through the wall of the drum to the waste
water inside, and is sufficient to evaporate an equal mass of water from wastewater.44, 48
Unevaporated waste water is recirculated and stored as brine for return to Earth. 44 The VCD
process has water recovery efficiencies greater than 95% from urine with 98.5% possible when
processing wash water. 48
The process control and monitoring is provided by motor-driven valves and in-line
sensors. The condensate is pumped past a conductivity sensor which provides initial product water
quality monitoring and controls a diverter which is activated when water quality is measured
unsatisfactory. Any unsatisfactory water is reprocessed. 48
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Figure 27. Vapor Compression Distillation Subsystem Schematic
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4.6.5.4 Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia Removal (VPCAR)
The VPCAR process was developed to produce potable water from unpretreated urine.
The process is based on a catalytic chemical process whereby the impurities vaporizing with the
process water are oxidized to innocuous gasses products. The VPCAR water recovery subsystem
consists of the following components:
* Hollow fiber membrane evaporator
* Vapor blower/compressor for gas stream recycling
* Catalytic reactor for ammonia & hydrocarbon oxidation
* Porous tube water vapor condensor
* Catalytic N20 decomposition Reactor
The breadboard system produces higher quality water, has lower requirements for
expendables, and accumulates less sludge than the VCD or TIMES recovery systems. Even with
non-optimized commercial components, the VPCAR is competitive with the TIMES & VCD in
weight ,volume and power requirements. 68
4.6.5.5 Multifiltration
In MF water flows through a series of particulate filters which remove solids, adsorption
beds which contain sorbents that remove nonpolar, organic contaminants, and ion exchange resin
beds which remove ionized inorganic contaminants such as salts, metal and carboxylic acids. 44
Current development is focusing on the best combinations of sorbents and resins to be used.
4.6.5.6 Reverse Osmosis
The RO system reclaims waste water by passing the water through a semipermeable
membrane in a direction opposing normal osmotic flow. The dissolved and suspended material is
retained in a brine solution which is held for return to Earth or reprocessed through the TIMES or
VCD subsystems.
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4.6.6 SubsystemCleanliness
In aclosedloopsystemit is essentialto keepthesystemcleanof contaminatingorganisms
and chemicals. The useof traditional chemicalbiocides,disinfectants,cleansingagentsand
solventsmaynotbepracticalin aclosedloop systembecauseof creatingwasteneutralizationand
disposalproblems,and ineffectivenessin eliminating organisms.44 To preventcontamination
laboratory-derivedwastewaterwill not be sentto the WRM subsystem.To control microbes
within processingunits,oneapproachis to incorporateahightemperaturespikeat theinlet usinga
heater]regenerativeheatexchanger.Also at various wastewater/processwater/productwater
interfacesMicrobialCheckValveswill beusedto impartaresidualiodineconcentrationto product
waterat anapproximate2 ppmconcentration.(SeeFigure28).
To insuresystemcleanlinessbothprocessmonitoringandwaterqualitymonitoringwill be
performed.Processmonitoringwill involve trackingafew parametersuchandpH, conductivity,
organiccarbon,and iodine to determineif componentsof the processareoperatingproperly.
WaterQuality verification requirestestingof over60 chemicaland microbial parameters.44 A
majorthrustof thisdevelopmentis in themicrobialmonitoringof waterquality. Currenttraditional
methodsmay take up to 48 hours to complete,aswell as haveproblemsof samplevolumes,
samplingequipment,storageanddisposalof media,etc. For thesereasons,the amounton on-
boardverificationwill needto beminimized,andmethodsfor morerapidverification needto be
developed.
4.6.7 WaterThermalConditioning
TheWRM provideswater thermalconditioningservicesto mostof the MannedSystems
facilities.Therearethreeconceptsfor theoptimumcombinationof centralizedand/ordistributed
waterheatingfunctions:centralizedbatchheating,distributedbatchheating,anddistributedon-
demandheating.Thefirst wouldrecognizeapowersavings,butwould requirerigid schedulingof
hotwaterusage,insulateddistributionlines,andmoresophisticatedcontrol. Although distributed
batch heating would provide more usage flexibility, there would be maximum weight and volume
penalties. The on-demand system would require significant power. These concepts are still being
researched. 44
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Source: "Water Monitoring Requirements, Current Requirements, and Subsystem Schematics ''35
Figure 28. Iodine Monitor Schematic
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4.7 ECLSSApplicationSoftware
4.7.1 CommandandControlArchitecture
The onboardcommandandcontrol architectureimplementedby ECLSSapplicationsis
hierarchicalconsistingof four levels(or "Tiers") of operationalmanagement.Theserangefrom
Tier I, thehighestandmostgeneralizedlevelof operationsmanagement,to thevery taskspecific
Tier IV operationsmanagement5,6
4.7.1.1 Tier I Software(TopLevel)
Tier I providesfor theintegrationof systems,elements,andpayloads.It operatesat station
level andconsistsonboardof thecrewandOperationsManagementApplication (OMA) andon
ground of the OperationsManagementGround Applications (OMGA), stationoperatorsand
payloadoperatorson theground,the SpaceStationControlCenter,and thePayloadOperations
IntegrationCenter.(SeeFigure29)5,6
4.7.1.2Tier II Software(Systemor ElementManager)
TheECLSSManageris locatedat Tier II. Its primaryresponsibilityis to coordinatethe
activities of eachof the six subsystemsof ECLSSacrossall of the pressurizedmodules. This
controlincludesoperationwithin assignedoperationalenvelopes,monitoringthesystemhealthand
status,andperformingFailureDetection,Isolation,andRecovery(FDIR). It is this coordination
thataccomplishesthestation-widefunctioningECLSS.5,6
4.7.1.3 Tier III Software(ElementalLevel)
Thethird tier is locatedat theelementlevel. TheelementECLSSmanagercoordinatesand
controlsECLSSfunctionsacrossrack boundaries.They aredesignedto beautonomouswithin
thatelement,but arecapableof workingwith theStationlevelECLSSmanagerswhennecessary.
Theresponsibilitiesof theelementECLSSmanagershallinclude:5,6
A. Commandandcontrol,includingdatahandlingandcommandcheckingand
verification.
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Figure 29. Operations Management System (OMS) Functional Design
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A. Commandandcontrol, includingdatahandlingandcommandchecking
and
verification.
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B. Provision for appropriatemanual overrides, dynamic limit setting, and
processactivationandinhibition.
C. Faultdetection,isolationto theORUlevel,andrecoveryincludingcorrective
actionresponseandemergencyreconfigurationcontrol.
D. Detectionof all criticalsystemfailures.
E. Performanceandtrenddataanalysis.
F. Provision of static display data for system monitoring, command and
control.
G. Updating of dynamic display data.
H. Monitoring and reporting of the status and health of the ECLSS subsystems
within the element to Tier II.
4.7.1.4 Tier IV Software (Rack Level)
The fourth tier is located at the rack level. The rack level ECLSS Managers monitor and
control the ECLSS functions within each rack of the element. This layer interfaces with Tier III to
complete the ECLSS architectural structure.
4.7.2 Data Management System (DMS)
Provides:
1. An application processing, process control and data handling environment for
onboard systems, elements, and payloads.
2. Software that permits the integration of the operations environment.
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HardwareResources:
1. Applicationandnetworkcommunicationprocessors
2. Massstorageunits
3. Electronicwork stationcomponentsfor controlandmonitoring.
4. Dataacquisitionanddistributioncomponents.
SoftwareResources:
1. OperatingsystemandADA runtimeenvironment.
2. Communicationservices.
3. DataStorageandretrievalservices.
4. Dataacquisitionanddistributionservices.
5. Time distributionservices.
6. Crewinterfaceservices.
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4.8 ECLSSSubsystemIntegration
Theconfigurationof theECLSSis a closedloop which will result in lower orbit weight
and resupplypenal'..ies.70 (SeeFigure 2). With the ECLSSconfiguration being a "racetrack"
design,theequipmentis physicallydistributedto beableto operatewhile-sustaininga lossof z_
module, thus fulfilling the "safe haven" requirements. The design functionally centralizes
equipmentwherepossible,particularlywheresystemscanbeextendedthroughthedockingports,
andthereareno fluids transportor contaminationconcerns.88 The potableandhygienewater
subsystemsarecentrallylocatedin thetwo HAB modulesandprovideservicesto multipleSpace
StationFreedomelements.107 Urine andfecal collection andprocessingwill be locatedin the
HAB andLAB modules.88 TheAR is centrally locatedandis connectedto otherSpaceStation
Freedomelementsthroughtheintermoduleair distributionsystem.88 Hydrogengasandcarbon
dioxidearenotdistributedbetweenmodulesdueto safetyconsiderations.Oxygenandnitrogenare
centrallydistributed.All otherECLSSfunctionsprovidetheir servicesonly in theSpaceStation
Freedomelementwherethesubsystemis located.
"Safe Haven " is a big considerationin the location and distribution of subsystems.
Subsystemsthat are functionallydistributed,being only in theSpaceStationFreedomelement
wherethesubsystemis located,areredundantwithin thatelement.Undersafehavensystemsmust
beableto supportemergencyoperatingconditionsfor 45days.88SafeHavenconditionsaremet
eitherby redundancyof life critical functions,or by useof alternatetechnologyequipment.Safe
Havenis instigatedaftertwo non-repairablefailuresof a safety-criticalsubsystem,or afterthe loss
of anysinglemodule.Therefore,safety-criticalsubsystemsmustbelocatedin two modules.107,5
The two U.S. modulesare thedesignatedsafehavenelements,soeachelementmustbeableto
supporttheentire eight personcrew underemergencyoperatingconditions.88,107,5 Thecrew
safetycritical subsystemsareCO2removal,CO2reduction,02 generation,andpotablewater
reclamation.
Standaloneandintegratedsystemtestinghasbeenperformed.Threeintegratedtestsduring
the 1988PhaseII programweresuccessfullyperformed.The 1989PhaseIII programis aimedat
enhancingthewaterreclamationsystem.Major issuesof thePhaseIII testsincludemaintaining
microbialandchemicalcleanlinessduringextendeddurationsimulations.
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4.9 ECLSSSubsystemInterfacesWith OtherSystems
TheECLSSinterfaceswith manyothermodulesandsystems,theprimaryonesbeingwith
the laboratory modules,mannedsystem habitability, Extracvehicular Activity (EVA), and
pressurized module attached payloads. ECLSS design has been influenced by these
interfaces.70(SeeFigure30).
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Figure 30. ECLSS Interfaces
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5.0 DETAIL OF POTABLE WATER SYSTEM
The following potable water treatment subsystem description is as defined in Appendix A
document #114 "Phase III CMIF Recovery System/Facility Design Requirements" dated
November, 1988; prepared by R. Bagdigian, and approved by W.R.Humphries and J.L.
Vaniman. This baseline design configuration includes those subsystem technologies deemed most
likely to produce product water meeting NASA Space Station Freedom water quality requirements
at this time. For the most part the technologies chosen are those which have resulted from a
relatively large amount of development work. These subsystems currently exist as advanced
prototype hardware. The potable water system is still under development, however, and the reader
should keep in mind that alternative technologies exist for many of these processes and
development work currently under way may produce alternative subsystem hardware with superior
performance characteristics.
The Potable Water Multifiltration Subsystem (PWMFS) produces potable-grade water from
a mixture of humidity condensate, carbon dioxide removal by-product water, and carbon dioxide
reduction water. (See Figure 31). In the first half of the process, known as the sterilizer assembly,
the waste water enters the PWMFS through a shutoff valve to a positive displacement gear pump.
Positive displacement gear pumps are a form of metering pump which insures a constant volume
flow rate at a particular pump speed setting. The pump feeds the water through a regenerative heat
exchanger, heater, and heater reservoir which sterilize the water by heating the water to 250°C tbr
20 minutes. A back pressure regulator maintains the pressure between 37.5 and 37.0 psig to
prevent steam formation and assure the desired biocidal action. There are four temperature
sensors, one pressure transducer, and a high and low level sensor in the feed tank. 14
In the second half of the process the water flows through a 2 micron prefilter for particulate
removal, and a series of six identical sorption beds (Unibeds) which are packed with sorbents and
resins that remove dissolved contaminants. Specific sorbent types and function, in order of flow
are as follows:52,14
Sorption Media Function Amount
(1) MCV-L
(2) IRN-77
{3) IRA-68
(4) 580-26
(5) XE-347
(6) APA
(7) XE-340
(8) XAD-4
(9)IRN-150
(10)MCV-H
(ll)IRN-77
Polyvinyl pyrolidone (PVP) iodine
Strong acid cation resin
(Undefined ?)
(Undefined ?)
(Undefined ?)
Activated carbon
(Undefined ?)
Polymeric absorbant
Strong acid/base mixed resin
PVP iodine ?
Strong Acid cation resin
96 g.
90 g.
60 g.
535g.
70g.
64 g.
70 g.
60 g.
90 g.
97 g.
9O g.
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There are pressure sensors before and after the prefilter, conductivity sensors before the
first, second, and third Unibed, and after the sixth Unibed; sample ports after the prefilter and the
first 5 Unibeds; and a flow totalyzer after the last Unibed. Effluent exits the subsystem through a
manual shut off valve and is delivered to a product tank. The product tank also has high and low
level sensors. 14 When the first Unibed becomes saturated it is removed from the system and the
valves are reconfigured to move the remaining beds up in position with a fresh bed placed in the
last position.. 52 There are manual on/off switches on the pump and on the resistant he:uers in the
heater and heat reservoir. There is also automatic control of the pump on/off control which is
controlled by float sensors in the feed and product tanks. The pump is turned on when the high
level sensor in the feed tank is activated, and is turned off when the low level sensor in the feed
tank is deactivated or the high level sensor in the product tank is activated. 14 The third temperature
sensor on the Heat reservoir controls the flow to the heater by sending signals to a temperature
controller at the control monitor panel. If maximum allowable temperatures of 255°F are
exceeded, and alarm signal sounds, but no automatic action is taken. 14
The conductivity sensors, which measure water quality, control the pump by sending sign_ds to
two conductivity controllers at the control monitor panel. The pump is automatically stopped when
the first Unibed is shown by the conductivity sensors to have exceeded its conductivity limits. The
process is also automatically shutdown when the outlet conductivity exceeds 10 micromohs/cm. 14
Manual shutdown of the entire system is controlled by a power switch on the control panel, which
overrides all other controls. 14
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APPENDIXA - AnnotatedBibliography
1.) UAH PreliminaryResearchTask(Flow Diagram). ECLSSAdvancedAutomationProject.
NASA/MSFC.
2.) Year/(FY 89) Task Schedule (Chart) ECLSS Advanced Automation Project.
NASA/MSFC.
3.) SpaceStationFreedomAdvancedDevelopmentProjectPlan. TheEnvironmentalControl
andLife SupportSystemAdvancedAutomationProject. Dewberry,BrandonS. NASA/MSFC.
4.) A Review of SpaceStationFreedomProgram Capabilities for the Developmentand
Applicationof AdvancedAutomation.
Bayer,StevenE.et al,. December1988.
Pageix presentstheideaof theIntegratedCommunicationsOfficer [INCO] ExpertSystemProject
[IESP]. (Seealsopage44.)This mayprovideagoodideaof the layeringof thesoftwaresystem.
It shouldalsogive ussomeideaof thekindsof considerationsthatarerelevantto theSpaceStation
project.Page13describesthe OperationsManagementApplication [OMA]. HABOMA is the
HabitatOMA. Page15describestheProcedureInterpreter.This onesoundslike a winner for a
KBS. It isdesignedto presentproceduresin context,thatotherwisewouldbehardcopiedinto the
Flight Data Kit. It seemsas thoughthis Interpreterwould leveragethe ideasof Joshuaand
Concordia.Page47 beginsthediscussionof theSoftwareSupportEnvironment.This is a good
backgroundfor theDistributioncharts.Page57beginsa discussionof theEvolutionof Advanced
Automation. This is a good background for understanding the ideas of hooks and scars. Appendix
A, beginning on page 75, gives a taxonomic presentation of AA efforts. We should have a section
of our report that fits our work into the taxonomy.
5.) Environmental Control and Life Support System Architectural Control Document NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center, February 15, 1989.
Page 3-3 and 4 contains a brief definition of of the WRM. This is the subsystem in which potable
water is contained. See also 3-8 and 3-9. ECLSS applications software begins on 3-10. Note that
the idea of "Tiers" supports the idea that the context diagrams are hierarchical. Page 3-16 through
3-17 present some shalls for the WRM. It would be good to compare these to NASA 3000
extracts. Table 3-1 (page 3-34) provides some of the specifications for what WRM should do.
Need definitions of Ibm, person-day, HMF, and PEP. Note that tables 3-4 and 3-4a present the
intriguing issue of what to do about experimental animals. Figure 3-1, page3-46, presents a
diagram that on the left hand side seems to indicate the layout of parts for potable water and WRM.
See Figure 3-6, page 3-51, for specific schematic of WRM.
6.) Architectural Control Document Data Management System Part 1: Integrated Avionics
Preliminary Draft Copy. NASA, December 15, 1989.
Note the specification of DMS services on page 3-3 and the material on pages 3-17 and 3-18 for
ECLSS (where avionics appears).
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7.) ArchitecturalControlDocumentDataManagementSystemPart2: OperationsManagement
SystemPreliminaryDraft Copy. NASA, December15,1989.
If weunderstandthis,correctlyECLSSitself shouldbeconsidereda systemmanager.Seepages
6-8.Notetwo typesof systemmanagerpage11-12.TheOMA andOMGA aredescribedandthis
cangiveabetterideaof theoverallOMS.OMA ECLSScharacterizedagainonpage15. TheTable
3-1of Tier II managersis important.The column for DMS andECLSS indicatewhat sortsof
thingsmight beprovidedon whicha KBS mightoperateandwhatsortsof thingsECLSSshould
beabletodo.Muchof theareaslistedareTBD. Table3-1is very important.
8.) Architectural Control DocumentDataManagementSystemPart 3: DataManagement
System. Preliminary Draft Copy. NASA SpaceStationFreedomProgram, Office Reston,
Virginia,December15,1989.
Hooks and scars defined! A hook is a design accommodation to facilitate the addition or update of
computer software at some point after the start of station operating life. A scar is a hardware hook.
This document is primarily about hardware. Software begins on page 3-32. The Management
section that begins on page 3-42 indicates the kinds of things that are offered in general to a
manager. The services seem designed to make any particular software item an imbedded item. This
is a reasonable conclusion since Ada is supposed to be for imbedded systems.
9.) Space Station Advanced Automation Study Final Report. Strategic Plans and Programs
Division, Office of Space Station, NASA Headquarters,
May, 1988.
This is a most helpful document. Sections 2 and 3 seem to be the most important. Page 3 gives the
clearest account of the specifics that we must to some degree satisfy. Note for example that page 23
begins a discussion of what was NOT selected for baseline.
10.) Ada and Expert Systems. Allen, Bradley P, Inference Corporation.
Seems to say what INFERENCE wants to do. They made the split between imbedded real-time
systems and decision support systems.
Defines two types of ADA expert systems as embedded real-time systems and decision support
support systems. Lists problems in ADA expert system shells:
a) size of the executable code
b) run-time memory utilization
c) unpredictable response times
Describes transitional development from C and ADA tool to a stand alone ADA development tool.
11.) Art/Ada Design Project - Phase I Project Plan. Status Report. March 1988 - October 1988
Allen, Bradley P. Inference Corporation October 24, 1988.
Most of the information addresses specifically the development of ART using ADA. However
some general considerations for expert system development are also listed.
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12.) ART/Ada Design Project - Phase I Task 1 Report: Overall Design. Status Report. March
1988 - October 1988 Allen, Bradley P. Inference Corporation October 24, 1988.
These articles document the progress made in the ART/ADA development. This tool is a more
robust development tool than CLIPS, But for our purposes CLIPS should provide an adequate
amount of flexibility.
13.) ART/Ada Design Project - Phase I Task 3 Report: Test Plan. Status Report. March 1988
- October 1988 Allen, Bradley P. Inference Corporation October 24, 1988.
See Article 12.
14.) Test Plan for Potable Water Multifiltration Subsystem Checkout and Performance
Verification. McGriff, C. F. and Carter, D. L.December 19, 1989.
This test plan gives an excellent description of the PWMFS hardware and operation. The PWMFS
will produce potable grade water from humidity condensate and CO2 reduction water. This
subsystem consists of a heat exchanger - sterilizer fed by a gear pump, a 2 micron prefilter and
five UNIBED mixed exchange resin filters. The subsystem is controlled via 4 thermocouples, 3
pressure transducers, 2 level sensors, and a total flow meter. Diagrams and schematics are
included. Subsystem designed by Umpqua Research Company for Boeing Aerospace.
15.) AI Applications for the Space Station. Culbert, Chris et al. NASA/Johnson Space Center,
1988.
General background.
16.) ECLSS Advance Automation Project.
General background.
17.) TES - A Modular Systems Approach to Expert System Development for Real-Time Space
Applications. Cacace, Ralph and England, Brenda. United Technologies Corporation.
General background. Illustrates the application of several common techniques.
18.) Simulation and Control of a Space Station Air Revitalization System. SAE Technical
Paper Series. 871425. Yandsy, James L. and Rowell, Lawrence F. 17th Intersociety Conference
on Environmental Systems. July 13,.1987.
Describes the G 189A computer simulation tool for simulation and control of a space station air
revitalization system. One of a variety of software tools developed by Langley for design
,development, test, and engineering (DDT&E).Gives a good text and graphics description of an
early proposed Space Station ARS. One typical group of technologies and plumbing configuration
was modeled as a baseline for later comparison with other technologies.
This document gives a good general overview of candidate technologies and basic concepts for an
ARS. Some helpful baseline data such as:
* Atmosphere leak rates
* Atmosphere replenishment tank volumes
* 02 consumption &
* CO2 production - relative to crew size
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19.) EnvironmentalControlandLife SupportTestingattheMarshallSpaceFlightCenter. SAE
Technical Paper Series. 871453. Schunk, Richard G. and Humphries, William R. 17th
IntersocietyConferenceonEnvironmentalSystems.July 13,1987.
20.) Statusof the SpaceStation EnvironmentalControl and Life Support SystemDesign
Concept. SAE Technical Paper Series.860943. Ray, C. D. and Humphries, W R. 16th
IntersocietyConferenceonEnvironmentalSystems.July 14,1986.
Goodreview of ECLSS. Page5 indicatesin a broadway theservicesthat theECLSSmodules
provide.Not thatonpage8it isclearlyindicatedthatpotablewatercomesfrom condensate.
21.) Artificial Intelligence ResearchandApplications at the NASA JohnsonSpaceCenter.
Healey,KathleenTheAI Magazine,August,1986.
A generaldiscussionof avarietyof issues.Page109theESRAandCCM areof interest.
22.) Test Plan for Potable Water Multifiltration Subsystem(PWMFS) Checkout and
PerformanceVerification. McGriff, C. F. andCarter,D. L.,Dec 19,1988.)
Duplicateof document14
23.) A Method for EvaluatingCandidate. Slagel,James andWick, Michael, AI Magazine,
winter 1988.
The SLAGEL-WICK model ought to be fully integrated into the general NASA ideas about
candidate systems. We are working on this and generating a hyperCard template.
24.) Space Station Program Interface Requirements Document (Software). IBM Systems
Integration Division, November 15, 1988.
Technical specs on software. There is a lot of detail in the sense of functions and facilities that
should eventually be available.
25.) Space Station Program Software Requirements Specification for the Data Management
System Standard Services. IBM Systems Integration Division, November 15, 1988.
Technical specs on software. There is a lot of detail in the sense of functions and facilities that
should eventually be available. Together documents 24 and 25 give a good account of the services
offered by the distributed database. They in some ways provide a model for thinking about a
distributed KBS.
26.) Artificial Intelligence, Expert Systems and Technology Working Group, Status, Plans,
Schedules. Webster, Larry D., AIESTWG, February 22, 1989.
Mainly a chat about a meeting but... The slides present a good deal of current information. For
example there is a statement of goals. This is good since it lays out some general constraints. There
are also lists of members and wish lists! Part of what we are doing is responding to some section
of the wish list.
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27.) SpaceStation ReferenceGrowth Configuration Data Book R&D Emphasis. Early
ConceptsDataDrop ReviewDraft. McDonnellDouglas,February,1989.
Purposeof thisdatabookis to definetherequirementsfor SpaceStationgrowth,identify growth
conceptsfor SpaceStationsubsystems,andto presentconfigurationsfor orderly growth during
SpaceStationevolution.Thedatabookshallbeusedto supportbaseliningof thereferencegrowth
configuration by the SpaceStationProgramLevels I and II and to provide data to the Work
Packagesto insureproperimplementationof hardwarescarsandsoftwarehookswhich will allow
a smoothtransitionfrom the Phase1 configurationthrougha seriesof growth phasesto insure
properimplementationof scarsandhooks.
PhaseI Growth Configurations: Spacestationgrowth is derivedfrom missionaccommodation
analysesperformedfor two utilization emphases1)microgravityresearchutilization,and2) life
scienceresearchutilization. The accommodationanalyseswere basedon two transportation
models:1)moderatetransportationsupportmodel,and2) aggressivetransportationsupportmodel.
Fourmissionaccommodationscenarioswereevaluated.Evolutiongrowthblocksareusedto show
incrementalgrowthstepsfor spacestationsystems uchthata balanceof resourcesis providedso
that excessesor deficits areavoidedin resourcessuchaspower,crew andpressurizedvolume.
Componentsareaddedto theSpaceStationwith referenceto operatingyearandtransportation
support.Growth elementsinclude:SolarDynamicModularpair, TransverseBoomExtensions,
Orbital ManeuveringVehicle,ResourceNodes,Hab Modules,CrewEmergencyReturnVehicle,
Keel Booms,CustomerServicingFacility, Docking Masts,Lg PocketLab, Lab Module, Space
TransferVehicle Hanger,BackPorch,andSmPocketLab.
SpaceStationSubsystemgrowthrequirements:
Describes configuration of Module growth patterns. No specifics were given on Mechanical
Systems, Utility Distributions, the Communications Tracking System, Airlock, Operations
Management, Mobile Servicing Center, or attached Payload Accommodation, and are to be
supplied later. Under Customer Servicing the transverse boom will be scarred to accommodate full
development of the Space Station module patterning while maintaining National Space
Transportation System (NSTS) cargo transfer capabilities.
Appendices:
A: Table 4 shows a Resource Allocation to R&D
B: Shows Resource Allocation functions and equipment weights going up and returning
after completion.
C: Shows distribution of Space Station Resources and resource balance for the
microgravity research utilization emphasis, moderate and aggressive transportation
growth scenario; and life sciences utilization emphasis, aggressive transportation.
D: Contains time-phased growth block analysis of the mission accommodation scenarios.
28.) Rack and Subsystem Level Schematics. Carter, Charve. Boeing Aerospace. Along with
ECLSS Subsystem Groups and General Regenerative ECLSS Flow Diagram.
This paper is a good general overview of ECLSS subsystems.The "General Flow Diagram" (same
as in Doc. #1) is helpful and easy to read, everyone should look at this.Individual module
schematics are quite complex and copy quality makes them nearly cryptic (will continue in depth
analysis per weekly status.)
SIX ECLSS SUBSYSTEMS
1. THC- temperature and humidity control
A. temp & humidity control
B. Avionics cooling
C. Process air
D. Thermally conditioned storage (TCS)
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2.ACS- atmospherecontrolandsupply
A. pressurecontrol
B. Compositioncontrol&monitoring
C. gasstorage
D. Vent& relief
3.AR - atmosphererevitalization
A. CO2removal
B. CO2reduction
C. 02 generation
D. tracecontaminantcontrol
E. tracecontaminantmonitor
4. WRM - waterrecoveryandmanagement
A. potablerecovery
B. hygienerecovery
C. urinewaterrecovery
D. waterqualitymonitor
5.WM - wastemanagement
A. fecalprocessingandstorage
B. returnwastestorage
6.FDS- fire detectionandsuppression
A. fire detection
B. suppressantstorage(CO2)
C. suppressantdistribution
The first of threeBasic Schematicsshow the ECLSS subsystemgroupswith it's six groups
contributingto thespacestation:TemperatureandHumidity control(THC), Atmosphericcontrol
andsupply(ACS),AtmosphericRevitalization(AR), WaterRecoveryandManagement(WRM),
WasteManagement(WM), andFire DetectionandSuppression(FDS). The secondschematicis
the generalregenerativeECLSSFlow Diagramwhich showshow someof thesesubsystems
interactto recoverpotablewater from Urine recovery,wastewaterandproductwaterrecovery,
and humidity condensateand processair. The third schematicshowsthe ECLSSschematicin
moredetail includingwheresubsystemswill beusedin thedifferentNodesandModules.ACS,
THC, and FDS are componentsof all modules,and are the only subsystemsin the Nodes,
Hyperbaric airlock, and airlock. The logistics modulehas in addition to thosethree,Thermal
condensatestorage.TheLab ModuleandtheHAB Modulehaveall six subsystems,andAV air,
with theHAB modulealsohavingThermalcondensatestorage.Thereareno indicationson anyof
thesethreeschematicsasto computerdrivenprocesses.
Rackandsubsystemlevelschematicsareshownin theremainingschematics.Manyof thesehave
beenreducedso much that they are illegible to someonewho doesnot know the engineering
symbolsusedby the preparer.Schematicsare includedfor Hygiene Water Processors,Urine
Processor/refrig.Film Locker Rack, PotableWater Processor,Atmospheric Revitalization,
THC/TCS/Avionics Air, THC,WRM, OxygenDistribution, Nitrogen Distribution, Vent relief
assemblyandpressure qualization,avionicsair/log,HAB labTHC mechanical,HAB lab avionics
cooling,andcabinair/avionicscookingmechanical.
29.) DistributionFlow Charts.
Theseare beingset into hypercard.The stack will allow you to follow the path through the
distribution.Thematerialsin 31,32,33,and34hit similartopics.Seetheoverviewstack.
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30.) ART/Ada DesignProject - Phase1 Task 2 Report: Detailed Design. StatusReport.
March, 1988- October,1988. Allen, BradleyP. InferenceCorporation,October24, 1988.
MoreArt/ADA seearticles11and12.
31.) ECLSSAdvancedAutomationPreliminaryResearchTask.(overheads).NASA - MSFC.
32.) WPO1ECLSSSoftwareArchitecture. Berner,S.A., Boeing.April 26, 1989.
33.) Incorporationof SoftwareAutomationin ECLSS. PDT Briefing, April 10,1989.
Theredoesnotseemto beanythingspecificallyrelatingto whatwearedoing.
34.) WP-1ECLSSDataManagementSystem.McCall, B. BoeingAerospace.April 26, 1989.
35.) WaterMonitoringRequirements,CurrentRequirements,andSubsystemSchematics
36.) RegenerativeLife SupportSystemResearchand ConceptsProgressReport During the
Periodof April 1988- December1988. By The RegenerativeConceptsTeam,TexasA&M
University. Available in documentlibrary,(RI m-56) alsofrom M. Kilgore.
37.) RegenerativeLife SupportSystemResearchandConceptsProgressReportDuring the
Periodof September1987- March 1988 By The RegenerativeConceptsTeam,TexasA&M
University. Availablein documentlibrary,(RI m-56) alsofrom M. Kilgore.
38.) Space Station Man-systems Integration Standards. NASA-STD-3000 Volume IV
Baseline December18,1986.
Thisdocumentlists,in averygeneralmannerhowNASA would like thediffering systemswithin
SpaceStationto operatewhichdoesn'thelpusmuch. However,thisreport doesincludeonevery
interestingtableof information. Figure7.2.2.3.2.1-1(page7-3) lists the PotableWaterQuality
Limits.
39.) SpaceStationEnvironmentalControlandLife SupportSystems,Test BedProgram- An
Overview Behrend,Albert F. Jr.
NASA hasestablishedgenerictestbed capabilitiesin which ECLSShasbeenimplemented.To
demonstratethatregenerativeprocessesi thebestsolutionto consumables.Reviewsthehistoryof
ECLSS testing to this point. The ECLSS Test Bed Facility had three elements: 1) ECLSS
DevelopmentLaboratory,2) ECLSSComponentEnduranceLaboratory,and 3) IntegratedECLSS
TestBed facility. The primary objectivewas to conducta 90-day mannedtest by May 1988.
Subsystemsselectedfor testbed incorporationareoxygen generationusing static feed solid
polymerelectrolytewaterelectrolysis,Carbondioxideremovalusingelectrochemicaldepolarized
carbondioxideconcentrator,carbondioxidereductionusingSabatier,andPotable/Hygienewater
recovery using Vapor CompressorDistillation. Alternative testswill also be done, using in
respectiveorder: staticfeedwatervaporelectrolysis,solid aminewaterdesorption,Bosch,and
hyperfiltration/reverseosmosis.Maturity of newtechnologieswill bedemonstratedand,assuch,
will minimizeprogramrisk andpermitintelligentprogrammaticdecisionsto bemade.
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40.) Feasibilityof Expert Systemsto enhanceSpaceStationSubsystemControllers Malin,
JaneT. andNick Lance,Jr.,SpaceStationAutomation,Vol. 580, 1985
This 1985report discussestheneedandpracticalityof applyingexpert systemtechnologyto a
widevarietyof controlleranddiagnosticsystems.Table1 (page29) lists thecontrollerfunctions.
A CO2removalsystemwasusedin thedevelopmentof a fault managementexpertsystem.The
systemsdevelopment,usingKEE, is described.This might behelpful whenit is time for our
prototypedevelopment.
41.) Study andApproachon Artificial Intelligence Testing,ProgressReport Preparedfor
BoeingAerospaceCompanyby VanderbiltUniversityDecember,1988
42.) ECLSS IntegrationAnalysis - RequirementsAnalysis of a Knowledge BasedSvstem
(KBS) for the SpaceStationEnvironmentalControl andLife SupportSystem. MDC W'5184.
May 9, 1985
Lists two typesof ECLSSdata:
1) datanormallyprocessedby theSpaceStationDMS
2) internalprocessdata.
ThefunctionsprovidedbytheDMSare:
* Process tatusandperformancemonitoring
* Processcommandandcontrol
* Historicaldatastorage/recall
* Faultdetection,isolation,andresponse(FDIR)
* RedundancyManagement
Describesthreetier ECLSSdesign.TheSTATION LEVEL ECLSSwill interfacewith theOMS
which will more than likely beoriginally locatedon the ground. On page2-2 a list of eleven
functionalrequirementsof theOMSandasystemschematic.Theprimaryobjectivesof anECLSS
KBS is to reduceand supplementmanpowerand to reduceECLSShardwaredowntime. The
typicaltasksandareasfor trendanalysesarelistedonpage3-1. Thereportcontainsa brief section
on theAR and WRM subsystemsthat might beworth everyonereading. In this sectionsome
generalizedapplicationsarelistedandmeasurementlistsincluded.
43.) EnvironmentalControl Life Supportfor the SpaceStation 860944, Miller, Craig and
Kovach,Licia. Life Systems,Inc.
Summariesof ECLSStradestudiesarepresented.Theanalysisincludedtheidentificationof time-
critical functions,redundancy(backup)management,definition of commonsubsysteminterfaces
and quantification of technologyoptions for the processequipment. Each technology was
characterizedby its physicalcharacteristicsof weight,power,volume,heatrejection,etc.
44.) Statusof the SpaceStation Water Reclamationand ManagementSubsystemDesign
Concept. SAE 871510. Bagdigian,R. and Mortazavi. Life SupportBranch,MarshallSpace
Flight Center,Huntsville,AL. 1987.
The current statusof the SpaceStationFreedomwater reclamationandmanagement(WRM)
subsystemis outlined. Therequirementsandgeneralarchitectureof theWRM aredescribed.The
mainfunctionof theWRM subsystemis to providea safe,reliablesupplyof waterto meetSpace
StationFreedomneeds,while minimizingwater-relatedresourcerequirements.It describesthetwo
grades of water: Potable (crew-ingestable) and hygiene (non-ingestable) and the current
technologiesbeingdevelopedto producethesewaters.Table1showsFunctionalandPerformance
Requirements,Table 3 lists the some60 Water Quality Requirements.The WRM subsystem
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includesprocessorsto reclaim or recycle water from various wastewatersources,as well as
hardwareto monitor waterquality, providewater thermalconditioning,and storeanddistribute
waterthroughoutheSpaceStationFreedom.SometechnologiesdescribedaretheAir Evaporation
Subsystem(AES),theThermoelectricIntegratedMembraneEvaporationSubsystem(TIMES), the
VaporCompressionDistillation Subsystem(VCDS),andtheMultifiltration andReverseOsmosis
subsystems.Chemicalandmicrobial controlis discussed.Urine pretreatmentandthermalwater
conditioningarebriefly discussed.
45.) EnvironmentalControl andLife SupportSystemsTechnologyOptionsfor SpaceStation
Applications. SAE 851376. Hall, JohnandFerebee,Melvin, NASA Langley ResearchCenter
andSage,Karen,KentronInternational,Inc. Hampton,VA. July, 1985.
46.) SpaceStationEnvironmentalControl/Life SupportSystemEngineering. SAE 851375.
Miller, C. andHeppner,D. Life Systems,Inc. July, 1985.
47.) Evaluationof SpaceStationThermalControl Techniques.860998. Hall, J. B. NASA
Langley,andColwell,GeneandHartley,JamesGeorgiaInstituteof Technology.
48.) PhaseChangeWater Recoveryfor SpaceStation ParametricTesting and Analysis.
860986.Zdankiewicz,Ed andChu,James,Life Systems,Inc.
49.) The SpaceStationAir RevitalizationSubsystemDesignConcept. SAE 871448. Ray,
Ogle,Tipps, Carrasquillo,andWieland,Life Support& EnvironmentalBranchNASA Marshall
SpaceFlightCenter.
Excellentsourceof informationon theARS.This paperdescribesthecurrentstatusof theECLSS
Air Revitalization Subsystem(ARS). ARS design is outlined, performancerequirementsare
providedandevaluationsof therelativemeritsof eachof thesubsystemoptions.Also computer
models which analyzeindividual subsystemperformancearediscussed.The level of MFSC
testingis summarized.
50.) A Membrane-BasedSubsystemfor Very High Recoveriesof SpacecrafttWasteWaters.
860984. Ray,Retzlaff, Radke,andNewbold,BendResearch,Inc. Bend,OR and Price,NASA
JohnsonSpaceCenter.
51.) Conceptsfor theEvolutionof theSpaceStationProgram. 860972. MichaudandMiller,
GeneralElectric/ManagementandTechnicalServicesCo. Houston,TX andPrimeauxNASA
JohnsonSpaceCenter.
52.) Pre-andPost-TreatmentTechniquesfor SpacecraftWaterRecovery.860982.Putnamand
ColomboUmpqua,ResearchCo.Myrtle Creek,ORandChullen,NASA JohnsonSpaceCenter.
53.) An Advanced Carbon Reactor Subsystemfor Carbon Dioxide Reduction. 860995.
Noyes,HamiltonStandardandCusick,NASA JohnsonSpaceCenter.
54.) IntegratedWasteandWaterManagementSystem.860996.Murray,GeneralElectricCo.,
HoustonOperationsandSauer,NASA JohnsonSpaceCenter.
This 1986papergenerallydescribesthe IWWMS (IntegratedWasteand Water Management
System)thatwasdevelopedby theAEC,Air ForceandNASA. Thesystemutilizeddistillationand
catalyticoxidationprocessesfor purifyingwastewaterandmicrobialdigestionandincinerationfor
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wastesolids disposal.With the renewedinterest in SpaceStationFreedom,this systemwas
reviewedfor applicability,updatingandpossiblesynergismwith otherlife supportsystems.
55.) SystemAspectsof ColumbusThermalControl. 860938. Laux, Beckmanand Lawson,
MBB/ERNORaumfahrttechnikGmbH.
56.) HyperbaricOxygenTherapyfor DecompressionAccidents-- PotentialApplications to
SpaceStation Operation. 860927. Pilmanis, University of SouthernCalifornia, Catalina
HyperbaricChamber.
57.) ColumbusLife SupportSystemandits TechnologyDevelopment. 860966. Leiseifer,
SkoogandPreiss,Domier SystemGmbH,Friedrichshaten,FRG.
58.) A Studyof SabatierReactorOperationin Zero "G". SAE 840936. Forsythe,Broome
College, Verostko and Cusick JohnsonSpaceCenter,and Blakely, Hamilton Standard. July
1984.
This 1984paperpresentsresultsof zero"G" computermodelsimulationsof theSabatierreactor
operation.It concludesthatthereactorwill run significantlyhotter in a zero "G" environmentif
cooling air flow is not increasedto compensatefor the loss of natural convection. It can be
successfullyoperatedin zeroG with thethreeandfive manloadsfor which it wasdesigned.The
requirementfor motion of air in the inhabitedareasof a SpaceStationFreedomwould leadto
improvedperformance.For eight andten-manloads,increasedcooling flow in thejacketsand
forcedexteriorcoolingwould improvetheperformanceof thereactor.This mayalsobeachieved
bya largerreactor,thetemperaturesof thereactorexteriorsurfacesareaffectedmoreby thezero-
gravity conditionsthantheinteriorcatalysttemperatures.More recentpapershavenot shownthe
heatconvectionto beaproblem.Possiblyonlyof interestin ahistoricaldevelopmentalaspect.
59.) Effectsof VaryingEnvironmentalParametersonTraceContaminantConcentrationsin the
NASA SpaceStationReferenceConfiguration.860916.Brewer,VigyanResearchAssociates,Inc
and Hall, NASA Langley Research Center.
60.) Space Station Life Support Oxygen Generation by SPE Water Electrolyzer Systems.
860949. Erickson and McElroy, Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, CT.
Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE) 02 generation by water electrolysis became practical in the late
sixties with the introduction of fluorocarbon ion exchange membranes. Developed by Hamilton
Standard under contract to NASA the SPE vapor feed electrolizer is capable of supplying 0.06
lbs./hr, of 02 at 3000 psi. A design used in nuclear submarines was modified to eliminate rotating
equipment, the pre-deionizer, and associated maintenance. The design uses the energy in the high
pressure hydrogen produced within the electrolyzer to pressurize the input process water 3000 psi.
without the use of a mechanical pump.
61.) Integrated Air Revitalization System for Space Station. 860946. Boyda and Miller, Life
Systems Inc. and Schwartz, Ames Research Center.
Life Science's produced a prototype ARS using EDC for CO2 removal, SFE for 02 generation,
and Sabatier reactor for CO2 reduction. This integrated prototype was built and tested to investigate
the effects of process interactions on the operation of component functions, and any benefits in
terms of power, weight, and volume reduction.
This report contains drawings of subsystem components and design characteristics such as power
requirements. Of special interest is the fact that the integrated system includes 72 sensors and 27
actuators. Details of these sensors are not provided in the drawings or text!
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62.) AutomatedSubsystemsControl Development. SAE 851379. Block, Honeywell Space
and StrategicSystemsDiv. Heppner,Life SystemsInc. SamonskiandLance,NASA Johnson
SpaceCenter. July 1985.
Thisreport,similar in contentto doc.#111,describestheAutomatedSubsystemsControlfor Life
SupportSystems(ASCLSS)project. Thesystemconsistsof a hierarchyof distributedcontrollers
implementedwith 1750Amicroprocessorsandahighspeedbusingnetwork.
63.) Nuclear Powered Submarinesand the Space Station: A Comparison of ECLSS
Requirements.860945.Rossier,MartinMariettaAerospace.
An interesting article that doesn't contain much information of use to us. Basically a
comparison/contrastof ECLSS subsystems.There are fundamental differences in mission,
environment,andresupplylogisticsfor thetwovehicles.
"At present,specificoperationalparameters,designrequirements,andresourceavailability for each
vehicledictatedifferingtechnologiesfor some(I'd saymost) aspectsof ECLSSdesign."
64.) EDC DevelopmentandTesting for the SpaceStation Program. 860918. Boyda and
Hendrix,Life Systems,Inc.
The Electrochemical Carbon Dioxide Concentration (EDC) has also been called the
ElectrochemicallyDepolarizedCell.This subsystemproducedbyLife SystemsInc. undercontract
to NASA utilizes anelectrochemicalcell to transferCO2from low partial pressureatmospheres
into astreamof H2 andCO2suitablefor reductionprocessing..TheEDC is fairly light (5 to 10
lbs)andis a netproducerof power(54 to 71watts). This papergivesa goodcomparisonof CO2
removaltechnologies,theEDC,SAWD,2BMS (carbonmol sieve),and4BMS (zeolyte)on page
84. TheEDC is theIightest,mostcompact,andanetpowerproducer,andappearsto bethemost
desirabletechnology.
65.) Evaluationof RegenerativePortableLife SupportSystemsOptions. 860948. Ciocca,
GrumanSpaceSystems.
This GrummanSpaceSystemreport givesbaselineMMU supportthat must besuppliedby the
SpaceStationEVA SupportSubsystem(ES).2000EVA hrs.peryearareprojected for payload
servicingandstationmaintenancewith 50%growthoverthenext five years. The SpaceStation
ES would be similar to the STS facility with additional advancedelectronicsfor built in test
capability,cautionandwarning,communicationsandheadsupdisplay.
66.) An Evolutionary Approachto the Developmentof a CELSS BasedAir Revitalization
System. 860968. Huttenbach and Pratt, Nelson Space Services, Ltd. and Bucke LH
Bioprocessing,Ltd.
The Controlled Ecological Life Support System(CELSS) is designedto closely mirror the
biological/ecologicalCO2reductionand02 generationprocessesfoundonearthasanalternativeto
conventionalphysio-chemicalmethodson long durationmissions.This NelsonSpaceServices
researchreport reviewsthe limitationsof conventionalsystemsandpresentsdetails for a solar
poweredAlgal bioreactoron a comparativebasis.This is basic pioneeringwork for a Mars
mission.Thetechnologyis notwell studiedandis encounteringsomeresistancefrom engineering.
Systemsof this typearenotbaselinedfor stationuse.
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67.) PhysiologicalRequirementsandPressureControlof aSpaceplane.860965. Lemaignen,
Fagot,andWeibel,Avions MarcelDassault-BrequetAviationSaintCloud,France.
This paperpresentsbaselinedatafrom acomputermodel for anAtmospherecontrol andsupply
subsystem(ACS) for the EuropeanspaceplaneHermes.The model usesfirst order D.E.'s for
eachof four gassesin thecabinatmosphere.
68.) Developmentof aWaterRecoverySubsystemBasedon VaporPhaseCatalyticAmmonia
Removal(VPCAR). 860985. BudinkasandRasouli,GARD Div ChamberlainMfg. Corp.and
Wydeven,NASA AmesResearchCenter.
The VPCAR process wasdevelopedto produce potablewaterfrom unpretreatedurine! The
processis basedon a catalytic chemicalprocess whereby the impurities vaporizing with the
processwaterareoxidizedto innocuousgassesproducts.TheVPCAR waterrecoverysubsystem
consistsof thefollowing components:
* Hollow fibermembraneevaporator
* Vaporblower/compressorfor gasstreamrecycling
* Catalyticreactorfor ammonia& hydrocarbonoxidation
* Poroustubewatervaporcondensor
* CatalyticN20 decompositionReactor
The breadboardsystemproduceshigherquality water,haslower requirementsfor expendables,
andaccumulateslesssludge.Evenwith non-optimizedcommercialcomponents,the VPCAR is
competitivewith theTIMES& VCD inweight,volumeandpowerrequirements.
69.) Air EvaporationClosedCycle WaterRecoveryTechnology-- AdvancedEnergySaving
Designs. 860987. Morasko,AiResearchManufacturingCo.Torrance,CA; Putnam,Umpqua
ResearchCo.,Myrtle Creek,OR;Bagdigian,NASA MarshallSpaceFlight Center.
A wick feedair evaporatoris presentedasanalternativeto theTIMES & VCD. A preprototype
unit wasproducedby AiresearchManufacturingCorp. in Conjunctionwith UmpquaResearch
underMSFC contract. Thesystemis capableof 100%waterrecoveryfrom urine, washwater,
RO brine,etc. It utilizesacirculatingair stream,air heater,wick evaporator,andcondensingheat
exchangerfor reclaimingprocesswaterfrom heavily contaminatedfeedstreams.Wicks load up
with solidsuntil capillary actionis severelyaffected,the wick padsarethen replacedandspent
padswith thesolidcontaminantsareplacedin wastemanagementfor return.The systemis light,
rugged,andrequireslittle power.Unfortunatelywick padsmustbedeliveredandreturnedfrom
orbit indefinitely.
70.) Statusof the SpaceStationEnvironmentalControl and Life Support SystemDesign
Concept. 860943. RayandHumphries,Life Support& EnvironmentalBranchNASA Marshall
SpaceFlight Center.
Thispaperreviewedthestatusof theSpaceStationFreedomECLSSasof 1986.This is anannual
type report similar to that reportedin documentno. 88. It showssimilar outlines of ECLSS
subsystemsand their functions. Table 2 hasrespirableatmosphereand water requirements.It
discussesthereasonsfor decidingon the configurationof the SpaceStationFreedomandhow
ECLSSinterfaceswith othersystemsandmodules.In configuration studiesit wasdecidedthat
closedloopconfigurationshouldbeusedto lowerweight/volumerequirementsandlowerresupply
penalties.Thedistributionof thesubsystemswasstudied.It wasdeterminedthatFDS,ACS, and
THC shouldbedistributedequallyin thetwoU.S.modules.FourAR andpotablewaterrecovery
systems(two in eachU.S.module)shouldbeused.Therearealsotablesof theECLSSresource
summary,resourcerequirements,andan8 membercrewmassbalancepresented.
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71.) EnhancedEvaporativeSurfacefor Two-PhaseMounting Plates. 860979. Grote,Stark
andTefft, Mc DonnellDouglasCorp.St.Louis,MO.
72.) A SpaceStationUtility -- Static FeedElectrolyzer. 860920. Larkins, Wagner, and
Gopikanth,Life Systems,Inc.
The Static FeedEletrolyzer 02 generationsubsystemdevelopedby Life SystemsInc. under
contractfor NASA, could generate02 from watersourcesfor usein ECLSS,Electrical power
systems(EPS),andExtravehicularactivities(EVA). In theECLSSsystemalonetheSFEmightbe
used to generatemetabolicoxygen, to provide reactantsfor CO2 removal, and to generate
hydrogen for CO2 reduction. An SFE is also capableof generatingH2/O2 propellents for
propulsionandreboostsystems.
The main focusof this report is to investigatesystemscommonalitybenefits.What weight and
power benefits would arise from integrated SFE systems servicing several other station
subsystems?Their conclusionwas;"Fromeveryperspectiveuserto systemto design,thebenefits
of commonalityintroducedby usinganintegratedSFEO2/H2generationshouldbeviewedasa
utility to satisfyawiderangeof spacestationrequirements."
Thereportincludesdrawings,photographs,andatechnicaldescription of the system. The module
consists of a series of individual electrochemical cells stacked fluidically in parallel and connected
electrically in series.
The following control and support hardware is required:
(1) Coolant Control Assembly - Provides a constant flow of controlled, variable
temperature liquid coolant to the electrochemical module.
(2) Pressure Control Assembly -Maintains absolute subsystem pressure, controls
differential pressures required to establish and maintain the liquid/gas interfaces within the cell
cavities and controls initial pressurization and depressurization.
(3) Fluids Control Assembly - Controls and monitors the pressure and flow of water and
N2 during steady state electrolysis and mode transitions.
73.) Regenerative Life Support System Hardware Testing -- A Summary. 860941. Reysa,
Boeing Aerospace Operations, Houston, TX.
Quite a good report on the history and results of ECLSS competing subsystem technologies
comparative testing.The following points are worth noting :
1. The SFE was selected because it did not require a dynamic H20/H2 separator which had
to be used in the SPE to prevent pump vapor lock. Baseline configuration designers chose the SFE
to significantly reduce mechanical complexity and maintenance.
74.) Habitation Module for the Space Station. 860928. Johnson, Wolbers, and Miles; Mc
Donell Douglas Aeronautics Co. Huntington Beach, CA.
75.) Space Station Health Maintenance Facility. 860922. Harvey et. al. Lockheed Missiles &
Space Co. Inc. Sunnyvale, CA.
76.) Design of an Oxygen Sensor with Automatic Self-Testing and Calibration Capability.
860919. Kutschker and Taylor; Leeds & Northrup Instruments, A Unit of General Signal, and
Cusick, NASA Johnson Space Center.
77.) Analysis and Composition of a Model Trace Gaseous Mixture for a Spacecraft. 860917.
Schwartz and Oldmark, NASA Ames Research Center.
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78.) An ExpertSystemsApproachto AutomatedFaultDiagnostics.SAE 851380. Lanceand
Malin, NASA JohnsonSpaceCenter. July 1985.
An excellentreportfor us! A KBS fault isolationandrecoveryprogramcalled "FIXER" hasbeen
developedby JohnsonSpaceCenter(JSC) in Ineilcorp'sKEE tool for the ARS CO2 removal
subsystem,theelecti'ochemicallydepolarizedcell (EDC).ThisEDCversiontermed"CS-1"in the
text wasdevelopedby Life SystemsInc. This EDC Hardwareis describedin Doc.#64.Their
modeldid not treatmultiple faultsor fluid leaks,butwasrathersophisticatedin otherways.It was
designedto operatein parallelwith theactualhardwarecontrollerandwasrequiredto recoverfrom
potentialfault conditionsbeforetheEDCmodulecontrollerinteruptedoperationat onsetof ared-
line condition.
Theychosearelativelysmall,simple,andwell developedsubsystem(hardwarehadbeendelivered)
and their treatmentreflects this. Their short, 12man week effort produceda tool capableof
extendingperiodsof autonomousoperationof theEDC in spiteof anyof 23possiblesinglefault
conditions.
79.) Utility of anEmulationand SimulationComputerModel for Air RevitalizationSystem
HardwareDesign,Development,and Test. SQE851377. Yanosy;Hamilton StandardDiv.
UnitedTechnologiesCorp,andRowell;NASA LangleyResearchCenter.
80.) IntegratedWasteandWaterManagementSystem.860996.Murray;GeneralElectricCo.
HoustonOperationsandSauerNASA JohnsonSpaceCenter.
81.) Environmental Control and Life SupportTechnologiesfor AdvancedManned Space
Missions. 860994. Powell and Wynveen;Life SystemsInc. and Lin; NASA JohnsonSpace
Center.
This paperis fairly outdatednow.It presents omeof thepreliminaryresultsof thestudyprogram
of JSC to define ECLSSrequirementsfor advancedspacemissions, identify unique mission
drivers,developtrademethodology,assessexistingECLSStechnologycapabilities,identify new
ECLSStechnologyneeds,andestablisha technologyR&D plan.It alsoprovidesabrief historyof
theECLSSthroughouttheU.S.mannedspaceprogram.Table 5 lists performancerequirements,
but theseareupdatedin otherpublications.Table7 identifiesECLSSMissionDriversby Mission
Locationandidentifies thosethat areunique.Theyconcludethatmissiondurationandcrew size
arelargeenoughnow tojustify theuseof regenerativeECLSStechnologies,thatthesewould lead
to significant savingsin initial andoperationalcosts,but would take yearsof R&D efforts to
obtain. Potential missions were identified and will require ECLSS technologies that avoid
expendablesandlargeresupplyweightpenalties.
82.) AtmosphericContaminantMonitoring and Control in anEnclosedEnvironment. SAE
881094.Strack,ElectricBoatDivision,GeneralDynamicsCorp. July, 1988.
Not very specific on usein space.Thepaperdiscussesthemajor contaminantsexpectedto be
found,discussesmonitoringandcontrolmethods- butmostlybasedonexperiencein submarines.
Verygeneralaboutspaceenvironmentapplications.
83.) A ComputerAided EngineeringTool for ECLSS Systems. SAE 871423. Bangham,
McDonnellDouglasAstronauticsCo.,Huntsville,AL andReuter,Life SupportBranch,Systems
AnalysisandIntegration,NASA MSFC..
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84.) G189ComputerProgramModelingof EnvironmentalControlandLife SupportSystems
for the SpaceStation. SAE 871427. Baker, So, and DeBarro, SpaceStation SystemsDiv.
RockwellInternationalCorp. July, 1987.
This isanotherpresentationof thematerialin Doe.#18.
85.) Test Results of a Shower Water Recovery System. SAE 871512. Verostko et. al. NASA
Johnson Space Center, and Reysa, Boeing Aerospace Operations, Houston, TX. July, 1987.
A shower test was conducted at JSC in which waste water was reclaimed and reused. The waste
water was purified using reverse osmosis followed by filtration through activated carbon and ion
exchange resin beds. The reclaimed waste water was, after modification, maintained free of
microorganisms by using both heat and iodine. This paper discusses the limited effectiveness of
using iodine as a disinfectant and the evaluation of a Space Station Freedom candidate soap for
showering. There is a description of the RO used and the Umpqua unibeds used. They concluded
that iodine was determined to not be an all inclusive disinfectant for all microorganisms. P. Capacia
survived in the Shower Water Recovery System (SWRS) storage tanks disinfected with iodine.
After modifications the use of heat disinfection at 185°F for 3 hours was shown to be effective and
necessary for waste water recovery systems. They also concluded that RO with post-treatment
provided acceptable recovered shower water for recycling. There were early breakthroughs of
organic impurities in the Unibeds, this was remedied by larger sorption beds. Finally the soap
may cause a gel layer to form on the RO membrane, further testing is recommended on the soap.
During reuse test the water had an odor whose source needs to be identified.
86.) Initial Results of Integrated Testing of a Regenerative ECLSS at MSFC. SAE 871454.
Jackson and Worden, Boeing Aerospace Co. and Johnson, AiResearch Mfg. Co. July, 1987.
This paper gives the preliminary test results for integrated testing of ECLSS. Subsystems are
described and plans for future testing outlined. All of this information is updated or covered in
other articles already incorporated into the final report.
87.) Control/Monitor Instrumentation for Environmental Control and Life Support Systems
Aboard the Space Station. 861007. Heppner, Khoury and Powell, Life Systems, Inc.
88.) Preliminary Design of the Space Station Environmental Control and Life Support System.
881031. Reuter, Tunaer and Humphries, Life Support Branch, NASA MSFC.
Excellent review article of status of the seven ECLSS subsystems with their brief descriptions and
purposes. Discussion of "Safe Haven" and how this has affected the physical distribution, sizing,
and interrelationship of subsystems. Some discussion of technologies still being developed and
choices that will need to be made (may be useful in future technologies section of final report.
89.) Comparison of CO2 Reduction Process -- Bosch and Sabatier. SAE 851343. Spina and
Lee, Life Systems, Inc. Cleveland, OH. July, 1985.
90.) A Study of the Sebatier-Methanation Reaction. SAE 740933. Verostko, NASA Johnson
Space Center, and Forsythe, Broome College. July-August, 1974.
91 .) Regenerative Life Support Program equipment Testing. SAE 881126. Boehm, Boynton
and Mason, Hamilton Standard Division, United Technologies Corp. July, 1988.
This paper describes the integrated systems metabolic control testing of 4 subsystems developed by
Hamilton Standard division of United Technologies: TIMES, Sabatier, SAWD, and SPE.
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92.) Initial Developmentand PerformanceEvaluationof a Processfor Formation of Dense
Carbonby Pyrolysisof Methane. SAE 851342.Noyes,Hamilton Standard,andCusick,NASA
Johnson.
93.) PhaseChangeWaterProcessingfor SpaceStation. 851346.Zdankiewicz,Life Systems,
Inc.andPrice,NASA Johnson.
94.) Water Quality Monitor for RecoveredSpacecraftWater. SAE 851347. Ejzak, Astro
ResourcesInternationalCorp.,andPrice,NASA Johnson.
This paperdescribesaTOCanalysissystembaseduponultra-violetadsorption.Previousattempts
to measurelow levelsof TOC involve theuseof expendableandpotentially dangerouschemical
reagents.The unit currently underevaluation can handleextremely low level (2ppm) on a
continuousbasis.The sampleis totally unchangedafter exiting the unit. This state-of-theart
breadboardshowspromise.This 1985paperisvery preliminary.Will look for morerecentarticles
onTOCanalysis.
95.) Static FeedWater ElectrolysisSystemfor SpaceStation02 andH2 Generation. SAE
851339.Larkins andKovach.Life Systems,Inc.
This paperdescribesthe SFEsubsystemfor oxygengenerationon the SpaceStationFreedom.
Theoverallsystemdynamicsandschematicsareprovidedaswell asdevelopmenttestingup to this
point.Otherdocumentshavemoreup todateinformationon thestatusof this technology.
96.) An ExpertSystemsApproachto AutomatedMaintenancefor a MarsOxygenProduction
System. SAE 881056. Haung, Wei, Ash, and Ho, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering &
Mechanics,Old DominionUniv., Norfolk,VA.
97.) Maturity of theBoschCO2ReductionTechnologyfor SpaceStationApplication. SAE
880995. Wagner;Life SystemsInc., Carrasquillo:NASA MSFC, and Edwardsand Holmes;
Boeing.1988.
This paperdescribestheevolutionof theBoschCO2reductionsubsystem.It concludesthat the
Boschprocessis reachinga level of technologicalmaturity demonstratingits viability for Space
Station Freedom application. Some work remains before flight hardware is constructed,
particularlyimprovementswhichwill optimizeweight,power,volumeandmaintainability.
The Boschtechnologyis promisingbecausethereis no on-boardgaseousstorageor overboard
ventingrequired,andit ispotentially100%efficient.
TheBoschprocessoccursat426to 726°C in thepresenceof acatalyst.Carbondioxidecombines
with H2 andproducescarbonandwatervaporin anexothermicreaction.A recirculating loop is
required to attain good conversion efficiencies.
A Bosch II design is currently in operation at the NASA MFSC.This design includes a cold seal
Bosch reactor which eliminated the tremendous heat loss at the closure interface, and also
eliminated the need for a vacuum interface. The entire process is contained within a disposable
carbon cartridge. There is a recuperative heat exchanger that maximizes the Bosch thermal
efficiency.
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The Bosch subsystemis designedfor completely automatedoperation. A Control Monitor
incorporatingmicrocomputersoftwaretechnologiesis usedfor automaticmode.Thecomputeris
requiredwhenswitchingbetweenoperatingmodesandfor fault detection,fault isolation, fault
predictionandbuilt-in diagnosticsfor subsystemverification.
98.) CarbonDioxide ReductionProcessesfor SpacecraftECLSS:A ComprehensiveReview.
SAE 881042.Noves,HamiltonStandard.
99.) UsingHardwareto TesttheSpaceStationWaterReclamationandManagementSubsystem
in Zero-G. SAE 881018.Williams, RockwellShuttleOperationsCompany.
100.) Two-BedCarbonMolecularSieveCarbonDioxide RemovalSystemFeasibility Testing.
SAE 880993. Kay, R.J.andTom, R., Allied-Signal Aerospace,AiResearchLos AngelesDiv,
Torrance,CA.
101.) EnvironmentalControlandLife SupportTestingat theMarshallSpaceFlight Center.SAE
871453.SchunkandHumphries,Life SupportBranch,NASA MSFC.]
This paperaddressesthein-houseMSFCdevelopmentestprogramincludingbothsubsystemand
systemlevelactivities. THC, ACS,andFDS werenotemphasizedbecauseof previousextensive
flight experience.EVA supportis also not addressed.AR and WRM were the groupsbeing
addressed,with WM beingperformedat contractorfacilities. Specific issueswere waterand
oxygenreclamationandtracecontaminantcontrol.
Developmentwork in 1986-1987wasbeingdoneonamultifiltration unit for washwaterecovery,
and multifiltration testson potable water reclamation. Air evaporationphasechangeurine
reclamationwasdoneby thecontractor.
Systemlevel testsincludedinteractivetestingof selectedair revitalizationandwaterreclamation
subsystemequipment.Thesimulatorandareais knownastheCoreModule IntegrationFacility
(CMIF). Five subsystemswere selectedfor systemtesting:TIMES (ThermoelectricIntegrated
MembraneEvaporationSubsystem),the4-BedMolecularSievesubsystem,theSFE(StaticFeed
Electrolyzer)subsystem,the Sabatiersubsystem,andthe TCCS (TraceContaminantControl
Subsystem)PhaseII testing,whichwastoconcludein 1987,containedfive regenerativeECLSS
subsystemslocatedinside the simulator:a TIMES waterreclamationsubsystem,a SFEoxygen
generationsubsystem,a Sabatiercarbondioxide reductionsubsystem,and a TCCS. Support
hardwareincludedametabolicsimulator,anearrealtimewaterquality monitorandaTSA (Test
SupportAccessory)for theSFEsubsystem.
102.) An Efficient Air EvaporationUrine ProcessingSystemfor SpaceStation. SAE 881034.
Madsen;Allied-SignalAerospace,andPutnam;UmpquaResearchCompany.
103.) Air andWater Quality Monitor Assessmentof Life SupportSubsystems.SAE 881014.
Whitley, Carrasquillo,HolderandHumphries,NASA MSFC.
This paperdescribesthe statusof the MSFC test programfor the air revitalization and water
recoverymanagementsubsystems.As of this date,theAR andWRM subsystemshavenotbeen
defined. There was a PhaseB preliminary designcompleted in 1986. ECLSS subsystem
competitorsweregatheredat MSFC for testingprior to final selection.Independentand system
level testingisbeingdone.Thesetestsincludedanoxygenreclamationsubsystemstring including
the4-bedMolecularSieve(4-BMS)CO2removalunit, theSabatierCO2reductionunit, andthe
KOH StaticFeedElectrolyzer(SFE)oxygengenerationunit. Also testedwastheThermoelectric
IntegratedMembraneEvaporation System(TIMES) urine water recovery unit and a Trace
ContaminantControlSystem(TCCS).Multifiltrationandreverseosmosiswerenotavailable.
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Thegoalsof thetestswerelimited - thedesigndid not incorporateanymicrobial control features
andsampleportswere notof anasepticdesign,chemicalevaluationwasnot donein arigorous
fashion and no effort was made in the test systemdesign to meet hygiene water quality
requirementsfor theTIMES productwater.
Therewerefourmajortestactivitiesin 1987:oneindependentsubsystem test for each air and water
subsystem and three separate integrated system tests. The first integrated test consisted of the air
revitalization loop, the second and third termed Metabolic Control Test of 3 day duration, and the
fourth an Extended Metabolic Control Test of 6 day duration. Results of theses tests and
suggestions for future modifications were discussed. In conclusion, improved sampling techniques
are needed to eliminate air contamination, a better method of quantifying water vapor percentage
must be established, a real-time monitoring of ECLSS gases is needed among other things.
104.) Advancements in Water Vapor Electrolysis Technology. SAE 881041. Chullen, NASA
Johnson Space Center, and Heppner and Sudar, Life Systems, Inc.
105.) Air Revitalization System Study for Japanese Space Station. SAE 881112. Otsuji,
Hanabusa, Etoh and Minemoto; Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd., Japan.
106.) Technology Demonstrator Program for Space Station Environmental Control Life Support
System. SAE 871456. Adams, Platt, Claunch, and Humphries, NASA MSFC>
107.) Space Station Environmental Control and Life Support System Distribution and Loop
Closure Studies. SAE 8609452. Humphries, James, Reuter, and Schunk; NASA MSFC.
This paper addressed the distribution among the modules of the ECLSS subsystems. The module
resource requirements and safety implications, particularly with regard to safe haven operations
was discussed. It also addresses the degree of loop closure, and the recommendation to close both
the oxygen and water recovery loops. To determine the distribution of subsystems it was first
determined whether the ducting and plumbing sizes would work in centralization configuration.
Second, the number of units, design capacity, and physical location of the subsystems was
examined.
Safe haven is defined as the condition necessary to ensure survival of the crew for 28 days, while
rescue is achieved. A safe haven operating condition can be instigated after two non-repairable
failures of a given safety-critical subsystem, or after the loss of any single module. Because of safe
haven, any centralized subsystem had to be physically located in two modules. Figure 18 shows
the recommendations for whether a subsystem is physically centralized or distributed, and the
locations of the subsystems. It was recommended that temperature control and intramodule
ventilation be distributed, therefore each module would need a subsystem. Water, oxygen, carbon
dioxide control, and contaminant control could be centralized. Humidity control was also
distributed. Fire detection and suppression, module repressurization, and vent, relief and dump
capabilities are required in each module. Hygiene water should be centralized. The air
revitalization and potable water reclamation systems should be centralized, and these should be
located in the two U.S. modules to satisfy safe haven requirements,.
108.) Controlling Real-Time Processes on the Space Station with Expert Systems.
729 Space Station Automation II (1986). Leinweber, David; LISP Machine Inc.
Beach, CA, and Perry, John; OAO,Inc Segundo, CA. 1986.
SPIE Vol.
Manhattan
109.) The Role of Expert Systems on Space Station. Proceeding of Conference held in Geneva
in May 1986. Sloggett, Environmental and Space Systems Group, Software Sciences, UK.
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110.) SystemAutonomy Hooks and Scarsfor SpaceStation. SPIE Vol. 851,SpaceStation
AutomationIII (1987). StarksandElizandro,EastTexasStateUniversity,CSDept.
111.) PrototypeSpaceStationAutomation SystemDelivered and Demonstratedat NASA.
NASA ConferencePublication 2492. Block, Honeywell Spaceand StrategicAvionics Div.,
Clearwater,FL.
The Automated SubsystemControl for Life Support Systems(ACLSS) was developedby
Honeywell andLife SystemsInc., asa proof of concept of a generic automatedcontroller for
SpaceStation subsystems.This group chosethe ARS subsystem(they call it the ARG, air
revitalizationgroup) to developaproofof conceptmodel.
Thedevelopersclaim "thedeliveredACLSS demonstratedtheautomationof 1)threecomplex life
supportprocesses;2) themonitoringandreportingof ARG systemandprocessstatus,warning,
and alarms;3) the systemevent logging; 4) thefault detectionand systemsafety;and 5) the
calculation and evaluation of the current systemoperational performance parametersand
efficiencies.
112.) Challengesin the Developmentof the Orbiter AtmosphericRevitalization Subsystem.
NASA ConferencePublication2342. pt. 1. Prince,NASA Johnson;Swideret.al., Hamilton
Standard;Ord andWalleshauser,MoogInc. andGibb,RockwellInternational.
Details of THC andACS subsystemsfor the SpaceShuttlearepresentedin this report, with
particularemphasison multimissioncapabilitiesof pumpsand separators.Systemsthat require
gravity driven fluid flow or convectioncooling fail quickly in low g use,andsomeingenious
work-aroundsarediscussed.
Specificallyaddressedare rotating elements,suchasmotorsandliquid separators;andseveral
pressureand atmospherecontrolcomponents.Of particular interestis a valve positionindicator
discussedon page421,and theflow sensoronpg.422.
113.) Other Challengesin theDevelopmentof theOrbiter EnvironmentalControl Hardware.
NASA ConferencePublication2342pt. 1. GlbbandMclntosh,RockwellInternational.
This Rockwell Int. report discussesseveralproblemsencounteredwith SpaceShuttleECLSS
subsystems,specifically the ammoniaboiler system(ABS), smokedetector,water hydrogen
separator,andthewastecollectionsystem(WCS).Of particularinterestto usaretheABS,a heat
exchangerto removewasteheatfrom avionicsandotherorbiter systems;the smokedetector,an
FDScomponent;andtheWCS,aWM subsystem.
At altitudesbelow 120,000ft. theABS providesa meansfor rejectingwasteheatloadsinto the
atmosphere.WhentheABS is operating,heatis transferredfrom theFreon21 cooling loop by
theevaporationof anhydrousammonia,which is thenventedoverboard.Somesimilarsystemwill
benecessaryto rejectheatfrom spacestationsystems,howeveroverboardventingwill probably
notbeacceptable.
A piezoelectricmicrobalancetype smokedetectorwasoriginally proposedfor orbitor use,but
calibration problems resulting from the extremesensitivity of this device necessitatedits
replacementwithanionizationtypedetector.
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The wastecollection systemhasundergoneseveralevolutionarymodifications to alleviatethe
problemsassociatedwith low gravityelimination.This sectionis ratherhumorousto thosewho
havenot dealtwith thisproblem,butproperfunctionof thisequipmentis importantto healthand
crewmoral.
114.) Bagdigian, R., and W.R. Humphries. 1988. "Phase III CMIF Water Recovery
System/FacilityDesignRequirements".November,1988.
115.) Rogers,J.S., D.M. Rochowiak, B.L. Benson,and J.W. McKee. 1989. "A Diagnostic
Prototypeof thePotableWaterSubsystemof SpaceStationFreedomECLSS,"UAH Research
ReportNumber824, JohnsonResearchCenter,University of Alabamain Huntsville,November
1989.
116.) Rochowiak,Daniel. 1989."Final Report:CooperatingIntelligent Systems",preparedfor
Walt Mitchell, SystemsSoftware Branch, Information and Electronic SystemsLaboratory,
Marshall SpaceFlight Center,UAH ResearchReport Number 804, preparedby the Johnson
ResearchCenter,Universityof Alabamain Huntsville,August1989.
117.) Daley, Phillip and Allison Thornbrugh. 1989. "Using Neural Nets To Automate
KnowledgeEngineering,"In Proceedingsof Workshopon KnowledgeAcquisition, IJCAI KA,
(Detroit) pp 1-4, 1989.
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APPENDIXB - DetailedContextDiagrams
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APPENDIX C - Hooks and Scars Document
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Environmental Control and Life Support Systems
Preliminary Hooks and Scars Document
Introduction
The Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) for the Space Station Freedom
(SSF) is responsible for maintaining an inhabitable living and working environment for a crew of
up to eight individuals. Since the current design is for the SSF to recycle its life sustaining
substances and to dynamically handle waste products, the ECLSS has evolved into a incredibly
diverse and complicated system. The ECLSS is composed of the following six subsystems:
Temperature and Humidity Control (THC), Atmosphere Control and Supply (ACS), Atmosphere
Revitalization (AR), Water Recovery and Management (WRM), and Waste Management (WM)
(figure 1). Each of the subsystems, while defined as an separate process, must be an integral part
of the total ECLSS. This requirement along with the specific needs for computer assistance with
the operation of ECLSS has generated the need for a review of the current design and
implementation concepts for each of the subsystems.
In April 1989, the staff of the Johnson Research Center (JRC) was contracted by NASA to begin
an evaluation of each of the ECLSS subsystems to identify possible locations for additional
computer software applications. Although the research effort is continuing, this report describes
the software hooks and hardware scars that have been identified. Included within this report is a
discussion on general considerations for expert systems and computer automation and basic
communication considerations as they apply to all of the subsystems. Also included is a detailed
examination of the potable water component of the WRM.
What are hooks and scars?
A hook is a design accommodation to facilitate the addition or the update of computer software at
some point after the start of the SSF life. Thus, this research is actively searching for areas which
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might not only be an immediate location for additional computer software applications, but also
areas that might at sometime in the future be a viable location for some type of computer
application. A scar is a hardware modification that would be required to accommodate the software
hook. Since much of the actual hardware and software design is still undetermined at this time,
many of the software hooks and hardware scars that are listed in this report are simply the minimal
hardware requirements that a given software system would have. Therefore, many of the items
identified in this report might not require additional changes to the system.
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ECLSS SUBSYSTEMS
1. THC- Temperature and Humidity Control
A. Temp & Humidity Control
B. Avionics Cooling
C. Process Air
D. Thermally Conditioned Storage (TCS)
2.ACS - Atmosphere Control and Supply
A. Pressure Control
B. Composition Control & Monitoring
C. Gas Storage
D. Vent & Relief
3. AR - Atmosphere Revitalization
A. CO2 Removal
B. CO2 Reduction
C. 02 Generation
D. Trace Contaminant Control
E. Trace Contaminant Monitor
4. WRM - Water Recovery and Management
A. Potable Recovery
B. Hygiene Recovery
C. Urine Water Recovery
D. Water Quality Monitor
5. WM - Waste Management
A. Fecal Processing and Storage
B. Return Waste Storage
FDS - Fire Detection and Suppression
A. Fire Detection
B. Suppressant Storage (CO2)
C. Suppressant Distribution
Figure 1.
Knowledge Acquisition
One of the interesting tasks in developing expert systems for many of the SSF is defining the
controlling parameters and rule base. Unlike most traditional expert system development arenas a
large portion of SSF applications represent new technology, therefore the domain of experts to pull
working background information is very limited. To aid in this process certain standard guidelines
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shouldbe incorporatedinto systemdescriptions.The following is a list of guidelineswhich may
be helpful in the task of knowledge acquisition (KA) for the ECLSS Software Support
Environment(SSE):
• SSE ought to provide standard protocols for the ways in which rules, frames and
other representations should be written. Automated tools should be provided for
indexing and using these elements.
• Provisions ought to be made for the characteristics that must be provided for
parameters and variables in KBS.
• Documentation networks should be constructed that proceed at at least four levels.
The working level of which the previous points would be a part, the experts
consulted in the acquisition process and reports on the consultations, the
specifications level as design is evolving and baselined, and supporting
documentation
• If a CLIPS like structure is used for the final product, then hooks should be
provided through which the developer can attach the relevant KA and development
items to the rule base. Although no such material will be uploaded, it should be
available for future development work. This becomes even more critical, if there is
no standard KB development environment.
• In interview situations, a rough idea of the time window for the KB should be
generated and posted in a public way. This would facilitate making informed
decisions about scars.
• Given the time window decisions should be made about the use of a specialized
blackboard and the use of the distributed data base. If there is a significant need for
a specialized blackboard structure, then one should be developed and made part of
SSE.
General Considerations
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It is frequentlypreferableto useacommerciallyavailablesoftwaredevelopmentshell to develop
knowledgebasesystems(KBS). Howeverpresentlythereareonly two suchsystemsthat it has
been publicly announcedthat they will be convertedinto the mandatedADA programming
language,CLIPSandART. Thismayleaveavoid thatwill needto befilled in orderto achievethe
completefunctionality of a satisfactorydevelopmentool. It is feasibleto anticipatethe future
developmentof atotallynewshell. Therefore,therearesomegeneralconsiderationsthatshouldbe
includedin theSSEin orderto minimize theamountof problemswhich couldoccurduring KBS
developmentandfutureupdatingbypossiblydiffering shells. Thesearea sampleof someof those
generalSSEconsiderations:
• A standardprotocol for expressingKB elementsand proceduresshould be
developedandplacedin anautomatedtool, ideally to be includedaspart of the
SSE.
• A standardKB shellshouldbeconstructedfor thedevelopmentof KBS for SSF.
It is to berecognizedthatin thenearfuturetheshellwill haveto dealwith Ada, the
mandatedprogramminglanguage.The shell shouldsupportbotha development
systemanda run-timesystem.Thedevelopmentsystemwill belimited to ground
use. Therun-timesystemwill beavailablebothon thegroundandon thestation.
• Softwareswitchesshouldbe incorporatedthat allow the KBS to be switched
betweenconfirmationmodesin whichtheusercaninvokethesystemto confirman
action,advisormodeswhichpresentstheuserwith theresultsof the inferencefor
confirmation,andin-the-loopmodesfor autonomousoperation.
• The usermodelembeddedin the KBS shouldbesoftwareswitchable,or better
self adjusting. In the early useof the systemor whena new usermust usethe
systema moreinstructional"flavor" shouldbepresentedto theuser. As theuser
becomesmore comfortable with the system either the system should retract
instructional materials or the user shouldbe allowed to selecta more expert
interface.
• Facilitiesfor explanationshouldbebuilt into thesystemor theshellandthelevel
of explanationavailableto theusershouldincreaseastheuserbecomesmoreexpert
andasthesystemapproachesin-the-loopstatus.Theinstructionalandexplanatory
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partsof the system are inversely related. When the system approaches in-the-loop
status it will be important to generate clear consistent explanations on which the
user can decide whether or not to override the system.
• A KB system should provide hooks to a procedure engine if and when it is
developed. A procedure engine is a software process that applies standing
procedures for emergencies or maintenance to a specific circumstance. The
procedure engine is in a sense an extended hypertext system.
• The KB system should be integrated cleanly into the Standard Services and
database system of the station. This may require hooks both in the KB system and
in the Standard Services and database software.
• Design the databases (RODBs) that service the specific units of the ECLSS
software with slots for information exchange between units. For example, it
should be possible to transmit information on status, diagnosis, and other inferred
data from THC to WM for use in a KB at CHKSTA in POTH20.
• Specific hooks for the KB system to tap into the information in ECLSSERR and
ECLSSPER should be developed.
• Technology should not be blinded by the Ada mandate, and consideration should
be given to the possibility of a LISP chip. This is especially so in KB technology
since it is not unreasonable to think that research on knowledge systems will go
forward in a LISP environment. If the effort is put into the use and production of
more economical LISP machines, efficiency should increase while cost decreases.
This will make the LISP machine look less exotic, and a potential additional
processor for the Space Station.
Cooperation and communication hooks
The structural components of the ECLSS software support functions such as ECLSSERR and
ECLSSPER must have access to data and message passing capabilities. This is an increasingly
important and notably difficult problem since the RODB which is theoretically going to be a
completely distributed onboard data base and the MODB which is at least initially going to be
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groundbasedmust beaccessiblefrom eachlevel of the SSFsoftware. The following items
assumethattherewill besomeCLIPSor CLIPS-likeprogramto run theKBs.
• Specific functions shouldbedevelopedto readand write to thedatabase.The
thesefunctions shouldfit neatlyinto a rule baseparadigm,so that a rule of the
form:
If Read(sensorx) is greater20,
thenwrite(Database_name,Database_element,"caution")
Thefunctionshouldhandleprecommits,commits,andlocks.
• Functionsshouldbedevelopedto handlefailures of databasetransactions.For
exampleit shouldbepossibleto writerulessuchthat
If Database_failure(transaction_x),
thenretract(facts)andinfer.
• Provisionsshouldbemadefor arendezvousbetweenKBs or otherprocesses.In
thiscaseonemight considerarule
If conditionsa, b,c,
thenrendezvous(Process_name,data_element).
• Provisionshouldbemadein theKB shellsystemfor putting the systemto sleep
sothatanothermoreimportanttaskfor theprocessormaybehandled.Forexample,
If Impt_message,
thensave(rules,facts)andsleep.
Thesleepcommandwouldbedesignedsothattherulesandfactscouldbereloaded
andexecutionresumed.
• Provisionsshouldbe madeso that the KB cansendmessagesthat will have
greater or lesser importance.This would allow requeststo be made to other
processesthatwouldforcethemupor downin thequeueof requests.
ECLSS specific hooks
• The KBs in the ECLSS software environment should have access to ECLSSERR,
ECLSPER, and history files.
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• The KBs on the station should be constructed in such a way that they can be fit
into the structure of commands, requests, and statuses.
• The KBs in ECLSS should be constructed so that where appropriate the KB in
one unit can have easy access to the KBs in other units. For example, it may be
appropriate for the WRM to have knowledge of how much water is being produced
by THC and how much it can anticipate to have.
• In a cases where the user of the system wants to use the KBs as an assistant,
appropriate modifications to DISPLAY ought to be developed to allow this.
• Since any KB software for ECLSS will be in evolution during the life of the
Space Station, KBs ought to be built with an eye toward their replacement. Ideally
this would mean that Run-time Knowledge Base Engines (RKBE) would be in
place on the Space and Station, and that modifications can be made to the KBs on
the ground. New KBs could then be uplinked to the Space Station and replace
existing ones.
• Master Knowledge Bases (MKB) would be keep on the ground. Such MKBs
would have access to data downlinked from the Space Station, as well as to
development tools not present on the Space Station.
• Hooks to the communications systems should be developed so as to allow the
efficient distribution of downloaded materials to the appropriate facility, and to
provide a central facility and standardized protocol for uploading new KBs.
• Specific example 1:
CHKSTA in POTH20 gets inputs from PURIFY, STORAGE, QUALITY, and
RECH20 and outputs control messages to each of these and reports status to
ECLSSPER. Each of these are such that a knowledge based decision on the status
of the unit may be needed. That is each of the units may vary from nominal in some
way, but yet collectively be satisfactory. Each of the four units individually reports
failure data to ECLSSERR. However, it should be noted that ECLSSERR only lists
inputs from major subsystems, WRM in this case. The KB at the CHKSTA site
might be important in terms of both horizontal and evolutionary development.
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Concerningtheformer thereareotherunitsin ECLSSlike CHKSTA. Concerning
the latter what it is to be working well may changeover time and the physical
componentsbeing monitored may also change. If KBs can be updated like
databases,then the task of updating the software for this unit will be greatly
simplified.In pointof fact it wouldsimplybeacaseof file transfer.
• Specific example 2:
WRM is another ideal candidate. It contains POTH20, H2OQUAL, HYGH20.
URINE, and WRMLIMITS. Oddly there seems to be no centralized unit that is the
WRM. However, the following points should be noticed: (1) POTH20 and
HYGH20 are very closely related in terms of both software and hardware and this
argues for the use of POTH20 as a site; (2) Both POTH20 and HYGH20 get
information from H2OQUAL and H2OQUAL seems a natural site for a KBS; (3)
The absence of a central monitor for WRM seems like either an omission or a
mistake.
Specific example 3:
ECLSSERR is a good candidate for KB technology. This is especially so since the
ECLSSERR will have to separate critical and non-critical errors. IN the case of
ECLSERR it will be important to have the full range of communication options
available, as well as a large set of the valid ECLSS commands. This latter point will
become more important as ECLSS approaches in-the-loop status.
Potable Water Hooks and Scars
The potable water portion of the WRM is, based on current design, a closed loop system that
extracts condensate water from THC and water from the power generation system. It is not the
purpose of this report to redescribe the entire working structure of any of the ECLSS subsystems,
but rather to define ways to improve the daily operations of the subsystems by suggesting locations
for automated computer assistance for the SSF crew. This section addresses the hooks and scars
problem from a "systems" standpoint for the potable water loop. It is basically a list of possible
faults and the instrumentation that might be necessary to make an automated KBS diagnosis.
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Along with thegeneraldescriptions,amorespecific"hardware"orientedschematicpresentationis
included. This is shownasschematicdiagrams. Both of thecurrentdesignandas amodified
designwhich containsspecificsensorsnecessaryfor thedetectionof faults. Thecurrentdesign
diagramis basedon theproposedpotableloopconfigurationin figure 2.1of the"PhaseIII CMIF
WaterRecoverySystem/ Facility Design Requirements" by R. Bagdigian dated 8-4-88.
(1) Input Loads Validation:
Currently there is no evidence of verifying the condition of input loads to the
system or even if input loads are within the design specifications. It is necessary to
have a rough measure of how contaminated the input stream is to successfully
diagnose faults. A great deal of time may be lost attempting to fix a system
producing out of spec. product water when the input load is simply too great for the
system design to handle. Even if input loads are within design limits this
information is essential. Consider the following scenario. The water quality
monitor at the terminus of the multifiltration subsystem indicates that process water
is out of spec., but only slightly. In order to diagnose and form a fault recovery
plan it is necessary to know whether the system is taking heavily contaminated
water and removing 99% of this contamination to produce slightly out of spec.
product or is the system removing only 2% of the contaminants from fairly clean
input. In the first case, recirculation might fix the problem. However, in the latter
case a specific class of contaminants may have fouled a particular sorbant in the
unibeds and unibed replacement might be the only solution. This information will
help trend analysis and a KBS answer questions like "Are the multifiltration system
unibeds needing frequent change-out due to malfunctioning prefilters (or some
other hardware cause) or is it simply extremely dirty input loads?"
(2) Leak Detection:
Several accurate flow meters are necessary throughout the loop in order to detect
leaks and blockages. Attempting to detect leaks using only the flow totalizer will
result in "manual" leak detection (i.e. short circuits and wet crew).
(3) TOC, Iodine, and Water Quality Monitor Performance:
A sensor of another type located at the same location can often give a rough estimate
of the parameter in question to aid in monitor data validation. A conductivity meter
in conjunction with the iodine monitor can help assess the performance of the
MCV's. A certain amount of I2 introduced by the MCV's will exist in solution as
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the ion I3- accordingto a fairly well characterizedchemicalequilibrium. The
conductivitymeasuredshouldcorrespondwith theI2 measurementaccordingto the
physicallaws governingI2/I3" equilibrium. Althoughother ionic contaminants
would interfereto someextent,thismethodof validationmayprovemorereliable
than trend analysisand moredesirableboth from a reliability and weigh/space
savingthanmultiplesensor"voting".
(4) Pumps:
Flow and pressure sensors located immediately downstream from each pump are
necessary to assess pump status (on or off) and performance. For example an ohm
meter in the pump power circuit might indicate that the pump motor armature is
turning and a KBS might decide that it is functioning properly when in fact a
damaged impellor is not producing sufficient pressure of flow. With out this
information it is impossible to assess whether a low flow/pressure condition is due
to pump malfunction or line or valve blockage.
(5) Heat Exchanger/Sterilizer Fouling:
No temperature sensor has been included in the heat exchanger/sterilizer assembly
to measure the temperature of the input stream. The delta T across the exchanger
must be known in order to assess heat exchanger performance. A trend toward an
increased temperature difference between input and output streams would indicate
poor heat transfer and possible fouling or scale formation. Other causes would be
insufficient dwell time in the exchanger due to too high a flow rate (data available
from flow sensors mentioned earlier) or improper heater operation (data available
from temperature sensors).
(6) Valves:
Several sensors in or near each control valve are necessary to report a valves
condition (open or closed) in order to determine whether high pressure and/or low
flow conditions are due to clogged filters, sorbants, or lines or simply a valve not in
the proper condition. For instance, the controller might activate a relay to apply
power to open a valve. The valve is faulty and does not open. Since the circuit is
energized a conventional controller assumes the valve is open. With out valve
condition verification, a KBS might conclude that some other blockage has
occured. Note: this applies to any component which could be failed or blocked
such as unibeds, strainers, MCV's, etc...
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APPENDIXD - Dictionary
AC
Assemblycomplete-(usedin growthconfigurationdatabook)
ACD
ArchitectureControlDocument
ACRC
AssuredCrewReturnCapacity- (usedin growthconfigurationdatabook)
ACRS
AdvancedCarbonReactorSystem
ACS
ATMOSPHERECONTROL& SUPPLYSUBSYSTEMS
* PressureControl
* AtmosphereCompositionControl/Monitoring
* GasStorage
* VentandRelief
ACTIVATE
ActivateValid ECLSSProcess
AES
Air EvaporationSubsystem
AI
Artificial Intelligence
AR
AIR REVITALIZATION SUBSYSTEMS
* CO2Removal
* CO2Reduction
* 02 Generation
* TraceContaminantControl
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* TraceContaminantMonitor
ARG
Air Revitalization Group
ATTRIBUTE
The data base model used on the space station depicts how command and data objects are named,
created and how attribute information information about the objects is defined. For example, for
Standard Services to read TOC sensor data into the RODB for potable water quality, Standard
Services must know attribute information about addresses, conversions, and exceptions.
BACK PORCH
A truss extension on the Space Station which allows mobile servicing center access to the aft
modules and provides additional structural support, depending on the module configuration.
BACKWARD CHAINING
Backward chaining is one of the ways in which a rule based system reasons. Backward chaining
means that the inference engine will attempt to find the conditions that make a claim true. For
example, suppose you believe that A is true, and that the system contains the following rules:
If B and C then A
if D then B.
The backward chaining process would determine that in order for A to be true B and C would have
to be true. Since D would have to be true in order for B to be true the system would try to establish
the truth of D and C (and generally in that order).
BMS
Bed Molecular Sieve
CELSS
Controlled Ecological Life Support System
CERV
Crew Emergency Return Capability - (used in ref. 27)
CEFA
Crew Equipment Translation Aid - (used in ref 27)
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CFR
CarbonFormationReactor
CHKSTA
Monitor HYGH20 subsystemStatuses
CLIPS
CLIPSis a rule basedshell for generatingaknowledgebasedsystemin aC environment.C isa
forwardchainingsystem,althoughit canbe "tricked"intoa sortof backwardchaining.CLIPShas
strongpatternmatchingcapabilities.As ashell, however,it hasvery few facilities thatmakelife
easyfor theknowledgeengineer.We will needto addressthis issue.
CMD
Verify andValidateECLSSCommands
CMG
ControlMomentGyro - (usedin ref. 27) controlsSpaceStationguidanceandnavigationthrough
activemomentummanagement
CMIF
CoreModuleIntegrationFacility -
CSS
CustomerServicingCenter- (from ref. 27) CSSis responsiblefor accommodatingall Space
Stationservicingmissionsaswill assupportingoperationssuchasinstrumentandORU storage
andloading/unloadingof theSTScargobay...includingaccommodation,storageandservicingof
theOMV, FTS, and SSRMS. Elementsof theCSSincludecustomerservicingfacility, OMV,
FTS,andcomponentsof theCanadianMobile ServicingSystemincluding the mobileservicing
center,SPDM,MMD, andMT.
DDT&E
Design,Development,Test,andEngineering.
DISPLAY
ECLSSDisplay
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DMS
DMS is the distributeddatabasemanagementsystem.DMS servicescanbedivided into Data
ManagementServices,ApplicationCommunicationServices,ApplicationExecutionServices,and
UserSupportEnvironmentServices.
ECLSS
EnvironmentalControlandLife SupportSystems
ECLSSERR
ECLSSFaultDetectionandIsolation
ECLSSMGR
ECLSSManager,formerlyECLSSSupportSoftware
ECLSSPER
ECLSSPerformanceandTrendAnalysis
EDC
ElectrochemicalDepolarizationCell
EDMT
EXTENDEDDURATIONMETABOLICTEST
Completeclosure of the water loop will be addressedfor the first time during the EDMT.
Reclaimed hygiene water will be reusedby test subjects for showersand handwashing.
Additionally, subjectswill ingestreclaimedpotablewateronalimitedbasis.
ELV
ExpendableLaunchVehicles- (from ref. 27)
EMM
EvolutionMissionModel- (usedin ref. 27)
EPS
ElectricalPowerSystem
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ES
ExpertSystem
ESA
EuropeanSpaceAgency- (usedin ref. 27)
ESSTAP
Emulation, Simulation, Sizing, and Technology Assessment Program. NASA's attempt to
quantify thebenefitsthat can bederivedwhenan early emphasisis placedon software tools.
Benefitsexpectedareshorteneddevelopmentcycles,improvedperformanceandresultantlower
costs. TheJRC'sECLSS-KBSprojectis apartof this broadprogram.
EVA
ExtravehicularActivity - (fromref. 27)
EVAS
ExtravehicularActivity Systems- (fromref. 27)
EVOLUTIONGROWTHBLOCK
A groupof incrementalgrowthstepsfor severalSpaceStationsystemsthatwill provideanover_dl,
complementaryincreasein theSpaceStation'sresourcesandcapabilities.,
FDIR
FailureDetectionandRecovery
FDS
FIREDETECTIONAND SUPPRESSIONSUBSYSTEMS
* FireDetection
* SuppressantStorage
* SuppressantDistribution
FORWARDCHAINING
Forwardchaining is oneof the waysin which a rule basedsystemreasons.Forwardchaining
meansthatthe inferenceenginewill usenewtrueclaimsandits rules to infer anothertrueclaim.
Forexample,supposethatthesystemcontainsthefollowing rules:
If B andC thenA
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if D thenB.
Theforward chainingprocesswoulddo nothinguntil a fact wasasserted.If D is assertedthenB
wouldbeinferred,andif C hadalreadybeenassertedthenA wouldbeconcluded.Alternativelyif
B wereassertedandC hadalreadybeenassertedA wouldagainbeinferred.
FTS
FlightTeleroboticServicer- (from ref. 27)
H2OQUAL
ProcessWaterQualitySensorData
HAB
Habitation
HABOMA
HabitatOperationsManagementApplications
HAD
HeatAcquisitionDevice- (fromref. 27)
HEPA
High EfficiencyParticulateAir
HYGH20
ProcessHygieneWater
IESP
ExpertSystemProject
INCO
IntegratedCommunicationsOfficer
INHDATA
InhibitedFunctionList
INHIBIT
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ProcessECLSSInhibit Commands
ISP
Inter-vehicularActivity - (fromref.27)
IWWMS
IntegratedWaste& WaterManagementSystem
JSC
JohnsonSpaceCenter
KB
knowledgebased
KBS GROUP
Group of KB systemsexpertsenlistedby NASA SpaceStation Level I StrategicPlansand
ProgramsDivision
KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge is storedin somerepresentationand is usedto direct the addition or deletion of
elementsfrom somefact base.Rulesarea typical representationfor knowledge.For example,a
rulemight claimthatif theTOC is greaterthana specifiednumber,thenshutdowntheprocessand
notify thesupervisor.
KOH
PotassiumHydroxide
LAB
Laboratory
LAN
local area network
LARC
Langley Research Center - (from ref. 27)
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MCV
MicrobialCheckValve
Not really a valve asit doesn'tcontrolfluid flow. Rather,it is supposedto control the "flow" of
microorganisms.Consistsof aresinbedwhichprovidesabout2 ppm iodineto processwatersfor
bacteriostasis.
MF
Multifiltration
MMD
MobileMaintenanceDepot- (fromref. 27)
MMPF
MicrogravityandMaterialsProcessingFacility - (fromref. 27)
MODB
MODB is themasterobject databasemanager.The MODB allows informationabouta devices
MDM address,Engineeringunit conversions,andexceptionconditionparametersto bepredefined
into aconfigurationmanageddatabasethatcanbesentto a node.The MODB managerusesthe
predefinedobjectandattributeinformationto build theRODB that allows StandardServicesto
configureits servicesto matchtheactualconfigurationof sensors,effectors,andderiveddataand
commandobjects.
MRDB
MissionRequirementDataBase- (fromref. 27)
MSC
MobileServicingCenter- (fromref.27)
MSFC
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter
MSS
MobileServicingSystem- (fromref. 27)
MT
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MobileTransporter- (fromref. 27)
NSTS
NationalSpaceTransportationSystem- (fromref. 27)
OMA
OperationsManagementApplications
OMGA
OperationsManagementGround
OMV
OrbitalManeuveringVehicle(fromref. 27)
Proposedvehicleto boostShuttlepayloadsto geosynchronousorbit. Thevehiclewouldbebased
andservicedat thespacestation.
ORU
OrbitalReplacementUnits- (fromref. 27)
OXONE
OXONE- (tm) DuPontCorp.
Proprietarydrychemicaloxidizingcompound,for industrialchemicalsynthesis.Activeingredient
is Potassiummonopersulfate.Theactiveingredientcannotbe isolatedin pureform sooxoneisa
mixtureof KSO3,KHSO4,andK2SO4.Aqueoussolutionsoxidizevia a freeradicalmechanism
possiblyinvolving O., X., and/orperoxydisulfuricacid.
PATrERN MATCHING
Patternmatchingin knowledgebasedsystemsmostoftenrefersto thepatternsof truth in thefacts
andrulesof thesystemandtheflexibility of their beingmatched.For example, suppose there is a
term (T) that takes three arguments (a,b,c). Suppose that T(a b c) is true. One might only care
about the value of one of the arguments, say b. Or again one might be interested in the values of
two of the arguments, say a, c. A system with good pattern matching abilities would allow you to
match in many ways, while weak pattern matching would allow only one way.
POTH20
Potable Water
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PURIFY
Monitor andControlthePurificationProcess
PVP
PolyvinylPyrolidine
PWMFS
POTABLEWATERMULTIFILTRATION SYSTEM
Usedto recoverpotablegradewater from amixtureof humidity condensate,CO2 reductionby-
productwater,and CO2removal steamcondensate.Consistsof a systemof 5 "Unibed" resin
cartridges,pump,heatexchanger/sterilizer,andsensors.
QCM
QuartzCrystalMicrobalance
QUALITY
MonitortheWaterQuality
R&D
ResearchandDevelopment
RECH20
MonitorandControlReceivingTankandPump
RMOAD
ReferenceMissionOperationalAnalysisDocument-(fromref. 27)
RO
ReverseOsmosis
RODB
TheRuntimeObjectDatabasecanbethoughtto exist ateachnodeof theDMS. The RODB will
containthe current valuesvaluesfor all currently availablesensorandderived data item that
originateat thatnode.StandardServiceswill providelocation-transparentaccessto datain remote
RODB'svia directoriesbuilt by the MODB manager.Sensorandderiveddataarewritten to the
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RODB by thedatasupplier,andsensorandderiveddatacanbereadout of thedatabaseby the
usersof thedata.
RULE
Rulesareoneof theschemausedto representknowledge.A rule is composedof a left handpart
thatcontainstheconditions,andaright handpart that containstheactions.In forward chaining
whenthe conditions aresatisfiedthe actionsareperformed.In backwardchaining if the goal
matchesanassertionof fact in theactionsidetheenginewill attemptto determinea valuefor the
conditions.
SAWD
SolidAmineWaterDesorbed
SD
SolarDynamic- (fromref. 27)
SDMS
The StandardServicesDataManagementServicesinterfacessupportapplicationsaccessto the
SSISrelationaldatabases,SSISfiles, and SSISsharedmemoryresidentobjects.It providesthe
servicesof a generalpurposeDBMS, including retrieve,add,change,anddeleteoperationson
singlerecordor multiplerecordsatatime.TheonboardDBMSwill mangea centralizeddatabase
distributedacrossa network.
Databaseservicesinclude:
LOGON, OPEN, SQL, DESCRIBE, NAME, DEFINE, BIND, EXECUTE, FETCH,
COMMENT, COMMITOFF, COMMIT, COMMITON, ROLLBACK, ERRORMSG,CLOSE,
LOGOFF,OPTIONS,RESUME.
Filemanagementservicesinclude:
CREATE,OPEN,CLOSE,DELETE,RESET,READ,WRITE.
SFE
StaticFeedElectrolyzer
SPDM
SpecialPurposeDextrousManipulator- (fromref. 27)
SPE
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solidPolymerElectrolyte
SSAA
spacestationadvancedautomation
SSDA
StandardServicesDataAcquisitionprovidesbothdataandcommandfunctions.SSDArcadsall
sensordatathatis definedon thelocalbus,andoptionallyconvertsrawdatato Engineeringunits,
savesvaluesto RODB. andperfc_rmstandarddataprocessingservices. SSDA also performs
1553busI/O to MDM attachedeffectordevices.Dataacquisitionis tabl,_driven.Thet_,blescanbe
consideredto bein theRODBasbuilt bytheMODB manager.
SSE
SoftwareSupportEnvironment
SSRMS
SpaceStationRemoteManipulatorSystem- (from ref. 27)
STADIS
StationDistributedSystem
STANDARDSERVICES
StandardServicesprovidesdataandcommandservicesfor onboardcoreandpayloadsystems.In
thiscontextdatarefersto sensordata,ADA applicationdata,andUIL data.Thelast two itemsare
called derived data. Commandsrefers to effector commands,requeststo ADA application
programs,andrequeststo UIL procedures.StandardServicesallowslocal applicationprogramsto
modify online someof the attribute information suchas Engineeringunitsoz"exception limit
parametersof existingobjects.
STORAGE
MonitorandControlPotableWaterStorage
STS
SpaceTransportationSystem- (from ref. 27)
STV
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SpaceTransferVehicle- (fromref. 27)
SWRS
ShowerWaterRecoverySystem
TBD
To BeDetermined- (from ref. 27)
TBS
To Be Supplied- (from ref. 27)
TCCS
TraceContaminantControlSubsystem
TCS
ThermalControlSystem- (from ref. 27)
THC
TEMPERATURE/ HUMIDITY CONTROL
SUBSYSTEMS
* Temp./Humidity Control
* Avionics Cooling Air
* Process Air
* Thermally Conditioned Storage
TIMES
Thermoelectric Membrane Evaporator System. Alternate to VCD for recovery of hygiene grade
water from pretreated urine.
TMP
Trial Payload Manifest - (from ref. 27)
TOC
Total Organic Carbon
TRRJ
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ThermalRadiatorJoint- (from ref. 27)
TSA
TestSupportAccessory
UIL
UIL is theUserInterfaceLanguagefor theDMS.
UNIBED
Tradenamefor a commercialsorbents/exchanger sinbedusedto post-treatsterilized
condensateandCO2processwaterasapotablesupply.26.25"X 2.25"dia.
SorbentMedia
(in orderof flow)
MCV-H 96 g.
IRN-77 90 g.
IRA-68 60 g.
580-26 600 g.
APA 95 g.
XAD-4 90 g.
IRN-150 90 g.
MCV-H 97 g.
IRN-77 90 g.
humidity
URINE
ProcessUrine
VCD
VAPORCOMPRESSIONDISTILLATION
TheVCD subsystemis acandidatesubsystem(alongwith theTIMES) for recoveryof hygiene
gradewaterfrom apretreatedurine/flushwatermixture.Subsystemoperatesonvacuumdistillation
principles.
VPCAR
VaporPhaseCatalyticAmmoniaRemoval
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WCS
WasteCollectionSystem
WM
WASTEMANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEMS
* FecalProcessing& Storage
* ReturnWasteStorage
WP-01
Work Package01 - (from ref. 27)
WRM
WATERRECOVERYAND MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEMS
* PotableRecovery
* HygieneRecovery
* UrineWaterRecovery
* WaterQualityMonitor
WRMLIMITS
WRM LimitData
WRMLMT
SetWRM Limits
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APPENDIXE - ReportSoftwareDescriptionandInstructions
The softwarethat is to distributedwith someof the reportsis containedon two MacintoshTM
diskettes.
Diskette 1 contains the text of this report and many of the diagrams. The text is formatted tbr the
Microsoft Word TM 4.0 word-processing software.
Diskette 2 contains two HyperCard TM stacks: Flows and Dictionary.
The Flows stack contains a representation of the context flow diagrams that lead to the potable
water subsystem. The stack can be started in the usual way, and all normal HyperCard TM functions
are available. At the first card clicking on either the ECLSS Software Support unit or the WRM
unit will take the user to the next card. Flows for the other parts of the ECLSS have not been
implemented. The remaining cards contain a representation of the software unit in terms of
inputs/process/outputs. Clicking on any output term, takes the user to that output. In this way the
user can trace the output. On many of the cards there is a "DETAIL" button above the process
description. Clicking on this button presents the user with a more detailed account of the process.
The process is again represented in input/process/output style, and clicking on the output term
allows the user to trace the output. All of the text fields are unlocked and can be modified by the
user.
The Dictionary stack is a general dictionary stack with the ability to delete terms turned off. The
Dictionary stack contains all of the terms in the dictionary section of this report. The stack can be
started in the usual way. The stack has several ways in which the information can be accessed.
Double clicking on any word or dragging on phrase in the entries selects it from the index. Click
the FIND button to go to the card. When you are in a dictionary card selecting a word or phrase
and clicking the REFERENCE button puts that word or phrase into the reference field of the main
card. It can then be selected as any other item in the index field. While in a dictionary card, use the
MAIN CARD button to return to the main card. Terms can also be browsed by first letter. Clicking
on an alphabet button takes the user to the first dictionary card that begins with that letter.
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ADD TERM bringsupadialoguethatleadsa userto theadditionof anewterm.WRITEsendsthe
dictionaryto anASCII file for laterprocessing.CLEAR removesthedictionaryandcompactsthe
stack.BUILD createsthedictionarystackfrom afile previouslysavedby a WRITE. This allows
theuserto maintainseveraldictionaries.Only onedictionaryis includedwith thisstack.
In the Dictionary stackall of thefields areunlockedandindexesaremaintainedautomatically.
AlteringtheDictionaryEntriesfield directlywill corrupttheindex!
Thedisketteswith thesematerialshavebeensuppliedto thefollowing:
JimMcKee-- Universityof Alabamain Huntsville
DanRochowiak-- Universityof Alabamain Huntsville
BrandonDewberry-- MarshallSpaceFlightCenter.
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